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MmJ m approach
Within the span of institutional memory, American military planning and operations have been 
marked by a doctrinal preference for mass. Given a choice, U.S. military planners have consis
tently opted for the strategic security provided by masses of men, money, munitions, and mate
riel rather than for the tactical opportunities and uncertainties of maneuver. Too much can be 
made of this predisposition; we have been ready, willing, and able to use the talents of a Sheri
dan, a Patton, or a Chennault. Similarly, Americans have fought effectively on a logistic shoe
string when circumstances dictated: Merrill's Marauders and the American/Filipino guerrilla re
sistance to Japanese occupation forces in World War II are cases in point. But it can be argued 
with considerable force that such examples are exceptions to the rule, that historically we have 
tailored neither our doctrine nor our weaponry to maneuver warfare.

The mainstream of our doctrinal and operational traditions centers on the direct application 
of mass, underwritten by a powerful, mobilized economy.

Yet this tradition is at variance with the circumstances that face the Armed Forces of the 
United States today. Our most likely adversary for the foreseeable future, the Soviet Union, en
joys a significant numerical advantage in most areas of combat power. Should major war break 
out, we will probably not have sufficient time to mobilize our economy in advance of decisive 
military action. We must, in short, plan to fight outnumbered with our peacetime forces in-be
ing, an orientation that stands in stark contrast to our pre-World War I, pre-World War II, and 
pre-Vietnam planning assumptions.

The underlying doctrinal concern, based on historical analysis, gives a sharp edge to the de
bate concerning the nature of the "force multipliers" which we clearly need. At the risk of doing 
violence to well-formulated and sophisticated arguments by oversimplification, we can identify 
two end points on the spectrum of solutions: On one end we find arguments of a purely doctrinal 
nature for the acceptance of the indirect strategic approach and of a tactical doctrine of maneu
ver as opposed to one of firepower and attrition. On the other end are arguments for superior 
weaponry whose considerable expense is frequently justified in terms of exchange ratios, a justifi
cation which, when reduced to numbers, can sound like an implied acceptance of attrition tactics.

Suspicions unavoidably arise that firepower (read "expensive hardware") is being advocated 
as a substitute for intelligent tactics and that abstract and unproved theories are being advanced 
as substitutes (read "cost reductions") for badly needed weaponry.

Obviously, we have overstated the case. The most vocal proponents of maneuver doctrine 
and the indirect approach acknowledge the need for upgraded weaponry; the staunchest expo
nents of advanced weaponry see their products as superior tools for the strategist or tactician, 
not as his replacement. Both concede the importance of economic considerations.

The ultimate questions, on either end of the spectrum, are "Flow will it really work in combat, 
and how can we most effectively use it?"—questions which embrace the essence of the military 
profession. To develop coherent doctrine and strategy, now as in the past, we must understand 
the tactical characteristics of our forces. As we get closer to the essence of tactical reality —and 
it is our view that defense analysts of all persuasions are increasingly attempting to do just that 
— views should begin to converge.

Which leads to a concluding thought: Might it be that our historical preference for the direct 
approach emerged on a case-by-case basis as the product of rational military assessment, under 
political supervision, of the tools and time available? In each of the instances cited above, we 
did the best we could with what we had. Should today be any different?
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SPAIN AND NATO
problems and prospects

Colonel F. R. Stevens, Jr ., USA

,|
The Moors, on their arrival in Spain, thought the country 
to be an island, and named it the Hidden Land. The 
poet Auden described Spain as a land crudely soldered onto 
Europe. Yet, whatever elements o f “separateness” may exist in 
Spanish society and temperament, for historical, cultural 
and political reasons, the country is so situated that the nation 
cannot escape its strategic importance to Western Europe 
and the world at large.1

J o h n  F u l l e r t o n

THE question of Spain’s entry into the N orth A tlantic T reaty  O r
ganization (N A TO ) alliance has been a subject of active contro
versy for over thirty years. So m uch verbiage has been expatiated 
on the subject throughout this period that by now it must surely have 

been addressed from every possible angle, and one more bottle of ink 
spilled would only add to what is already a decided surfeit. However, 
the issue is im portant and time-sensitive, and it deserves our continued 
attention and unrem itting  efforts to bring it to a speedy and enlight
ened resolution. As a m inim um , recent changes in the m ilitary b a l
ance in Europe argue for at least one m ore effort, however futile, to 
bring the question into clearer focus.
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NATO's Perspective
The forces aligned against incorporating 

Spain into the NATO alliance quite clearly 
lie within Spain herself and within the 
NATO mem bership. Viewing the issue first 
from N A TO ’s perspective, there are a n u m 
ber of factors that balk achievement of the 
consensus required for Spain’s adm ittance. 
Nonetheless, there appears to be a m ajority 
opinion not only that m any compelling fac
tors support this course of action but that 
the advantages, in fact, far outweigh the 
disadvantages. We will begin by addressing 
these positive factors.

benefits to N A  TO

The first and most obvious factor that 
makes Spain’s acceptance advantageous to 
the alliance is the considerable m ilitary con
tribution she could make. So m uch has been 
written on this subject since 1949 tha t it 
does not need to be dwelt on at length. 
However, a complete p icture of the key fac
tors involved dem ands a brief review of this 
one aspect, which m any feel to be the com 
pelling argum ent overshadowing all others.

First, in terms of num bers, com pared to 
the twelve current N A TO m em bers that 
contribute forces to the alliance,* Spain 
would rank sixth in gross national product 
(GNP) ($123.6 billion), defense expendi
tures ($2.36 billion), and tanks (860) and 
fifth in num bers of troops (315,500) and 
com bat aircraft (214).2 W hile these com bat 
assets, if added to NA TO , would not signifi
cantly tip the balance, they would represent 
a short-term  enhancem ent at a time when 
the increasing disparity in com bat power 
has become a m atter of grave concern in 
Brussels. More im portant, the long-term  
potential promises even greater returns. 
Spain’s universal m ilitary train ing program  
could field a total available force of one and

•Iceland, France, and Greece do not now contribute forces to 
NATO.

a half million m en,8 and the Spanish soldier 
who would m an that force has proved 
throughout history to be a tough and coura
geous fighter.4 While the recession bred of 
the 1973 oil crisis hit Spain harder than it 
did most of the other W estern nations, her 
economy rem ains strong, with promise of 
even greater im provem ent with her pending 
assimilation into the European Economic 
Com m unity (EEC).6 Spain, therefore, has 
the capacity to improve both the quality 
and quantity  of the fighting equipm ent that 
would support this force.

However, Spain’s potential contribution 
to the m ilitary balance far transcends mere 
num bers of m en, tanks, and  airplanes. It is 
her strategic location that offers the greatest 
advantage to any potential ally. So strong, 
in fact, is her geographic position that Spain 
has come to be commonly referred to as a 
“European redoub t,” a relatively invulner
able sanctuary, wherein forces for use on the 
Central Front could be m arshaled, from 
which a ir and sea attacks on the W arsaw 
Pact could be staged or launched, and in 
which a defeated N A TO force could re 
group for counterattack.

In addition to her m ilitary and geograph
ic strengths, Spain also brings with her a 
unique political force of considerable im 
portance to the goals and aspirations of the 
N A TO alliance. In the vituperation against 
the “fascist” regime of General Francisco 
Franco and the general European distaste 
for and m istrust of his dictatorial form of 
governm ent, the fact that Spain has a solid 
h istory  o f an ticom m un ism , p a rticu la rly  
anti-Soviet com m unism , is often overlooked.

To begin with, it is im portan t to rem em 
ber that anticom m unism  was the m ain cor
nerstone of fascism, a fact tha t becam e o b 
scured during the days when we joined arms 
with Stalin to defeat the forces of consum 
m ate evil personified by Hitler and Musso
lini. It is significant in this regard also that 
the only active support Franco provided the
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Axis during the war was the dispatch of the 
Blue Division to fight on the Eastern Front 
against the Russians. Of more im m ediate 
concern, however, is the fact that under 
Franco, m ilitant anticom m unism  continued 
unabated in the postwar Spanish govern
m ent.

More im portant than the official an ti
communism of the Nationalist government, 
however, has been the history of anti-Soviet 
communism that pervades Spanish politics 
across the entire political spectrum , all the 
way out to the far left. Going back before 
the Civil W ar of 1936-1939, when the com 
munists were garnering considerable politi
cal strength in the tangled web of Spanish 
politics of that era, there was a strong anti- 
Com intern bias to the coalition of the left. 
Just to the left of center, the m ajor element, 
the socialists were strongly anticom m unist 
until the pressures of the Civil W ar drove 
them into the arms of their form er rivals. 
To the far left, the anarchists were m ilitant- 
ly anticom m unist. And within the Com 
m unist Party itself, anti-Com intern forces 
long dom inated those elements that favored 
the Russian brand  of comm unism . This bias 
was again am eliorated by the necessities of 
war, although even in the worst of times 
during the struggle of 1936-1939, a strong 
an ti-C om in tern  elem ent known as the 
POUM  (Partido Obrero de Unificacion 
Marxista) gained m any advocates within the 
Republican ranks.

In the early years of the war, the Soviet 
influence grew, as Russia provided m uch 
needed m aterial assistance and as the Rus
sian-backed elements dem onstrated the only 
truly cohesive political force in the still frag 
m ented Republican ranks. However, from 
this position of strong advantage, the Rus
sians and their surrogates overplayed their 
hand by a cold-blooded suppression of the 
other leftist elements in the coalition. A nar
chists, POUMistas, and even some who sim 
ply showed anti-Com intern leanings found 
themselves jailed and often executed along

side Franco supporters who had fallen into 
the hands of the Republican forces. Seeds of 
mistrust and even hatred were thus sewn in 
the leftist ranks that later were to bloom in 
the rich soil of abject defeat.6

Spain, therefore, has a political track 
record of antim onolithic communism which 
outshines that of the other European de
mocracies.

N A  TO  concerns

T he benefits that would thus accrue to 
N A TO from Spain’s entry into the alliance 
would appear to be compelling. She is a 
strong ideological enemy to the Soviets, a 
capable m ilitary partner with significant 
geographic advantages, and now a candi
date for economic partnership in the Com 
m on M arket. Yet her adm ittance to the 
m ilitary coalition of W estern states has been 
barred  for over thirty years; and, while there 
is reason for new hope, she rem ains un in
vited and, from all appearances in some 
quarters, unw anted. T he reasons for this 
antipathy are num erous, confusing, and in 
a constant state of flux. A strong argum ent 
can be m ade, however, that none are irre
versible if handled with political finesse.

T he first and overriding factor that has 
kept Spain waiting at N A T O ’s door has been 
her dictatorial, right-w inggovernm ent, held 
under the tight control of Generalissimo 
Francisco Franco until his death  in 1975.7 
T he  negative reactions his governm ent 
spawned in the other capitals of Europe 
have been at various stages as paradoxical 
and hypocritical as they have been lasting.

In the early years following W orld W ar 
II, these reactions were clearly bred of F ran
co’s relationships with the G erm an-Italian 
axis. However, this concern was somewhat 
exaggerated in light of the very lukewarm 
support that Franco had provided the Nazi 
forces, and it certainly became paradoxical 
at best when both Germany and Italy were
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themselves adm itted to NATO in the mid- 
1950s.

W hat kept the forces in opposition active 
at that later point was a lingering mistrust 
of Franco’s antisocialism. Being anticom 
munist, it seemed, was acceptable; however, 
Franco fell so far to the right that he came 
afoul of the socialist parties that were in the

ascendancy in countries such as England, 
Denm ark, and Norway.8

This political problem was aggravated by 
the residue of emotional involvement with 
the Civil W ar’s Republican cause. And it 
was m any of the young idealists who had 
fought in or supported the International 
Brigades of the ’30s who were now in power
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in the European socialist parties of the ’50s. 
It thus devolved that while Portugal, under 
the dictatorship of Salazar (who had actively 
supported Franco during the Civil W ar), 
Germany, the historic enemy of all of W est
ern Europe, and her erstwhile ally Italy were 
adm itted into the alliance, Spain rem ained 
unwelcome.

There was, and remains in this animosity, 
an element of hypocrisy that has always 
been untoward and which may prove most 
troublesome before the history of NATO 
has run its course. This hypocrisy has its 
roots in the fact of strong bilateral U.S.- 
Spanish agreements dating back to 1953 
and renegotiated as recently as 1976. Simply 
stated, these arrangem ents have perm itted 
NATO to have it both ways. T he various 
members have been able to sit behind the 
protection of the U.S.-Spanish agreements 
while piously berating the lack of dem ocra
cy in Spain herself—a dangerous game to 
play with the most docile and forbearing of 
people, a potentially fatal one with a people 
as proud and volatile as the Spanish.

It is pertinent to question here the role of 
the United States in this one-sided face-off. 
On the surface we appear to have filled the 
role of good friend to both protagonists. 
However, it is in playing this part that we 
have allowed the game to continue; and in 
this regard, we share a large portion of the 
blam e for its outcome. In simplest terms 
ours has been a policy of expediency; and, 
as with most such policies, it is likely to 
prove most short-sighted. T he 1959 negotia
tions over Spain’s application for admission 
to NATO provide a clear exam ple of our 
failure to meet the problem  head-on. By 
then, as one reporter observed, “there was 
little dispute . . . that from the standpoint 
of m ilitary strategy, strategic integration, 
and sound comm on sense, Spain should be a 
fully participating m em ber of the W estern 
A lliance.’’9 Recognizing this, all countries 
except Denm ark and Norway appeared p re
pared to accept the proposition.10 Faced

with this tough challenge, the U.S. took the 
easy way out and failed to support her loyal 
and com m itted ally. Pleading the vital im 
portance of m aintaining the unity of the a l
liance, we failed to aggressively pursue a po
litical solution, electing rather to join the 
rest of the nations in hiding behind the b i
lateral agreements which assured Spain’s 
support without offering a NATO quid pro 
quo .11 This lack of political gum ption has 
proved particularly ironic in light of the 
subsequent withdrawal of France, one of 
the earlier bulwarks of the alliance.

This brings us to the last m ajor NATO 
concern about the adm ittance of Spain, one 
about which practically no m ention is m ade 
today, at least in the context of Spain’s ad 
mission to NA TO . T hat is the concern of 
the countries to the north of the Pyrenees 
that the incorporation of Spain as a full and 
participating partner would somehow un
derm ine the forward defense strategy, a 
fear, if you will, of a “redoubt m entality .” 
T h e  S p a n ish  c o n q u is ta d o r  C o rte s  once  
burned his own ships to remove them as a 
safe haven of escape in order to m ake his 
reluctant soldiers press on toward the con
quest of Mexico. W ithout acknowledging it 
openly, the current NATO m em bership 
may find themselves looking on Spain today 
as Cortes did his ships in 1519. So pervading 
and tangible is concern for the forward de
fense strategy that it cannot help being a 
factor in the thinking of every European 
north of the Pyrenees when the term  “Span
ish redoub t” is m entioned. And herein is 
added yet another irony to the already com 
plicated equation: the m ilitary strength that 
Spain offers the alliance becomes, on the 
political front, a liability.

In any discussion of the pros and cons of 
Spanish m em bership, there inevitably sur
face several other concerns, such as Spain’s 
e c o n o m ic  p ro b le m s , th e  in a d e q u a c y  o f 
train ing  and arm am ents for her arm ed 
forces (with the corollary concern over the 
potential costs to Spain and her NATO a l
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lies to make up these shortcom ings),12 and 
finally the concern, voiced generally by the 
political left, that her adm ittance will upset 
the status quo in the East-West balance, in 
spiring a further strengthening of the W ar
saw P act.13 W hile these issues cannot be ig
nored. they constitute m ore political straw- 
men than substantive concerns. T he effort 
of those who would support Spain’s incor
poration into NATO should therefore be to 
avoid being sidetracked by argum ents such 
as these and to focus on the m ajor issues of 
Spain’s political posture, her unrequited 
NATO com m itm ent and concern for the 
“redoubt m entality .”

Spain's Perspective
Those then are the issues that divide 

NATO on this vital question. Until 1975, or 
even as late as 1977, any consideration of 
the question could have stopped here; for 
Spain under Franco, and for a short time 
following his death, was unequivocally com 
m itted to the NATO cause and unabashedly 
eager to join. However. NATO has played 
sanctimonious politics for about two years 
too long and now finds herself with a p o 
tentially reticent candidate for m em ber
ship. As Prim e Minister Adolfo Suarez G on
zalez indicated in late 1977, “M embership 
in NATO is now a question for the Cortes 
(Spanish Parliam ent), or even a question for 
a national referendum .”14 Whoever would 
henceforth seek to accomplish this union 
must therefore address himself to selling the 
idea to both NATO and the Spanish people, 
and with every passing day the selling job in 
Spain is becoming m ore and m ore proble
m atical. We are therefore confronted with 
yet another irony, for as NATO appears to 
come closer to accepting the proposition, 
Spain has begun to drift away from it.

Spanish concerns

The issues and forces that tend to discour
age Spain from taking this path , however,

have not just recently risen. Some in fact go 
as far back as the seventeenth or even the 
sixteenth century, when Spain’s decline 
from a position of preem inence in Europe 
began , presaged then  and  reenforced  
through the next two centuries by a series of 
disastrous alliances. Spain entered the twen
tieth century understandably wary of coali
tion in any form, a policy that she has a d 
hered to faithfully and an attitude that still 
has strong roots to this day. It m ight be 
said, in fact, that Franco’s efforts to join 
N A TO were a unique aberration  which may 
well have come and gone, unique not only 
for Spain in general but specifically for 
Franco. It seems little appreciated, but the 
fact is that Franco’s avoidance of stronger 
ties to the Axis in W orld W ar II was nothing 
short of a m asterpiece of statesm anship. 
Given the great debt that Franco owed both 
Germany and Italy for their m ilitary and 
economic support, without which he could 
never have won the Civil W ar, and given the 
early and dram atic  victories of the Nazis, 
the pressure to throw his lot in with Hitler 
and Mussolini must have been intense. But 
N A TO appreciated neither his earlier resis
tance to the strong tem ptation to join the 
Axis nor his subsequent break with long
standing trad ition  and policy in seeking to 
join the W estern alliance. They reacted to 
both by m aking Franco and his nation the 
pariah  of the continent.

This brings us to the second factor at 
work opposing the alliance, and that is 
Spanish pride. No nation, no m atter how 
patien t, can be shunned for 30 years, com 
m itting herself all the while, with little or no 
reciprocation, without becom ing m ore than 
somewhat reticent to subsequent overtures. 
And the Spaniards, far from being a fo r
bearing lot, are a proud and volatile people, 
whose patience can be tried only at high 
risk. T here is little doubt, in fact, that at 
least one plateau has already been passed. 
Spain is, henceforth, quite unlikely to pe ti
tion formally for m em bership; it will now be
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incum bent on NATO to solicit her p a rtn er
ship.

There are a num ber of other factors at 
work against this proposal, both internal to 
Spain and within the realm of her foreign 
relations. T he first and most obvious in te r
nal factor is the clearly enunciated anti- 
NATO policy of the Spanish W orkers So
cialist Party (PSOE), the second largest and 
m ost p o w e rfu l p o lit ic a l  e le m e n t w ith in  
Spain .15 While the PSOE currently holds 
only approxim ately 34 percent of the seats 
in the Cortes, it is a force with which the 
largest party, the UCD (Union del Centro 
Democrático), must always contend, in that 
the latter holds far from a m ajority of the 
public’s support. W hile the UCD m ade 
some m inor gains in the last elections, it 
achieved its near m ajority with the support 
of only 35 percent of the popular vote.16 If 
Suarez wishes to have a relatively free rein 
to attack the country’s most serious p rob 
lems, particularly those in the economic 
area, he must avoid raising other con tro
versial issues which could threaten to bring 
his government dow n.17 In this regard, it is 
significant that he has avoided m aking 
NATO m em bership an issue.18 It is of in te r
est to note also, however, that Felipe G on
zalez, the head of the PSOE, in a postelec- 
don interview, promised that “his party 
would try not to force elections within the 
next four years ‘because we believe the 
country deserves this period of stability .’”19 

W hile this would appear to give Suarez a 
little breathing space, there is in the ca re 
fully worded promise, the clear im plication 
that Gonzalez reserves the option of chal
lenging any issue of significant im port to 
the PSOE —and a tacit warning to Suarez 
not to raise any such issues. However, in 
view of Suarez’s near m ajority in the Cortes 
and the fact that m oderate socialists do not 
support the non-N A TO  policy, a vote in the 
Cortes would appear to have a good chance 
for success. In that the UCD popular vote 
percentage (35 percent) was m uch lower

than the 48 percent share of the Cortes seats 
won by the party, a referendum  might prove 
a less certain route to go and a greater polit
ical gam ble for Suarez. On the other hand, 
the Spanish voters have overwhelmingly ap 
proved every proposition advanced by the 
government since 1967. So given the UCD’s 
present m om entum , this approach, too, 
should prove successful if the necessary po
litical spade work is properly accomplished; 
and it would clearly constitute a more visi
ble and binding com m itm ent by the whole 
Spanish nation. W hile it would involve a 
slightly greater political gam ble, it would 
promise comm ensurately greater rewards.

W hile Prim e Minister Suarez has essen
tially decoupled himself from open advoca
cy, m em bers of his party are working be
hind the scenes to accomplish the union. 
Further, specific steps are being taken at 
least to neutralize the opposition of the 
PSOE, if not achieve its tacit support. On 
the national level, the UCD is using the 
PSOE’s anti-N A TO  position to underm ine 
that party’s unity, seeking, through a low- 
profile cam paign, to alienate more m oder
ate m em bers who see their party’s position 
as being Soviet-sponsored.20 Meanwhile, the 
UCD is also working for support on the in 
ternational scene. For exam ple, at a North 
A tlantic Assembly held in Portugal in De
cem ber 1978, a Spanish senator, a m em ber 
of the UCD, was in attendance with the ex
pressed purpose of soliciting “support for 
Spain’s m em bership in N A T O .” He further 
indicated his intent to seek assistance from 
the pro-N A TO  Portuguese Socialists in an 
effort “to influence the Spanish Socialists to 
change their m inds and support m em ber
sh ip .”21

However, it will probably take more than 
that and may well involve a Cortes vote or 
the national referendum  alluded to by 
Suarez. For there are other political factors 
operating against the proposal, two key ones 
of which revolve around the military, nam e
ly the internal orientation of the army and



the probable costs of m odernization, which 
would portend a possible tax increase — 
never a popular political issue.

T he internal arm y problem  is one of the 
decidedly negative legacies of the Franco re 
gime. It was bred of the problem , endemic 
to dictatorships, that m ilitary-police force is 
invariably required, in perception if not in 
fact, to m aintain  the power in the hands of 
the dictator. W hile he had two strong p a ra 
m ilitary police forces, the G uardia Civil and 
the Policia A rm ada, charged with the m is
sion of internal security. Franco still tended 
to look toward the arm y itself, the force 
which had brought him to power, to ensure 
the stability of his regime. T he army in turn  
therefore tended toward a more internal 
orientation, more toward its mission of ‘‘the 
defense of institutional order" than that of 
m aintaining national security.22 This p ro b 
lem was aggravated by the loss in 1975 of the 
mission of providing security within the bo r
ders of Western Sahara (formerly Spanish

f-ra*\Franzo

Sahara). T he army, already, in the view of 
many, too involved in the internal affairs of 
continental Spain, now found itself without 
any substantial external counterbalance.

Beyond the internal army question is the 
more im portant and politically significant 
question of the cost of m odernization.23 T he 
Spanish arm ed forces are poorly equipped 
in terms of both quality and quantity . As 
m entioned earlier, this creates a problem 
for N A TO , but m ore to the point, it p re
sents a problem  for the Spanish people. 
W hile both parties will have to help defray

9
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the necessary costs of m odernization, the 
element most directly concerned will be the 
Spanish taxpayer; and opponents of the alli
ance within Spain are certain to play heavily 
on the tax issue when the question comes up 
for consideration either in the Cortes or by 
referendum . And given N A T O ’s current 
problems, they are also likely to raise the 
question of what additional security they 
will be buying for these added expenditures.

In addition to internal pressures, there 
are a num ber of external factors that will 
operate to dissuade Spain from joining 
NATO. The first and most obvious is pres
sure from the Soviet Union, which is becom 
ing much bolder and more direct in its ef
forts to lure Spain from the NATO cam p, 
using both the carrot and the stick. The 
carrot is what Newsweek has referred to as 
"R ussia’s S p an ish  G a m b it ,” c o m p ris in g  

promises of tem pting business deals, to in 
clude attractive credit terms and lucrative 
m arkets.24 This Russian effort was clearly 
doomed from the start, however, in that it 
was so obvious that the U .S.S.R. could not 
compete economically with the European 
Com munity that even the Spanish Com 
munist Party supported the EEC move.25 
T hat leaves the stick; and the tacit threat to 
Spanish sovereignty lies behind any Moscow 
move.26

The last force that could incline Spain 
toward rem aining outside of N A TO is the 
potential inducem ent to join a nascent 
southern Europe pact. T here is not m uch 
literature on the subject; however, vague 
allusions to such an alliance are beginning 
to appear in various writings.27 It may well 
be just a gleam in the eye of the yet-aborn- 
ing coalition of Eurocom m unist nations. 
However, this is an interesting possibility 
that bears careful watching, in that the po
tential m em bers, namely Italy, France, 
Spain, and Portugal, all lie on or adjacent 
to N A T O ’s southern tier. Such a develop
m ent would obviously have far-reaching 
and complex implications for NA TO .

benefits to Spain
As with the question of N A TO ’s position on 
the issue at hand, there are pros, as opposed 
to the above-listed cons, which suggest that 
joining the NATO alliance would be in the 
best interests of Spain herself. W ith one ex
ception, they generally fall into two broad 
topic areas: security and economic-political 
leverage.

The th ird  broad area involves the status 
of the Spanish arm ed forces themselves, and 
herein lies another interesting paradox. The 
air force and navy are progressing slowly 
but resolutely toward both m odernization 
and closer ties with NATO; and each of 
these services is realizing real benefits from 
both program s that improve their potential 
contribution to Spain’s defense. Further
m ore, the officers of the junior services are 
for the most part receptive to NA TO m em 
bership, for they see in this step the promise 
of yet better equipm ent and better training, 
as well as a clear, unqualified mission on 
which to focus their efforts —three big 
pluses for Spain as well as for N A T O .28

The paradox is that the army, which suf
fers an even greater need for more modern 
equipm ent and a substantive mission, is 
balking at the prospect of the NATO con
nection. T he problem , as discussed earlier, 
derives from her internal orientation and is 
aggravated by the lack of a real mission 
since the loss of Spanish Sahara. At its core, 
however, is the pride of the senior Spanish 
officers who are reticent to surrender the 
positions of prestige and power they hold 
within the na tion ’s infrastructure. While, 
on the surface, this poses one of the m ajor 
roadblocks to Spanish acquiescence to 
union with NATO, it in fact holds the key 
to what would be a m ajor benefit for the 
Spanish governm ent and people, who would 
clearly like to return  the business of justice 
and order to the courts and police agencies. 
M embership in N A TO , and the arm y’s sub
sequent shifting of its focus of attention to 
the international arena, could therefore
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very m uch serve in the interests of Spain’s 
continuing efforts to reestablish a viable, in 
ternally secure democracy.

Spain’s arm ed forces themselves would 
also realize considerable benefits by joining 
NATO through the achievement of m uch 
needed improvement, at what could well be 
minimal expenditure by both Spain and 
NATO. This economic factor, as m en
tioned earlier, is a problem  which cannot be 
ignored. However, it can be persuasively 
argued that the problem  has been exag
gerated, that Spain already spends a greater 
percentage of her GNP on defense than 
most current NATO mem bers, that what is 
needed are the benefits of joining NATO 
in the Long Term  Defense Plan in order to 
ensure m axim um  return  on the money she 
does invest. Concurrently, her pending a d 
m ittance to EEC should give her added eco
nomic leverage that would enable her to 
meet the 3 percent real growth program  to 
which NATO m em bership would commit 
her, without significant tax increases or the 
threat of further inflation. Conversely, it is 
also of interest to consider the potential 
costs of neutrality. W hile it would require 
a comprehensive analysis to prove one way 
or the other, it can be conjectured that it 
would cost Spain considerably more to sup
port independently the m ilitary force that 
would be required to m aintain  a credible 
neutrality.

The second m ajor benefit for Spain 
would be the enhanced political leverage 
that m em bership in NATO would bring. 
To regain her rightful place in the councils 
of Europe, Spain must join NATO as a full 
partner, and down deep she aspires to that 
rightful place and knows that she must join 
NATO to achieve it. Her estrangem ent 
from the high politics of Europe has been an 
unnatural state of affairs which is long over
due for change.29

But by far the most im portant benefit 
an alliance with NATO would bring Spain 
is enhanced security. It can be argued,

and is by the Soviets, that, rather than im 
proving Spain’s position, such a move would 
put her in h arm ’s way. However, the politi
cal and m ilitary imperatives are such that 
she will find herself there whether she joins 
NATO or not, and her best chance for sur
vival is to achieve the m utual security o f
fered by the alliance.

Barring a failure to renew the U.S. b ila t
eral treaty when it comes due in 1981, Spain 
has m ade herself a de facto enemy of the 
W arsaw Pact by perm itting U.S. use of her 
ports and air bases; thus her status as a 
m em ber of N A TO could not aggravate an 
already consum m ate enmity. But even w ith
out the U.S. bilateral com m itm ent, any 
Spanish effort to rem ain neutral would 
prove inevitably futile. Her strategic posi
tion simply makes her an irresistible target 
for either side in any fu ture continental 
conflict. She must choose to go one way or 
the other; and the choice for her should be 
clear.

As the then m inister of Foreign Affairs 
observed in January  1976, Spain intended 
to join the EEC, and she was well aware that 
N A TO was “the m ilitary infrastructive of 
the com m unity.’’30 She has now petitioned 
to join that com m unity, and in doing so, as 
indicated earlier, she m ade a conscious 
choice between the Common M arket and 
economic affiliation with the U .S.S.R. As
sum ing that the EEC acts favorably on the 
recom m endation of its commission, Spain 
will clearly assume a vested interest in p ro 
tecting the com m unity and its in terdepen
dent economic structure. It could be argued 
that she m ight follow the independent pa th  
chosen by France; however, Spain does not 
own and has no prospects of owning her 
own force de frappe. So this, too, seems an 
inappropriate  course for her to pursue.

All of which leads back with inexorable 
logic to the proposition tha t m em bership 
in N A TO is indeed in Spain’s best interests 
from the all-im portant security standpoint. 
Spain needs NA TO to secure her economic
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and political future, and NATO has come to 
sorely need Spain’s support in order to be in 
a credible position to provide that security.

New Factors
The Spanish question has lingered on 

now for over thirty years, and most of the 
basic issues of concern then rem ain those of 
concern today. T here have, however, been 
some rather fundam ental changes in the 
complexion of these issues, the great bulk of 
which should shift the balance well in favor 
of Spanish admission to the NATO alliance 
and some of which in fact urge the expedi
tious resolution of the issue.

The first change has been the unprece
dented and to-date effectively unanswered 
increase in both the quality and quantity  of 
W arsaw Pact forces. This improvement p ro 
gram  has tipped the com bat power ratio 
perilously far toward the W arsaw Pact side, 
to the extent that it is now estim ated that 
the Pact possesses the 3:1 advantage re 
quired for a reasonable chance of success 
in an attack against a well-organized, cohe
sive defense, m uch less against the less-than- 
optim ally postured NATO forces. In a m ore 
specific sense, with regard to Spain, the im 
proved range of the fighter and fighter- 
bom ber aircraft of the Pact has brought all 
but a few of the current N A TO and French 
airfields within range of the Pact attacking 
forces. Thus the availability of Spanish 
bases for staging, recovery, and other vital 
air operations has taken on added m eaning 
for the continental allies as well as for the 
United States.

T he next most significant change in the 
m ilitary balance lies in the loss of the coor
dinated support of France and Greece, to 
gether with the U.S. alienation of Turkey 
and the subsequent deterioration of her 
forces. These losses are com pounded by 
Italy’s growing economic crisis, the increas
ing Soviet presence in the M editerranean, 
the loss of M alta, and the socialistic leanings

of Libya and Algeria, which propel them 
closer to the Communist bloc. Taken to
gether, these changes have m ade the unfa
vorable shift in balance on N A TO ’s south
ern flank even more dram atic and potential
ly disastrous than that of the Central Front.

These new factors, all on the negative side 
of the ledger, urge speedy and substantive 
adjustm ents on the part of NATO. The alli
ance has put a great deal of effort into the 
development of a long-term  solution; how
ever, for the im m ediate future, the only 
available option that promises rapid , tang i
ble results would be the acceptance of Spain 
into the W estern m ilitary community.

Fortunately, there have also been a num 
ber of favorable changes, all of them  involv
ing Spain’s economic and political status. 
The most significant, of course, has been 
the emergence in Spain of a government 
that has m ade rem arkable strides toward 
the achievement of truly representative gov
ernm ent. T here are still a few who feel that 
not enough progress has been m ade in this 
sensitive area, but the num ber of critics 
dwindles with each passing day and each 
new step forward.

Conversely, Spain’s new-found political 
freedom also argues for expeditious denoue
m ent from a negative standpoint. For this 
brief m om ent in history may find those in 
Spain who are in favor of joining NATO at 
the zenith of their power or, m ore im por
tan t, those opposed at their nadir. Spain’s 
economic and political problems are the 
kind that provide fertile ground in which 
the seeds of socialism and comunism quickly 
germ inate.31 In addition, the last time Spain 
had a go at democracy, in the early 1930s, 
her politics proved most volatile, with 
parties at both ends of the spectrum  on oc
casion supporting their erstwhile opponents 
and the seat of power swinging from one 
side of center to the other in relatively rapid 
and dram atic  fashion. Some things are d if
ferent today, but a great m any of the basic 
conflicts and controversies rem ain essential
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ly unchanged from what they were almost 
fifty years ago. The decision to go at the 
problem in anything approaching a leisure
ly pace might therefore prove a bad gamble. 
The Socialist promise to support stability 
for four years combined with the current 
split in its ranks on the NATO issue also 
argues for striking now.

The final change of potential significance, 
and happily a positive one, was the favor
able report by the EEC commission concern
ing Spain's admission to the Common M ar
ket. The final move by the EEC, which now 
seems assured, should do m ore than any 
other single event to persuade all parties con
cerned of the desirability, if not necessity, 
of accomplishing a corresponding m ilitary 
coalition, in order to ensure the security of 
the joint economic interests of both parties.

THE answers to the questions “when” and 
"how” are, simply, “soonest” and “through 
an aggressive, enlightened and well-orga
n ized  U .S . p o li t ic a l-d ip lo m a tic  e f f o r t ,” 
starting with initiatives to accelerate Spain’s 
acceptance into the Common M arket. T im e 
is of the essence, however; as the inertia 
bred of years of inactivity weighs heavy on 
NATO, Spain becomes m ore independent 
and reticent, and U.S. prestige and leverage 
continue in decline. It is therefore urgent 
that we act now; and there is an added in 
ducement to undertake this action, within 
which lies the final irony of the Spanish- 
NATO equation —one that finally promises
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Who asks whether the enemy 
were defeated by strategy or valor?

V IRGIL

T HE North Atlantic T reaty  O rganiza
tion (NATO) has undoubtedly been 
one of this country’s most successful re 
gional m ilita ry  and  po litica l a lliances. 

Therefore, it is all the more astounding that 
after thirty years of organizational viability, 
responsible observers on both sides of the 
Atlantic strongly suggest that the alliance 
has such critical m ilitary deficiencies that its 
ability to deter war, not to m ention fighting 
one, is at best m arginal. Bluntly stated, 
NATO is viewed by m any thoughtful o b 
servers as being too weak m ilitarily to coun
ter effectively the potential threat facing i t .1 
M ajor General John Singlaub, U.S. Army, 
retired, in an unintentional but appropriate  
sum m ary of such criticism stated, “ . . . in 
the event of a m ajor conflict in W estern E u
rope, N A T O ’s forces could fight no m ore 
than a holding action .”2

Such an assessment is all the m ore am az
ing in view of the vigorous and significant 
defense upgrade efforts by most m em bers of 
the alliance in recent years to improve their 
m ilitary forces and conventional warfighting 
capabilities. To cite only a few m ajor exam 
ples, H olland, Belgium, Denm ark, and 
Norway are replacing their aging com bat 
aircraft with m uch m ore capable F-16 
fighters; Germany, D enm ark, and Canada, 
am ong others, proudly point to new L eop
ard  m ain battle  tanks (MBTs), described by 
m any experts as the best tank in the world. 
Holland and Germany are equipping with 
the new, mobile, and highly accurate radar- 
guided G epard short-range, tw in-barrel 
an tiaircraft Flackpanzer, and U.S. Air 
Forces in Europe are introducing the h igh
ly touted F-15 air superiority fighter and A- 
10 close air support aircraft in sizable n u m 
bers. Im provem ent efforts of this scope are 
evident in all of the services of alliance

members in the Central Region, the critical 
region in NATO past and present. W ith 
such highly visible defense improvement ef
forts, it seems almost paradoxical to speak 
of a m ajor m ilitary weakness in NATO. 
W hat, then, are we really talking about 
when we speak of m ilitary strength or the 
lack of it? Do we m ean tha t even more and 
still better tanks and aircraft are needed? 
Do we need m ore and better trained men? 
O r are we in fact talking about whether we 
are or are not employing what we already 
have in the most rational m anner in today’s 
strategic and tactical nuclear environment?

I believe there is a strong possibility that 
with a return  to some tim e-honored and 
proven principles of m ilitary leadership and 
force m anagem ent, a change in perspective 
of N A T O ’s ability to defend itself is possible 
without spending ourselves into an e ither/o r 
situation; that is, either guns or butter, not 
bo th .3 A m uch publicized and often quoted 
1977 Senate report reviewed NA TO and 
how its forces related to the Soviet threat. 
Its findings and recom m endations were in 
terms of the current strategy of flexible re 
sponse. However, in a b rief introductory 
sentence, the report got to the heart of 
N A T O ’s ailm ent by stating that perhaps 
even N A T O ’s strategy itself is questionable.4 
My purpose is to pursue this suggestion and 
propose an approach to Central European 
and, therefore, U.S. conventional defense 
efforts tha t m ay m ake the alliance more via
ble in the future and better able to fulfill 
its mission of deterring overt war; but, if 
necessary, to deny an aggressor any gains 
should war occur. My intent also is to p ro
m ote thoughtful debate on a vital subject 
as opposed to offering definitive and pat 
prescriptions for N A T O ’s real or im aginary 
ailments.

On Numbers and Their Value
M ilitary comparisons between W arsaw 

Pact (W P) and NA TO conventional com bat
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Force M anagem ent

Principles of War or good force management were accumulated by successful com
manders over time. They are not hard and fast rules but represent cumulative wis
dom major violation of which has proved to be an unwise choice. Clausewitz initially 
listed five such principles (objective, offensive, mass, economy of force, and mobility), 
later adding to them the elements of surprise, morale, and exploitation. The Soviet 
Union surprisingly adheres to only one of the Clausewitzian principles, morale; in line 
with its penchant for centralized control, detailed planning, and application of mas
sive force, it subscribes to a set of principles shared by no one else: quantity/quality of 
divisions, armament, ability of commanders, stability of the rear. U.S. forces general
ly subscribe to all of the five original Clausewitzian principles and in addition to the 
element of surprise also accepting unity of command, coordination, security, and 
simplicity as basic good management principles. Current NATO strategy emphasizes 
mass and through a plethora of command structures and a doctrine of forward de
fense deemphasizes such force multipliers as surprise, maneuver, initiative, and
simplicity.

W.W.E.S.

forces norm ally are expressed in terms of 
such simple quantitative indices as num bers 
of MBTs, arm ored fighting vehicles (AFVs), 
tactical aircraft (TACAIR), surface-to-air 
missile (SAM) systems, and whatever else 
lends itself to reduction to a chart or graph. 
For instance, a cursory review of only a few 
such indicators of supposed m ilitary strength 
or weakness gives a disheartening im pres
sion that N A TO com bat capability is not 
only inferior to that of the W arsaw Pact but 
apparently dangerously so in some respects.5

Such a simplistic, although often used, 
quantitative analysis of the relative strengths 
of two opposing camps has some obvious 
value. One m ajor flaw of m ere force com 
parison analysis, however, is its failure to re 
flect qualitative and organizational d iffer
ences, nor does it m ake allowances for such 
perishable but im portant factors as tra in 
ing, m orale, or leadership, to m ention only 
a few. T h at weapons alone do not m ake 
armies was amply dem onstrated in very re 

cent times by the Iranian  arm ed forces. 
T herefore, the conclusions to be drawn 
from side-by-side comparisons of equipm ent 
and forces are necessarily lim ited and, in 
good conscience, should always be so iden 
tified. In fact, given the weight of other 
than  simple quantitative factors, the a p 
parent inequities posed by the quantifiable 
num bers are significantly less than  revealed 
by casual observation.

N um erical inferiority is not of itself an in 
dicator of inferior com bat capability. T he 
fundam ental axiom underlying such a ra tio 
nale is the often-held belief and cliché that 
the side with the larger battalions wins. 
W hile frequently a valid statem ent in a ttr i
tion-type warfare where the size of the force 
m ay be far m ore im portant than  its im agi
native em ploym ent, a historical review ra th 
er convincingly suggests that skilled general
ship can m any times com pensate for u n fa 
vorable im balances in the size and technical 
capabilities of forces. Although the Persian

17
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army of Xerxes, more than 200,000 men ac
com panied by a fleet of 1500 agile warships, 
enabled him to occupy Athens in 480 B.C., 
it was not enough to save him from defeat 
by a vastly outm anned but not outgeneraled 
Hellenic alliance. In 1940, Germ an Field 
Marshal Karl von R undstedt’s 2574 tanks, 
outnum bered by 3609 allied tanks of gen
erally superior quality, m ade m ilitary his
tory by their brilliant dash to the C hannel.6 
The “invincible” forts of the Maginot Line, 
with their large garrisons prepared  for head- 
on, a ttrition warfare, sat inactive and u n 
able to enter into or influence the conflict. 
Who would have seriously questioned the 
value of that m agnificent fortification prior 
to the debacle; but the lesson, although of
ten quoted, is less often understood. C er
tainly it is little heeded today at a time, in 
some respects, not so different from 1939. It 
can be argued that a new M aginot Line has 
again evolved in Central Europe, while not 
as visible and form idable as its predecessor, 
just as vulnerable. T h a t new line is the cu r
rent N A TO strategy of flexible response with 
its doctrine of forward defense. This doc
trine may pose a greater threat to NATO 
than any real or perceived W arsaw Pact

Military comparisons between 
the Warsaw Pact and NATO

Northern and 
Central Europe

NATO
Warsaw

Pact
MBTs in operational 
service 7000 20,500

TACAIR in operational 
service 2350 4200

Artillery of all 
types 2700 10.000

Ground forces available 
in peacetime; 
division equivalents 27 47

Combat manpower 
in all types 
of formations 626,000 943,000

num erical inequities in weapons or men be
cause it does not recognize that combat 
power is not a function of mere numbers 
but a com bination of tangible and intangi
ble factors.

From the point of view of the traditional 
attritionist, NATO forces represent, if one 
may be perm itted an analogy, a glass of wa
ter half empty —never able to defeat the 
enemy’s forces in a massive head-on clash of 
arms. It should not be argued that the 
NA TO glass of water is half full —the view 
of the optim ist with rose-tinted glasses —but 
ra ther it is suggested that the water in the 
glass is adequate when viewed in a different 
glass. T he difference is not only one of per
ception but is one fundam ental to the con
tinued future effectiveness of A m erica’s key 
alliance.

MC 14/3 or Flexible Response
Underlying the current N A TO combat 

doctrine of forward force deployment is a 
strategy whose very nam e is a misnomer, 
flexible response. The official nam e is MC 
14/3. It does not m ean, as one m ight ex
pect, flexibility of conventional force em 
ployment, but ra ther it describes an escala- 
tory force scenario from the employment of 
conventional weaponry to that of tactical 
nuclear weapons with the explicit possibility 
of the ultim ate nuclear exchange.7 The 
strategy is indeed flexible when com pared 
to its predecessor MC 14/2, the strategy of 
massive reta lia tion ,8 but like its predecessor 
it also has by now outlived its usefulness and 
no longer reflects the strategic or theater 
nuclear situation. Additionally, MC 14/3 
incorporates a doctrine of forward force de
ployment that may have been appropriate 
for the late 1960s and early 1970s, when 
U.S. theater nuclear forces were only poorly 
m atched by Soviet assets. Today, such a 
concept flies in the face of reality and a l
most guarantees the destruction of N A TO ’s 
conventional forces while N A TO  no longer
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possesses the leverage once enjoyed through 
a near monopoly of tactical theater nuclear 
weapons.9

The doctrine of forward defense no long
er supports a strategy but rather has become 
the strategy for NATO. Under it, conflict is 
expected to be joined on a broad front from 
Liibeck to Passau, with N A TO forces en 
gaging the attacker immediately over the 
entire front. The purpose of such an exer
cise is to start what some defense analysts 
call “the business of attrition" as soon as 
possible,10 conveniently forgetting that in 
that area the Soviets hold all the trum ps and 
that attrition is indeed a two-edged sword 
cutting friend and foe alike. Critical to the 
success of NATO and its thinly stretched 
lines under MC 14/3 is the early determ ina
tion of where precisely the m ajor Soviet 
thrust (or schwerpunkt,* as the Germans so 
aptly describe it) occurs so tha t forces can 
be concentrated and employed in the right 
place and in a timely m anner before they 
are fully engaged by the enemy. However, 
the crucial elements of space, time, and re 
sources, underlying any strategy, in the cu r
rent NATO situation have their potential 
significantly degraded through forward 
force deployment and have been m ade, in a 
m anner of speaking, to work for the aggres
sor rather than  against h im .11 This situation 
is tacitly acknowledged by NATO stra te 
gists, few of whom expect conventional de
fensive measures to be successful against a 
Warsaw Pact attack. T he tactical nuclear 
weapon is perceived as the ready fall-back 
position for all conventional force deficien
cies. Beyond that lies little of comfort to 
friend or foe alike.

Although the day has long passed when 
the United States and its allies had superior 
nuclear forces and could field land, sea, or 
air forces num erically superior to those of 
the potential enemy, N A T O ’s strategy has

•Literally, it means "thrust point." In context, schwerpunkt usual
ly designates both the axis and direction of the main offensive effort.

continued to m aintain  a curious m ixture of 
nuclear bravado and what one author calls 
a style based on the methods of a ttrition  at a 
time when the prerequisites for successfully 
waging either type of warfare, nuclear or 
conventional a ttrition, no longer exist.12 
T hen  why the insistence for a strategy that 
offers little or no advantage to the defense? 
U nfortunately, the answer is not all that 
logical but lies w ithin those essential ele
m ents of space, tim e, and resources.

• Space or the lack of it in the C en
tral Region is a basic reason for a forward 
defense doctrine. Although the “book on 
m aneuver warfare, Blitzkrieg, was “w ritten” 
in nearly the same geographical area and in 
less space than  now available, today that 
same space no longer seems to offer suffi
cient depth  or room for m aneuver. T he 
French in the 1930s faced the same problem  
and resolved their dilem m a by building a 
line of fortifications as close to the Germ an 
border as possible. W hen war broke out in 
1939, Allied forces received am ple strategic 
w arning of attack; even the place of the 
m ain thrust was presum ed to be known. 
T he form idable fixed defenses of the French 
as well as some rem arkable Belgian capab il
ities13 were backed up by two large mobile 
arm y groups, including the British Expedi
tionary Force (BEF). T here  was am ple tim e 
for m obilization. W hen the expected attack 
m aterialized, its m ain thrust was incorrectly 
identified as coming through the Low C oun
tries when in fact it m aterialized m uch fa r
ther south. T he mobile elem ent of the A l
lied forces was prem aturely com m itted to 
the wrong battle; it was broken and disorga
nized in piecemeal engagem ents with only 
one m em orable act, the brillian t rescue of 
the BEF from the beaches of Dunkirk. T he 
M aginot Line later received the blam e for 
what happened when in fact the com m and
ers of the Allied forces had  exhibited m uch 
greater rigidity than  the line of forts was 
ever capable of. T he space (depth) the
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French had  gained through forward defense 
was achieved at the expense of the m ore 
crucial elem ent, tim e, to determ ine the en 
emy’s intentions. T he hurried  analysis of in 
form ation available guided by grievous m is
conceptions was obviously wrong.

A lthough today is not 1940, the sim ilari
ties are all too striking in term s of space 
m anagem ent and force dispositions. In 1940 
the Allied arm ies were actually m uch better 
positioned to wage forw ard defensive w ar
fare than N A T O ’s are today. T he problem  
of the Allied forces then, however, is the 
same as the one faced by N A TO  com m and
ers today —to identify positively and in a 
timely m anner the m ain thrusts of the e n 
emy’s forces. T here  is no convincing ind ica 
tion tha t the cu rren t strategy has solved that 
critical problem ; ra ther, forw ard defense 
helps to com pound it.

• Tim e  then becomes a m uch m ore 
critical com ponent of a forw ard defense 
strategy than  space alone; tha t is, enough 
tim e to decipher the enem y’s intentions. 
Historically, one stands on weak ground  
when m ain tain ing  tha t the a ttacker’s in ten 
tions will be known in a tim ely m anner to 
take swift and appropria te  coun term ea
sures. T he French and British were unable 
to identify the true  G erm an thrust in 1940. 
T he G erm ans were equally ineffective at 
identifying the site of the Allies’ m ain  force 
landings on the coast of France in 1944. In 
both instances it was known w ithin reason
able lim its when the a ttack  was fo rthcom 
ing, but the how and where rem ained  la rg e 
ly hidden until too late to react effectively. 
W hile today’s m eans of ga thering  in fo rm a
tion are significantly m ore subtle and a d 
vanced than  in the 1940s, they are still little 
better than  others in the past in deciphering 
enem y intentions. Even if Field M arshal 
Fedor von Bock’s thrust into the Low C oun
tries had  been viewed from  reconnaissance 
satellites and  the inform ation  m ade avail
able in a timely m anner to those who could 
have acted on it, it is doubtfu l tha t this

powerful a ttack  would not have been d iag
nosed as the m ain attack. T he inclination 
to act contrary to one’s preconceptions and 
against established and practiced plans is 
probably never a strong one, unless there is 
convincing evidence to the contrary. Suffi
ciently convincing evidence usually arrives 
too late for effective m ilitary actions.14.

Forw ard defense as now envisioned in 
N A TO  would result in the rap id  engage
m ent of screening forces as well as the m ain 
body before the enem y’s intentions are 
known and before he has irrevocably com 
m itted  him self to a course of action. T o dis
engage after such knowledge is gained, 
while troops are still locked in com bat, is in 
deed a skillful and  daring  m aneuver —one 
so dem anding tha t only few generals have 
ever a ttem pted  (m uch less com pleted) it 
successfully. T he essence of the N A TO  
problem  is not w arning of attack  or to de
term ine that it is in progress, bu t ra ther it is 
to ascertain the a ttack ’s strong points, its 
schw erpunkt, before the ability to react ef
fectively is no longer there.

• Resources, hum an  and  m aterial, 
represent the wherewithal for whatever s tra t
egy is em ployed to counter an attack . Ac
cording to N A TO  critics, they are often 
inadequate  in bo th  quantity  and quality. 
U nder the present strategy one cannot help 
agreeing reluctantly  a lthough U .S., G er
m an , British, and  C anad ian  com bat ele
m ents look anything bu t weak when exam 
ined closely by a dispassionate observer. T he 
problem  for these forces is one of poor em 
ploym ent or strategy; of having to cover too 
m uch border with too small a force; of be
ing too close to the object they have to deal 
with; of being unable  to see beyond the haze 
of the local ba ttle . All in all, the substantial 
allied force, well equipped and well trained  
by almost any historical peacetim e stan 
d ard , is patently  insufficient to do the job 
now assigned it: m atch ing  Soviet mass with 
equal mass, the job of a ttrition  warfare. 
T h a t shortcom ing constitutes the basic m al
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aise of the current situation. The relation
ships of space, time, and resources are gross
ly im balanced and seem to call for some
thing other than forward positioning of 
forces and, when failure overtakes them , 
rapid  escalation to nuclear warfare. These 
key elements beg for reexam ination of fun 
dam ental strategy and new initiatives to 
bring them once more into their proper re 
lationship.

Why Are We in This Situation?
Unfortunately, it is not a simple m atter of 

finding a guilty party. T here are no scape
goats. The current state of affairs evolved 
over time from 1945, when the United 
States had and for m any years thereafter 
m aintained an effective monopoly on em 
ployable means of mass destruction —in this 
case, nuclear weapons. But in a day when 
strategic systems of the two m ajor powers 
face each other in awe-inspiring impotence 
and when tactical nuclear weapons are now 
equally available to either side, N A TO has 
lost its last trum p card. T he tactical nuclear 
weapon no longer represents a viable a lte r
native to buttress insufficient conventional 
forces. Its utility in the face of equal or 
superior Soviet capabilities is m arkedly de
graded. Through their determ ined buildup 
of theater nuclear and conventional forces, 
the Soviets are now equipped to wage war 
under all conditions (conventional, theater 
nuclear, strategic nuclear, and chem ical). 
They have finally achieved the option to 
attack with or without the support of tac ti
cal nuclear weapons, in fact, leaving the 
choice to NATO and thereby effectively 
having neutralized the tactical nuclear leg 
of the NATO tr ia d .15

The Soviet evolution in strategic and tac 
tical force capabilities, nuclear and conven
tional alike, is the reason for the im potence 
of the current NATO strategy. T he reason 
NATO continues to cling to the dated s tra t
egy of flexible response and its accom pany

ing doctrine of forward defense is not d ic
tated by such m undane factors as space, 
time, or resources but by a West Germ an 
political choice for forward defense. The 
depth of Germ an feelings on the subject can 
be judged from a response to proposed a l
ternative approaches during a 1978 round 
table held in W ashington, D .C ., jointly 
sponsored by the K onrad-A denauer-Stiftung 
and the Institute for Foreign Policy Analy
sis. A sum m ary report of the roundtable 
states:

German participants were emphatic on the 
unstinted imperative of a NATO forward de
fense posture. They characterized forward 
defense as the original quid pro quo for the 
Federal Republic’s entry into the Alliance. If 
NATO were to abandon this concept in its 
posture or doctrine, they warned, the Federal 
Republic would have to reassess its political 
options, including the alternative of broad 
accommodation with the East.16

It is indeed strange for the Federal Re
public of Germ any (FRG) to insist on being 
the prim ary future battleground between 
N A TO  and the W arsaw Pact in a scenario 
potentially rivaling the destruction experi
enced by m any of its cities in W orld W ar II, 
only on a m uch wider scale. G ranted, the 
situation is practically unavoidable because 
of the country’s location, but how one goes 
about defending that location is a m atter of 
choice and not fate. Under the current sce
nario, intense com bat would take place east 
of the Rhine with the certain  expectation 
of high levels of destruction. T he swift a p 
plication of tactical nuclear weapons to save 
failing conventional defenses would only 
m ake the situation worse. So why insist on a 
strategy that so patently represents one of 
the worst of all choices? T he time has surely 
arrived for both the FRG and its alliance 
partners to address difficult political ques
tions, to provide the clim ate and the oppor
tunity to look at viable strategy alternatives 
that provide both deterrence and w arfight
ing capability at affordable cost and which
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do not necessarily involve the planned dev
astation of the FRG and a prom pt nuclear 
showdown between the two m ilitary super
powers. To cling to a concept which re 
quires that war in the Central Region must 
immediately invoke massive United States 
nuclear involvement and thereby hope that 
the potential foe is deterred appears to be a 
concept needing serious reexam ination.

W hat, then, is a viable defense a lterna
tive for NATO? W hatever it is, it should 
consider some fundam ental alliance condi
tions and elements. First and foremost 
am ong these is the acknowledgment of the 
m utual U.S.-Soviet nuclear impasse on a 
strategic and tactical plane with an a p p ar
ent continuing tilt in the Soviet’s favor —if 
not real, then perceived. “Rethinking the 
U nthinkable,’’ as one author calls an a p p ar
ent recently renewed acceptance by A m eri
can strategists of Fighting nuclear war, 
should be questioned as a solution to alli
ance defense problem s.17 T he accident at 
the T hree Mile Island nuclear power plant 
has probably served to introduce a degree of 
reality into nuclear discussions in the civil 
sector and may serve the same purpose in 
other areas, too. If nuclear weapons are to 
play a continuing and significantly m ean
ingful role at the tactical level, then ques
tions of escalation, conflict control, and war 
term ination are in need of thorough exam i
n a tio n  and  deserve som e very precise 
answers.

N A TO will not do itself a favor when b u t
tressing its defense with a capability that is 
in a near-checkm ate situation and whose 
employm ent solicits an unpredictable re 
sponse.

Second, a recognition that in our free so
cieties it is probably impossible if not coun
terproductive to attem pt to instill or to 
m aintain  a near-w artim e psychology for any 
extended period even to support essential 
m ilitary program s. T he m ajority of citizens 
of N A TO countries are surely quite aware 
of the need for adequate defensive measures.

Many, however, question the constant cry 
for more defense expenditures; and after 
contributing m ore, being told that the 
money has all been spent, was not enough to 
start with, and what has been bought with it 
cannot do the job adequately. The demands 
in each country on a lim ited am ount of u n 
com m itted disposable income are numerous, 
and defense is only one of them . Although 
security is a fundam ental need that must in 
deed be satisfied, it is still only one among 
many. Therefore, the solution may lie in 
using that which is available better, and, if 
necessary, changing strategies, doctrines, 
and concepts of m ilitary force employment 
— none of which are sacrosanct, to get the 
job done. T he incentive to do so may lie in 
the continuing Soviet increase in theater n u 
clear as well as conventional com bat power 
and in the unlikelihood of any really signifi
cant and sustained growth in future allied 
defense budgets. A consoling thought should 
be that historically am ple defense budgets 
have seldom been accom panied by a corre
sponding flowering of strategic thought.

T h ird , the alliance must address and de
fine its warfighting goals over and above de
terrence and the rapid  employment of tac ti
cal nuclear weapons once deterrence has 
failed. Once conflict is joined, for whatever 
rational or irrational reason, what is the 
overall objective, and what are the im m edi
ate and in term ediate goals of the alliance? 
Failure of deterrence is considered so re
m ote by m any that it contributes to the ac
ceptance of poorly-thought-through w ar
fighting concepts. As one author views the 
problem , “underlying most of the causes of 
deficiency in NA TO is a fundam ental lack 
of seriousness about the likelihood of w ar.”18 
Subscription to the emotionally satisfying 
but im practical concept of total victory 
would m ake compromise impossible and 
war term ination on other than a total war 
basis doubtful. However, if the aim of the 
alliance is to term inate a situation in a m an
ner favorable to itself, that is, stopping the
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attacker effectively and putting him on the 
defensive accom panied by as little dam age 
to home territory as possible, then it is quite 
possible that a reasonable force structure 
and disposition can evolve, satisfactory to 
NATO both in peace and war.

Finally, length of war should be a decid
edly secondary consideration for NATO 
planners. Almost all wars, deliberate or ac
cidental, were to be short wars. For instance, 
W orld W ar I was expected by both sides to 
be violent but short, “a war lasting three, or 
at the most, four months . . .  a violent, but 
short storm ” stated Bethm ann Hollweg in 
August of 1914.19

Length of war is generally indeterm inate 
and governed not by logic and reason but 
by factors often beyond the control of the 
com batants. Bernard Brodie states that “the 
waging of m odern war on any scale approxi
m ating total national com m itm ent necessi
tates so huge and unwavering an effort that 
the first casualty is not so m uch ‘tru th ' as 
simple reason.”20 T he NA TO goal then 
should be to reason before not after the u n 
thinkable happens; not to gird itself for a 
war of short or excessively long duration  but 
rather for one in which supplies and ex
pendables last sufficiently long until there is 
reasonable expectation of resource replen
ishment. N either the Soviets nor the allies 
have the capability to stock sufficiently in 
peace so as to take care of all contingencies 
in war. Essentially, time is N A T O ’s ally, 
after thirty days that is; at which time the 
inherent industrial strength of the West 
should come to bear. Not even in the n u 
clear age has this factor of sustainability 
lost its relevance, especially if the nuclear 
option was not exercised as expected. But 
what about the first thirty days?

A Suggested Solution
The solution suggested is nothing new, 

certainly not revolutionary. It is a recom 
m endation to substitute the indirect form of

warfare for the direct approach; the substi
tution of such principles of war as m aneu
ver, flexibility, surprise, and simplicity for 
concepts of mass, a ttrition, complexity, and 
inflexibility now inherent in our current 
strategy. In an address to the Fiihrungsaka- 
demie der Bundeswehr in November 1978 
and again in a recent article in Parameters, 
L ie u te n a n t  G e n era l R a y m o n d  F u r lo n g , 
USAF, then com m ander of Air University, 
described the indirect concept of war fight
ing that has as its principal goal the m ind 
of the enemy com m ander rather than the 
bodies of his troops.21 W hat General Fur
long is talking about is the return  to a style 
of w arfare which at one time was the A m eri
can way of fighting — that is, adapting  to the 
situation, building on your own strengths, 
and exploiting the weaknesses offered by the 
enemy.

A m erican history is replete with examples 
where sm aller, adaptable, ingeniously led 
m aneuver forces trium phed over the m any 
who did not heed the changes in their envi
ronm ent. Braddock paid dearly during the 
French and Indian  W ar when he tried to 
apply Continental wargam ing to the A m eri
can wilderness. At Lexington and Concord 
the revolutionaries changed their tactics suf
ficiently to teach the Redcoats a lesson and 
W ashington turned  the embers of a dying 
revolution into a bright flam e with his im ag
inative leadership at T ren ton  and Prince
ton. Names such as “Stonewall” Jackson, 
Lee, G rant, Sherm an, Scott, M acA rthur, 
and Patton ring with im agination and tell 
of success often against difficult odds; they 
speak of m ovem ent, surprise, discipline, 
skill, and m atching forces to the situation.

D uring the U.S. Civil W ar, warfighting 
concepts started to change, almost im per
ceptibly at first but nevertheless decisively, 
away from m aneuver to the application of 
mass and attrition warfare, which was in 
fact adaptive for the N orth and won the 
war at less overall cost than would the re 
peated battles of the 1861-63 variety. An
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agricultural South won many brilliant vic
tories in those early years but lost the war 
when it tried to beat the N orth at its own 
game without possessing the necessary p re 
requisites. Such bravery as that exhibited by 
Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg, although in 
spiring, was exactly the kind of a ttrition the 
South could stand the least.

By the end of W orld W ar I, concepts of 
mass and attrition  war should have been 
laid to rest on the fields of Flanders and at 
the forts of Verdun. But not so. Only the d e 
feated Germans looked for and found a lte r
natives,22 not because of the trem endous 
losses they and their opponents had suffered 
but because of the restrictions imposed by 
the Treaty of Versailles. They found their 
alternatives again, not in new weapons or 
their massive application but in concepts of 
m aneuver and surprise, taking advantage of 
the mobility and firepower provided by the 
tank and aircraft. However, the innovators 
of the blitzkrieg soon forgot the reasons for 
their own spectacular successes of 1940 and 
1941 and tried to beat the Soviet g iant on 
his own terms. T he massive Soviet tank 
armies, which swept across eastern Germany 
in 1945, gave am ple testimony to who was 
best at mass and attrition .

U.S. W orld W ar II strategy in Europe 
also followed the principle of mass but with 
the principle of a ttrition  used only where it 
would lead to substantial weakening of the 
enemy. U.S. strategy substituted m ateriel 
for hum an lives and overpowered the a d 
versary with the products of an efficient and 
am ple industrial base. However, strict a d 
herence to rigid employm ent concepts based 
on mass is essentially foreign to the A m eri
can character, which has never taken well to 
excessive regim entation. Principles of mass 
employm ent and the direct approach were 
adhered to during this period only with d if
ficulty. Foremost am ong the opponents of 
such concepts was Patton, whose tactics of 
swift and decisive penetration were rem inis
cent of those of Jackson during  the Civil

W ar and proved more often a bane to Eisen
hower than an asset. Patton introduced tac
tical uncertainty into a situation that s tra 
tegically possessed little of it, but his ap 
proach also had the potential for early war 
term ination.

Today, however, the situation is drasti
cally different. Mass is m easured in terms of 
in-being forces not future deliveries, at least 
during the first thirty days of conflict, and 
under such conditions the Soviets possess a 
decided initial advantage. Thus, it seems in 
congruous to m atch the potential adversary 
in areas he is best at and where the vastness 
of the Atlantic Ocean presents NATO with 
a significant logistical handicap. The solu
tion to the problem  lies not in the total relo
cation or restructuring of current forces, in 
new equipm ent and technology, and ever 
m ore detailed com m and and control; a l
though all of them  are im portant, it lies in 
using what is available m ore effectively by 
building on available strength and the en
emy’s weakness, as so m any successful A m er
ican m ilitary leaders have done in the past.

Specifically, one should accept the idea 
that the Soviets, if they choose to attack, 
would achieve a significant degree of sur
prise in time, place, and m ethod —if such is 
not the case, all the better. Therefore, the 
m ajor NA TO defensive effort would in itial
ly be reactive but not necessarily purely de
fensive. A dequate delegation of authority 
would allow com m anders to seize ephem eral 
opportunities and exploit the situation. This 
may be especially applicable in the employ
m ent of air power.

A Soviet breakthrough should not only be 
expected but in areas encouraged, facili
tated , and channeled. Make them  commit 
themselves ra ther than the NATO forces; 
spread out their flanks and by so doing 
create the nightm are of every arm ored force 
com m ander from Rommel to Patton. Avoid 
the head-on battle until the time for deci
sion has arrived. T he enemy wants to force 
the decision as soon as possible, as it is in his
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interest to do so. Why should one facilitate 
m atters for him? As suggested by another 
observer of current strategy, our foremost 
responsibility is to avoid defeat, then gain 
the initiative, increase our strength relative 
to the opponent at one’s place and time of 
choice using whatever means are app ropri
ate and available: technology, mass, m a 
neuver, etc.23 Rundstedt and G uderian did 
not destroy the Allied armies in the West in 
1940: they disorganized them and interfered 
with the ability of their com m anders to 
make relevant, executable decisions. They 
controlled the dimension of time24 through 
maneuver and speed. T he cam paign was 
relatively bloodless and accom panied by lit
tle destruction to nonm ilitary assets, but it 
destroyed an arm y’s ability to function.

Should NATO not strive for such a model 
rather than a forward defense, reminiscent 
of the bloody and senseless practices of 
W orld W ar I? A policy of flexibility rather 
than rigidity does not constitute abandon 
m ent of the Germ an ally but reflects realis
tic warfighting concepts including a believ
able deterrent posture. T he fate of the 
powerful G erm an VI Army at S talingrad in 
1942 should be a sobering lesson to all who 
advocate the rigid defense of territory .25

A posture based on m aneuver warfare 
and truly flexible in response not only shows 
the adversary that one is ready to fight if 
necessary but fight in a m anner so u n p re 
dictable that success of aggression may be 
too uncertain to consider it as a viable a l
ternative for one’s ambitions. Additionally, 
maneuver offers a posture with the option 
for a country such as Germany to survive a 
conflict not totally devastated. T he option 
to resort to means of mass destruction is 
always there; however, one should not be 
too ready to resort to it too early. Not only 
does insistence on early application of tac ti
cal nuclear weapons appear im plausible as 
a defensive strategy but it may weaken de
terrence because of its lack of relevance to 
current m ilitary and political realities.

Obvious advantages to a truly flexible 
and responsive approach with a decreased 
emphasis on tactical nuclear weapons are 
that N A TO reserves and capabilities in gen
eral, which are now expended at the “knife’s 
edge,” are given the opportunity to be 
brought to bear m ore effectively. For exam 
ple, the fact that most Belgian and Dutch 
forces are not now in place in their forward 
positions is a plus ra ther than  a m inus. No 
one really knows how they would get there 
anyway if they had to, across roads choked 
with refugees all going in the opposite d irec
tion. Under a m aneuver strategy these 
forces can form the nucleus of a powerful 
northern  strike force which hopefully could 
strike the enemy in a coherent and decisive 
m anner. Under a m aneuver concept, the 
U.S. Seventh Army no longer finds itself in 
the wrong place but ra ther in the preferred 
position —on the enemy flank. Not only 
does the Seventh tie down substantial enemy 
forces across from  it but it poses such a 
threat to the flanks of enemy operations 
north of it that it threatens their very suc
cess. T he G erm an road arid rail net, which 
runs essentially north  and south, not east 
and west, in no small m easure facilitates a 
concept of m aneuver aim ed at the enem y’s 
flanks ra ther than  static defense predicated 
on successive westward retrenchm ent. A 
truly flexible allied strategy based on m a 
neuver warfare, not on holding territory per 
se, should be able to strain  the highly cen
tralized Soviet com m and and control to the 
very breaking point. T he Soviets are often 
given credit for blitzkrieg concepts and ca 
pabilities when in fact they are neither o rga
nized nor equipped to wage such a war; a 
concept that presupposes decentralization 
of the decision-making process and delega
tion of authority  to relatively low levels of 
com m and. Mobility and detail of plan are 
not blitzkrieg hallm arks, but ra ther m aneu
verability and flexibility of com m and and 
its execution.26 Allied m aneuver strategy 
would introduce that vital degree of uncer
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tainty of success which is precisely what is 
needed for any strategy that has deterrence 
as its prim ary objective.27

I rem ind the reader that Israel, which has 
little space to speak of and whose com m and 
structure must operate within the smallest 
limits of warning time, has never elected the 
option of forward defense. A small experi
ment with such an approach was the estab
lishment of a forward defensive line along 
the Suez Canal. It proved to be an unwise 
decision and in 1973 provided neither w arn
ing nor defense. Finally, heavy Soviet com 
m itm ents in the n o rth e rn  or sou thern  
NA TO regions are of little relevance to So
viet success in the Central Region. Such So
viet force com m itm ent could only degrade 
their position rather than improve it and re
sult in a division of their forces which would 
m ake them too weak to achieve any kind of 
desirable outcom e in the vital and critical 
central sector. T he northern  and southern 
regions are im portant but not crucial to the 
outcom e of war. T hat dubious distinction, 
unfortunately, is reserved, as it has been in 
times past, for the Central Region. For ex
ample, in a still definitive study of Germ an 
operations in the N orthern T hea ter a re
spected researcher and historian concluded 
that:

In warfare there are occasional blind alleys, 
and for Germany in W orld W ar II the N orth 
ern T heater was one of those . . . Norway, 
which a reinforced corps had conquered, took 
an army plus vast expenditures of m ateriel to 
defend . . . the causes of Germ any’s failure in 
World W ar II are not to be found in the spe
cifics of strategy or tactics . . . but in the fal
lacy of attem pting to satisfy boundless am bi
tions with limited m eans.28

Although Soviet resources are vast, they 
are not limitless; Soviets have no options to 
fritter away what they have in secondary 
theaters of operation. It is, of course, their 
choice to do so but ours to respond accord
ing to priorities.

O n c e  the decision has been 
m ade to use available NATO resources in a 
true m anner of flexible response or m aneu
ver warfare, then they look m uch more for
m idable to the task and a higher degree of 
force adequacy is achieved. In fact, the 
forces available give the option of covering 
the border lightly and form ing powerful air 
and ground strike forces, which can not only 
hinder but destroy an enemy’s best laid a t
tack plans. Air power, a vital component of 
NATO striking power, no longer need be 
viewed as expendable flying artillery to stop 
hordes of tanks that have overrun an inade
quate forward defense. Instead, it can go 
out and seek its targets ahead and behind 
the m ain battles, in the enemy’s flanks or 
wherever he is weak and vulnerable.

W ithout fuel and am m unition, large 
m echanized forces soon become liabilities 
and hostages rather than com bat assets. 
TA CA IR can contribute to and bring about 
that situation by concentrating on those 
vital W arsaw Pact support elements which 
carry those com bat sustaining consumables. 
Like the Junkers Ju 87 Stuka in days gone 
by, TACAIR must contribute to chaos and 
confusion, to disorganization and fear. It 
may be that bringing about those conditions 
is m ore im portant than a large tally of tank 
kills. No longer need TA CA IR be the van
guard  of Pickett’s futile charge by expend
ing itself against the strongest arm ored for
m ations the enemy can field, but it can lead 
a charge into the rear and flanks of the en 
emy, where he is the weakest; into the m ind 
of the enemy com m ander, depriving him of 
not only com m and but of that essential con
trol over his fighting elements. Therein may 
lie its greatest contribution to the overall 
defense effort.

M aneuver warfare provides army com 
m anders the option to employ their re
sources most advantageously within existing 
space and time constraints. Forces which 
once were too weak to hold on to every
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square foot of NATO territory are now 
transformed into powerful strike elements 
with the potential of turning a well-planned 
Warsaw Pact attack into a chaotic collapse. 
The ability to roll with the punches and to 
counter-punch and attack as the opportun 
ity presents itself is not only fundam ental to 
the sport of boxing but to survival on the 
field of battle. I would suggest that in war 
one should not be too eager to seek head-on 
combat like a knight going on a crusade 
seeking the infidels, but rather look toward 
ending a conflict — a goal which is achieved 
by depriving the enemy com m ander of 
either his forces or his ability to control 
them. It appears the wiser of the two courses 
is to deprive him of the ability to control, 
and that is the lesson of the Germ an cam 
paign of 1940.

Forward defense as now practiced is a 
strategy incom patible with true flexibility of
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results from requirements 
generated by doctrine."

SOME THOUGHTS ON 
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HAVE you read the latest version of 
AFM 1-1, Functions and Basic Doc
trine o f  the United States A ir Force, 

published in February 1979? Have you 
ever held a discussion with other Air 
Force members about Air Force doctrine? 
Could you explain to your Soviet or NATO 
counterpart the purpose of doctrine or, 
more specifically, the essence of Air Force 
doctrine? If your answer to any of these 
questions was, at best, a hesitant “Well, 
m aybe,” I would suggest that a closer look 
at Air Force doctrine is in order.

A fundam ental problem  with Air Force 
doctrine is the absence of any real consensus 
as to what doctrine is and just what it is sup
posed to do. We want doctrine to reveal not 
only the capabilities of air forces but also to 
offer guidance on how best to use these ca 
pabilities. We dem and that doctrine be 
both enduring and flexible, that it be valid 
over time yet responsive to change. We look 
to doctrine to provide guidance to Air Force 
personnel, while insisting that it rem ain 
open to in terpretation. We want it to p ro 
vide direction, yet not be too restrictive in 
its direction. We expect doctrine to guide 
research and development while at the same 
time it adjusts to technological innovations. 
And we insist that doctrine set out the fu n 
dam ental principles for the employment of 
air forces, while dem anding that it rem ain 
subordinate to national policy.

By trying to stretch a single term , “doc
trin e ,” to accom m odate all things, we wind 
up with an am orphous concept tha t falls 
short in all areas. This criticism is not m ere
ly quibbling with semantics: T he inability 
of Air Force people to understand the es
sence and purpose of doctrine is largely the 
result of trying to include too m uch under 
one um brella word. This article offers a 
m ore lim ited and m ore m anageable concept 
of doctrine. In doing so, it suggests a more 
restricted definition of doctrine, analyzes 
the derivation of doctrine, and suggests 
ways to make our doctrine m ore useful.

What Air Force 
Doctrine Should Be

Air Force doctrine is the body of endur
ing principles, the general truths and ac
cepted assumptions, which provide guid
ance and a sense of direction on the most 
effective way to develop, deploy, and em 
ploy air power. It should not encompass 
either political influences or specific instruc
tions on the execution of these principles.

Air Force doctrine actually includes two 
groups of fundam ental assumptions. The 
first consists of the principles of war, the ax
ioms that have proved over time to apply in 
one way or another to all types of warfare. 
They include svich concepts as mass, sur
prise, concentration of effort, and security.

The second group of principles that com 
prise Air Force doctrine consists of those 
which, derived largely from the dem on
strated and often unique capabilities and 
qualities of air forces, specifically refer to 
the best ways to develop, organize, and em 
ploy air forces as opposed to ground or 
naval forces. Just what these principles are is 
a m atter of some dispute even within the Air 
Force. The following are examples of ax
ioms tha t are generally considered to consti
tute fundam ental assumptions about air 
power:

• Air superiority is essential to the success
ful conduct of com bat operations in any 
sphere (land, sea, or air).

• Strategic bom bing can bring about the 
defeat of the enemy by destroying his capa
bility to wage war.

• Air forces can best be employed offen
sively.

• Air forces can best be employed accord
ing to the principles of unity of com m and 
and decentralization of control.

O f what use is doctrine? Doctrine offers a 
conceptual framework and way of thinking 
that provides general guidance to use in spe
cific situations. It provides the foundation, 
the starting point, on which every aspect of

30
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the Air Force should be based, including 
force structure, strategy and tactics, tra in 
ing. and functional procedures. Even the 
roles and missions of the Air Force, cu rren t
ly established by such adm inistrative a r 
rangem ents as the Key West and Newport 
Agreements of 1948 and 1949 and DOD 
5100.1, should be derived from doctrine 
rather than through bureaucratic com 
promise.

Doctrine also provides guidance for estab
lishing priorities for the employment and 
development of air forces. For exam ple, one 
of the principles of air power is that air supe
riority is a prerequisite for the successful con
duct of other missions. T he necessity to 
achieve air superiority dictates the need for 
an air superiority fighter, which in tu rn  has 
ramifications on both the development and 
acquisition processes. Obviously, the estab
lishment of priorities is especially im portant 
when Financial resources are lim ited.

Similarly, doctrine acts as a sounding 
board, as a fram e of reference for testing, 
evaluating, and employing not only new 
concepts but also new technological devel
opments and new policies. If, for exam ple, 
we accept the idea of unity of com m and as a 
fundam ental principle for the organization 
and employment of air forces, one way to 
evaluate a new suggestion for the restruc
turing of our forces is to determ ine whether 
it increases or reduces unity of com m and.

In a broad sense, doctrine provides the 
rationale behind both the organization and 
employment of air forces. It explains what 
air forces are capable and incapable of do 
ing and why they should be structured and 
used in certain ways. In doing so, it provides 
only general guidance. Doctrine is a com 
pass, not a road m ap. It gives us the general 
heading, but it does not give us detailed 
instructions on how to get there. It provides 
direction but not the details of how to meet 
the dem ands of a particu lar situation.

Of those elements we now try to include 
in the omnibus term “doctrine," how many

qualify for inclusion within this more re 
stricted definition? Very few. W hat we cu r
rently refer to as “doctrine” contains not 
only the principles of air power (real doc
trine) but also two other related, but never
theless separate, elements. The first group 
falls under the category of "political gu id 
ance”; the second may be classified as “how
to directives” or “procedures.”

doctrine and  national policy

T he first of these external elements does, in 
fact, affect every aspect of the Air Force and 
in a very definite sense guides those respon
sible for its activities. Political guidance 
arises out of national policy (the political 
framework within which the m ilitary ser
vices operate) and national objectives (the 
purposes for which our forces are deployed 
and, if necessary, employed).

Certainly, the m ilitary services need to 
understand and accept these policies and 
objectives. We should not, however, cloud 
the issue by referring to these potentially 
changing political positions as doctrine. In 
herent in the concept of “fundam ental p rin 
ciples” is the idea that they are fairly stable, 
enduring ra ther than transient, and capable 
of providing guidance for m ore than  a short 
tim e. T he idea that these tru ths will change 
with every political decision contradicts the 
view that doctrine establishes stable and 
guiding principles.

T he basic tru ths that constitute air doc
trine describe the best way in which to p re 
pare and employ air forces. W hether or not 
these fundam ental principles are adhered to 
and policies, objectives, and missions estab
lished accordingly, they still exist. At the 
same tim e, to argue that there are fu n d a
m ental principles that underlie air forces is 
not to advocate that these principles are the 
sole guide for those involved in the decision
m aking processes. Since m ilitary forces exist 
— or should exist —only to serve political 
ends, those responsible for such forces must
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recognize and ultimately be guided by polit
ical considerations.

Are we, then, justified in separating doc
trine from national policy? We are, for sev
eral reasons. Because the external factors, 
including political considerations, that in 
fluence the preparation and use of air forces 
are subject to change, those responsible for 
the Air Force should have a fram e of refer
ence or a standard  to guide them . They 
should be aware of the best way to organize 
and employ air forces, since the politically 
acceptable way may change and conditions 
may at some tirr*.̂  perm it a shift closer to 
this best way. Moreover, the fram e of refer
ence doctrine provides can help to de te r
mine how far from the optim um  m ethod we 
can drift and still have a feasible course of 
action.

In addition, the National Com m and A u
thorities are responsible for the ultim ate d e 
cisions regarding all Am erican m ilitary 
forces. To m ake correct decisions, they need 
to be aware of the capabilities and lim ita 
tions of these forces. By referring honestly 
to doctrine. Air Force leaders can say to the 
governm ent, “We will try to do what you 
ask of us, but you should be aware that this 
is not the most efficient or effective way to 
organize and employ air power. We could 
be m uch more effective if we were allowed 
to operate according to these principles.” It 
is the prerogative of the civilian leadership 
to overrule this advice, and there may be 
good reasons for doing so. This does not, 
however, obviate the need to proffer such 
counsel.

doctrine and  procedures

One characteristic of our current approach 
to Air Force doctrine is an effort to m ake 
doctrine “do som ething,” to “give it tee th .” 
Consequently, there is an increasing ten 
dency am ong those responsible for doctrine 
to include in it specific directions on how to 
im plem ent the fundam ental principles that

form the basis of air power. These how-to 
directives, while based in part on the p rin 
ciples of air power, are not themselves doc
trine. They are directives for the organiza
tion, training, support, and employment of 
air forces. They are procedures rather than 
principles; that is, they tell how to do some
thing. These elements also direct what steps 
must be taken by whom to implement the 
fundam ental guiding principles.

It is difficult to determ ine exactly where 
principles end and procedures begin. In a 
general sense, that which refers to what air 
forces can do constitutes doctrine; that 
which directs how to carry out these princi
ples, how to im plem ent the general guid
ance, is procedural. Put another way, what 
we can do with air power rem ains relatively 
fixed; precisely how we are to do it changes 
more frequently. T he principles for the em 
ployment of air forces in a lim ited war 
m ight include such considerations as the 
gaining of air superiority, effective close 
support for ground forces, and a unified 
com m and structure for all forces employed. 
T he m anner in which these considerations 
are put into practice would fall within the 
realm  of procedures.

Why should we not consider these proce
dures a part of doctrine? Prim arily because 
they lack the tim e-enduring quality, the as
pect of general tru th , that is the hallm ark o f  
doctrine. They are not only guided by doc
trinal principles; they are also affected by 
m ore transitory political and technological 
considerations.

These procedural directives are essential 
to the effective operation and organization 
of the Air Force. If there were no way to 
translate principles into practice, doctrine 
would be of little value. To include these 
under the rubric of doctrine, however, is to 
confuse the issue. To understand the in ter
relationship of these three elements —p rin 
ciples, procedures, and political policy —we 
need to keep in m ind that the fundam ental 
principles which m ake up doctrine are those
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that tend to persist over time, while the 
methods of applying them may change, as 
may the political considerations that may 
override the “best way” guidance doctrine 
offers.

The Sources of Doctrine
W hat are the bases for the accepted as

sumptions that comprise doctrine? Doctrine 
evolves from three sources: theory, tech
nology, and historical experience.

theory

Theory, without the leavening of experience, 
lacks substance and foundation: experience, 
without theory, does not permit us to take 
adequate account of the change that will 
surely come.1

Our Air Force and the concept of air power 
were born in the minds of theorists, of vi
sionaries who believed that past experience 
was not applicable to warfare waged in the 
new dimension of the air. These m en looked 
beyond the here and now and refused to a l
low their vision to be lim ited by the con
stra in ts  o f th e ir  day. W hen  D ouhet, 
Mitchell. T renchard , and their associates 
began to preach their theories of air power 
and to develop a supporting doctrine, they 
did so not on the basis of what air power 
had done in W orld W ar I but on their in te r
pretation of what air power could do if p ro p 
erly developed and employed.

Obviously, air forces today owe a great 
deal to these men. They provided a ra tio n 
ale for the existence of air forces and gave a 
sense of direction to the m ore pragm atic 
processes of organizing, controlling, and 
employing air forces. They encouraged 
m ilitary aviators to look into the future 
and set their sights beyond the confines of 
the m om ent. We still need individuals with 
this fram e of m ind, this sense of tomorrow. 
W ithout continued efforts to envision the 
future, m ilitary forces would be forever

trapped in the past and the present, ready 
to fight the last war but totally unprepared 
for the next one.

Yet there are serious problems with bas
ing doctrine too completely on theory. The 
guidance that doctrine should provide must 
enable us to fight the war of today as well 
as point us in the proper direction to p re 
pare for the war of tomorrow. Doctrine con
sists of general principles; but if these p rin 
ciples are to be of value, they must be cap a 
ble of being put into effect. A doctrine 
founded prim arily on vision runs the risk of 
being irrelevant, even dangerous, if tech
nology has not caught up with it by the time 
that next war breaks out.

H ad A m erica’s national leaders been con
tem plating war in the 1920s and 1930s, a 
significant part of the doctrine Mitchell and 
others in and out of the Army Air Corps 
espoused would have been worse than use
less as a guide to action because the state of 
the art rendered impossible m any of their 
claims for air power. W hile far-reaching 
conceptual thinking is a necessary element 
of the doctrinal process, theory is, after all, 
hypothetical. Doctrine must be grounded in 
som ething m ore substantial than vision 
alone.

technology

Despite the impact of new weapons, the pre
dominant characteristics of air forces have
changed only in degree.

General Thomas D. White

To determ ine the exact relationship be
tween technology and doctrine is a little like 
trying to answer the riddle: which came 
first, the chicken or the egg? One of the c rit
icisms leveled against the air power theo
rists of the 1920s and 1930s is the charge 
that m uch of their doctrine was too far 
ahead of technology. On the other hand, to 
carry this criticism to its logical conclusions 
— that technology alone determ ines doc
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trine and that doctrine will change with 
each technological development —negates 
the idea of elementary truths which rem ain 
valid over time.

In one sense, doctrine must lead technol
ogy. Those responsible for research and de
velopment should use these fundam ental 
principles as guidelines for the development 
of new weapon systems for better —and, 
if necessary, d ifferen t— ways to put these 
p rincip les in to  effect. T h e  recogn ition  
of the need to a ttain  air superiority to con
duct either air or ground operations in the 
com bat zones was certainly one of the driv
ing factors behind the development of the 
F-15. Such a situation reflects one side of 
the relationship of doctrine and technology; 
most research and development results from 
requirem ents generated by doctrine.

Nevertheless, not all technological devel
opm ents are the result of specific requ ire
ments levied by doctrinal dem ands. T ech 
nological developments do occur indepen
dently of specific m ilitary guidance. (The 
development of nuclear bombs, for exam 
ple, stemm ed initially from experim ents 
and pressures by “pure scientists," not m ili
tary sources.) In this case, an understanding 
of the principles of air power can provide a 
broad perspective for evaluating the possi
ble utility and potential effectiveness of new 
or improved systems.

Finally, there may be times when a tech
nological breakthrough forces a change in 
doctrine or even the establishm ent of new 
doctrine. T he invention and subsequent de
velopment of aeronautical devices are a case 
in point. By extending w arfare into a th ird  
dim ension, the airplane forced m ilitary 
theorists (and doers) to derive from experi
ence, the principles of war, and the c h a r
acteristics of this new technology, a doctrine 
that would guide the effective employm ent 
of the new weapon.

Achieving the proper balance between 
doctrine and technology is not easy, and 
there are pitfalls on both sides of the cen

ter line. Adherence to a given doctrine may 
have a positive effect on technological prog
ress. The doctrine of strategic bombing, 
for instance, which dom inated the Army 
Air Corps in the interwar period, helped 
push the research and development of the 
B-17 and B-29. Conversely, the com m it
m ent of the Luftwaffe to blitzkrieg warfare 
worked to prevent the development of stra 
tegic bombers, the absence of which proved 
crucial in the Battle of Britain and in the 
invasion of the Soviet Union.

Here, as with so m any aspects of doctrine, 
there are no pat answers. If a service uses 
a static doctrine as the sole basis for the 
evaluation or development of new systems, 
“new” m ight well come to m ean no more 
than “im proved” rather than “different.” 
Conceptual thought and research and de
velopment will then have difficulty break
ing out of established patterns.2

The French reliance on a defensive doc
trine after W orld W ar I prevented senior 
arm y officers from understanding the a d 
vantages of employing tanks in mass rather 
than  parceling them out am ong infantry 
units. Conversely, the Germ an Army, not 
ham pered by a com m itm ent to the defen
sive and forced to search for alternatives to 
sheer mass, was m ore receptive to new 
ideas. T he results of doctrinal closed
m indedness versus conceptual receptiveness 
were conclusively dem onstrated in the sum 
m er of 1940.

On the other hand, to assume doctrinal 
changes with each new weapon develop
m ent is to run  the risk of too hastily discard
ing doctrine or ignoring parts of it each 
tim e a new system appears. The result 
would be a lack of stability and guidance. 
In the employm ent of air forces, it would 
seem that technological developments will 
im pact more on procedures than on doc
trine, m ore on the m ethod of im plem enta
tion than on the principles themselves. For 
exam ple, the unsuccessful Schweinfurt raids 
of 1943 did not in themselves dem onstrate
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the ability or inability of strategic bom bing 
to destroy the enemy’s warmaking capab il
ities. They did, however, disprove the idea 
that unescorted bombers could always get 
through with acceptable losses. T he result 
was a change in procedure that involved 
the P-51 as a long-range escort. Doctrine 
(the idea of strategic bom bing to defeat the 
enemy) rem ained unchanged, but proce
dures (the m ethod of execution of strategic 
bom bing attacks) adjusted to the current 
state of the art.

In trying to assess the relationship of tech
nology and doctrine, we should begin by de
term ining where new developments might 
fit into accepted doctrine; then, if neces
sary, we should adjust doctrine accordingly. 
At the same time, in allowing doctrine to 
guide not only the employment of existing 
systems but also the development of new 
ones, we must guard against becom ing so 
rigid that we allow either doctrine or the 
m anner in which we im plem ent it to ossify 
into dogma.

historical experience

Military doctrine must provide distinct guide
lines, drawn from both foresight and experi
ence, for the conduct of future operations.

General Thomas D. White

W hat of the argum ent that doctrine should 
be drawn from past experience? O f what 
value is the past in determ ining doctrine for 
m odern war?

To be valid, the fundam ental assum p
tions th a t com prise  d o c trin e  m ust be 
grounded in experience. W ithout an aw are
ness of what air power has done —and has 
not been able to do —doctrine would have 
to be derived solely from hypotheses, from 
educated guesses about the capabilities of 
air forces. Past experience provides the sub
stance for doctrine. It supplies the “p ro o f’ 
on which to base fundam ental assumptions 
as well as educated guesses. Experience

makes doctrine practical rather than merely 
theoretical.

Certainly, too slavish a devotion to the 
past can lead to antiquated  doctrine. In the 
years after the Franco-Prussian W ar, the 
French m ilitary theorists, seeking a way to 
reverse that ignominious defeat, looked all 
the way back to the Rom an Republic and 
Em pire. In terpreting victory in this earlier 
period as the result of courage and élan cou
pled with a reliance on offensive action, 
French theorists derived the doctrine of the 
offensive à outrance, a fanatical com m it
m ent to an offensive relying on mass and 
superior m orale. W edded to this doctrine 
and thus paying insufficient attention to the 
technological developments in the century 
fo llow ing W aterlo o , the  F rench  Arm y 
m arched off to war in 1914 with fixed bayo
nets, legions of cavalry, and relatively few 
m achine guns. T he result was near-defeat 
in the opening weeks of the war and the 
decim ation of the French m ale population 
over the next four years.

Such an exam ple, however, is not an 
argum ent for ignoring the past. R ather, it 
suggests the need to approach the past with 
a sense of objectivity and a clear awareness 
of the changed conditions of the present. 
To derive the proper principles on which to 
base the development and employm ent of 
air forces, the evaluation of past experience 
must be detailed, objective, and com m itted 
to an understanding of what really h a p 
pened and why. Doctrine must be based on 
a critical analysis of what air power did and 
did not do in specific situations rather than 
on institutional shibboleths, widely accepted 
but not really proved.

What to Do with Doctrine
The best doctrine is worthless if it is not well-
known and believed.

Major General Dale O. Smith 
T o be of value, doctrine must meet three
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criteria: it must be understood; it must be 
valid; and it must be translated into action. 
How can we m ake doctrine meet these cri
teria?

understanding doctrine

It is virtually impossible to assign priorities 
to these three requirem ents for useful doc
trine; each is critical. Nevertheless, the first 
step toward understanding doctrine is to de
term ine just what it is and what it does. 
As I have suggested, our current use of the 
term  “doctrine” is too inclusive. Rather 
than providing guidance and rationale, this 
co n g lo m era tio n  of concepts, p rinc ip les, 
practices, and policies confuses, then exas
perates, and finally drives Air Force people 
to ignore doctrine. I have suggested that we 
reserve the term “doctrine” for the fu nda
m ental principles that underlie the develop
m ent and use of air forces. Even accepting 
this approach, however, does not solve the 
problem ; we must still agree on just what 
these fundam ental principles are.

Having once determ ined the fundam ental 
principles which constitute doctrine, we 
need to get the word out to the Air Force. 
This does not m ean merely putting  out a 
pam phlet or m anual and suggesting that 
everyone read it. Reading is not under
standing. Doctrine, as well as the proce
dures that are derived from it, needs to be 
studied, analyzed, and debated.

T he Air Force must put m ore emphasis 
on doctrine. It should be, after all, the 
foundation for everything the Air Force 
does; and every m em ber should be aware of 
the basis of the profession to which he or 
she belongs. An introduction to doctrine 
should begin on entry into the Air Force, 
and careful study of Air Force doctrine 
should be a significant portion of every p ro 
fessional m ilitary education (PME) curricu 
lum. This instruction should delve into such 
questions as: W here did these principles 
come from? How have they been proved in 
the past? W hat makes them  still applicable

in the present and in the future? How are 
they to be put into action? How might they 
be affected by technological, political, and 
economic conditions? How do joint and 
combined operations affect the im plem en
tation of these principles?

We should give greater attention to stim 
ulating debate on doctrine. The limited 
num ber of articles on this subject in Air 
Force journals, especially from officers in 
the field, is indicative of the level of current 
interest in doctrine. One way to stimulate 
this interest would be to inform people as 
to how doctrine is form ulated and im ple
m ented and then to tap resources outside 
the Air Staff for assistance. Another would 
be to encourage inform al (and voluntary) 
professional study groups throughout the 
Air Force, perhaps with recent PME g rad u 
ates form ing the core of such informal 
meetings. We m ight even consider an “Air 
Force Now” on doctrine.

validating  doctrine

Doctrine must be valid, sound, and well- 
grounded. It m ust, in short, be true. One 
im portant way to assure that the principles 
which comprise our doctrine are correct is 
to base them on an objective analysis of a 
broad range of historical experience. Only 
by such an evaluation can we identify ele
ments or conditions unique to specific wars 
and thus separate enduring principles from 
tem porary procedures.

To improve the firmness of our historical 
base, we need to establish a stronger link 
between those responsible for the develop
m ent and im plem entation of doctrine and 
those agencies within the Air Force involved 
in historical research. This would provide a 
clearer, more specific, more pragm atic 
focus for the Air Force historical com m un
ity and would result in valuable assessments 
for those responsible for doctrine. In add i
tion to having better access to work already 
available, those who develop and im ple
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m ent doctrine could provide guidance to 
historians on topics the analysis of which 
would aid doctrinal development.

In using history as a basis for validating 
and im plem enting our doctrine, we must be 
wary of the pitfalls of a too facile accep
tance of parallels and lessons from the past. 
History rarely, if ever, provides clear-cut 
lessons that can be lifted out of whole cloth 
from one era and applied to another. R a th 
er, it offers a feel for the types of approaches 
that have or have not worked in sim ilar situ
ations. Those who would seek to use history 
must approach the task with the u n der
standing that what the past provides are 
guidelines, general trends, and suggestions 
on how to approach the present and future.

History “ought to tell how changes h a p 
pen, what are the likely developments today 
and tomorrow, what ‘pa tterns’ are likely to 
be repeated . . .  or can be m ade to repeat 
themselves with changed colors or in some 
new shape. ”J Such an approach entails not 
a blind adherence to the past but an in telli
gent and judicious analysis of the guidelines 
offered by past events, coupled with an 
imaginative evaluation which tries to ex trap 
olate these suggestions to the particu lar 
conditions of the present and foreseeable 
future. If nothing else, history can show us 
what questions to ask —of theory, techno
logical developments, trends, and new pos
sibilities.4

Both doctrine and the im plem entation of 
doctrine are dependent on history. The 
broad perspective that history can provide 
enables the astute observer to differentiate 
more clearly between the fundam ental p rin 
ciples and the more transitory m ethods for 
putting them into effect. The analytical a p 
proach to history leads to a m ore complete 
and accurate understanding of both p rinci
ples and procedures, while the application of 
im agination — the ability to take suggestions 
from the past and apply them to the pres
ent and future —lies at the heart of the suc
cessful im plem entation of these principles.

Validity, however, stems from more than 
past experience alone. Since doctrine must 
be a synthesis of experience, technological 
developments, and hypotheses, we can m ain 
tain its applicability only by a constant reas
sessment of each of these factors. Only thus 
can we ensure that our doctrine —and the 
procedures by which we im plem ent it —does 
not degenerate into an tiquated  dogm a.

im plem enting  doctrine

A doctrine that is not used is worthless. If 
we wish the principles comprising doctrine 
to be of more than academ ic interest, we 
must translate into action. We must convert 
the general guidance that doctrine provides 
into specific directives.

To accomplish this dem ands a great deal 
from those charged with the task. They 
must possess a firm grasp of the principles of 
air power, an awareness of m an ’s historical 
experience with m ilita ry— especially a i r 
forces, an understanding of current and 
projected technological developments and 
trends, a knowledge of national policy, and, 
finally, the ability to synthesize all of these 
elements into som ething that works. In a d 
dition, the Air Force must provide cen tra l
ized direction for this im plem entation p ro 
cess to assure that these procedures, in fact, 
stem from our doctrinal principles and that 
they agree with each other where applicable.

In im plem enting our doctrine, we must 
avoid the tem ptation to focus our attention 
too closely on the type of war we anticipate 
and are most capable of fighting and to ig
nore those types in which we do not expect 
to become involved. T he desire not to en 
gage in another V ietnam , for exam ple, is 
not sufficient insurance that we will not do 
so. To ignore that experience and neglect 
to reanalyze doctrine and the im plem enta
tion of doctrine accordingly would be tragic 
and very dangerous. O ur doctrine and the 
procedures for im plem enting it must p re 
pare us for a full spectrum  of conflict.
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Moreover, the procedures developed to 
implement doctrine must take into account 
the joint or combined nature of most m ili
tary operations in which the Air Force 
might be involved. We must avoid the ten 
dency to establish procedures for the devel
opm ent and employment of our air forces 
as if they will exist and operate in a vacuum . 
Air Force procedures must be specific and 
em phatic on the joint nature of m ilitary 
operations and on the relationship of air 
forces to other elements of the American 
m ilitary establishment and to the m ilitary 
forces of our allies.

Finally, we must rid ourselves of the no 
tion that air power can do anything and 
everything. Accepting the premise that “the 
inherent flexibility of air power is its g rea t
est asset”5 must not blind us to the realiza
tion that air power does have limits. One of 
the problems with the Am erican m ilitary has 
been the tendency of services to adopt or 
accept missions and roles to justify their 
existence or increase their portion of the de
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IN the history of the development of air 
power, the decade of the 1930s was one of 
the most im portant —perhaps the most im 

portant. The doctrines, tactics, and the 
technological revolution all presaged what 
was to come in the Second W orld W ar. Yet 
this decade has not received the attention it 
deserves. Historians have either approached 
it without the technical or m ilitary back
ground to discuss the issues in depth, or they 
have exam ined the history of the period 
from a narrow , doctrinal point of view.1 
Com paring and contrasting the develop

m ent of air power in B ritain and Germany 
in the 1930s in term s of contem porary cap a 
bilities and national strategy should help 
draw  the subject into focus and give one in 
sight into the real potential of a ir power in 
the late ’30s and a better understanding of 
its development during W orld W ar II.

a n BRITISH 
AND GERMAN
AIR DOCTRINE 
BETWEEN THE WARS
Dr . Williamson Murray
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First, though, one must define air power. 
Unfortunately for the development of a co
herent theory of air warfare both in this 
country and in Great Britain, there has 
been a tendency to define air power within 
narrow, circumscribed limits. From the 
dawn of aviation, air power advocates have 
all too often tied air power directly to the 
concept of strategic bom bing to the exclu
sion of all its other possible roles. In reality, 
of course, air forces have had to perform  a 
num ber of diverse and im portant tasks 
other than strategic bombing. In fact, the 
real contribution of air power to final vic
tory in the Second W orld W ar lay in the 
very diversity of its capability ra ther than in 
one particu lar mode of operation .2

The fact that Italian thinker Giulio Dou- 
het is still regarded as one of the chief p roph 
ets of air power is a revealing com m ent on 
the basic confusion between theory and re 
ality in air doctrine. Disregarding the in te r
service aspects of D ouhet’s doctrine —his a r 
gum ents that air power would m ake the a r 
mies and navies of the world obsolete —one 
cannot help noting that D ouhet’s argum ents 
attack all the m ajor missions of the present- 
day air force except strategic bom bing. 
Douhet excluded the possibility of air de 
fense, denied fighter aircraft a place in fu 
ture air forces, argued that close air support 
and interdiction of the battlefront would be 
a waste of air resources, and claim ed that 
the only role of an air force would be as a 
strategic bom bing force. In terms of techni
cal knowledge, Douhet argued that the 
m ore heavily arm ed bom ber would always 
be superior to the fighter. Finally, Douhet 
had  no conception that air war would re
quire immense expenditures in terms of re 
sources, m en, and m ateriel and that only 
highly industrialized nations with a broad 
industrial base would be able to fight the air 
war of the fu tu re .3 D ouhet’s views were ech
oed by the m any other enthusiasts of air 
power in Europe between the wars.

The reality of air power in the Second

W orld W ar was quite different. In the final 
analysis, it was to resemble the strategy of 
the First W orld W ar, except that attrition 
came in terms of aircraft and highly trained 
aircrews instead of m ud-stained infantry
m en. M onth after m onth, year after year, 
the crews clim bed into their aircraft to fly 
over a darkened continent. Those in charge 
of the air battle  could only m easure success 
in terms of drops in percentage points of 
bom ber losses ra ther than in terms of yards 
gained. As one com m entator has pointed 
out:

Despite the visions of its protagonists of pre
war days, the air war during the Second 
World War . . . was attrition war. It did not 
supplant the operations of conventional 
forces: it complemented them. Victory went 
to the air forces with the greatest depth, the 
greatest balance, the greatest flexibility in 
employment. The result was an air strategy 
completely unforeseen by air commanders.4

This is not to argue that strategic bom b
ing did not play a m ajor role in the eventual 
Allied victory in W orld W ar II. Its success, 
however, was very different from that envi
sioned by its advocates. T he bom bing offen
sive was simply incapable of preventing G er
m an industry from raising its production 
totals m onth by m onth —even in terms of 
fighter aircraft production. Yet the fact that 
G erm an industry m anaged to produce an 
all-tim e high of 5000 fighters in September 
1944 was an irrelevant footnote because by 
that tim e Allied air forces had won air supe
riority over Germany. They had  done so not 
by strategic bom bing but because the stra te
gic bom bing force had lured the Luftwaffe 
into the skies in February and March of 
1944, where long-range Allied fighters had 
shattered its power.8 In a wider sense Allied 
air power had played one of the m ajor roles 
in the victory over Germany. It destroyed 
the Luftwaffe, established air superiority 
over the battlefields of 1943-45, forced the 
Germans to divert a significant percentage 
of their m ilitary production to air defense,6
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and aided combined operations capabilities 
by paratrooper drops and resupply missions, 
all of which enabled the W estern powers to 
fight their way back onto the European con
tinent. In those terms the contribution of 
air power was immense, but it was a contri
bution in which strategic bom bing was one 
of several factors rather than the decisive 
factor as so m any of its advocates were to 
claim after the Second W orld W ar.

It is in the perspective of these comments 
that one must examine the development of 
air doctrine and air power in Britian and 
Germany between the wars. One must also 
note that very different strategic needs led 
to dissimilar air strategies and divergent 
concepts of air power. T he British, living on 
an island and possessing the largest navy in 
Europe, could afford to think in term s of 
strategic bom bing. First, it appeared that 
only through the air could an enemy strike 
at Great Britain, and thus throughout the 
interwar period the British would worry ex
cessively about the th reat of an enemy 
bombing offensive against the British Isles. 
Moreover, they could think in terms of a 
strategic bom bing cam paign against an en 
emy’s hom eland, while they ignored the 
land battlefield, because it would not be 
British territory that would be lost in the 
battles on the continent.7

German strategic problem s, however, 
were the exact opposite. Germany was not 
an island power; she was a continental pow
er. In any conceivable conflict tha t would 
involve the m ilitary forces of the Germ an 
Reich, Germany would face the probability 
of land operations from the outset of hos
tilities. Thus, it would do G erm any’s s tra te 
gic position little good if, at the same tim e 
that the Luftwaffe had attacked London, 
Paris, and W arsaw, G erm any’s enemies had 
defeated the German arm y in the border 
areas, and Germany had lost Silesia, East 
Prussia, and the Rhineland. Because fu n d a
mentally hostile powers surrounded German 
territory, the Germans had to think p rim ar

ily in terms of continental land warfare. 
Moreover, throughout the early period of 
rearm am ent (1933-37), the Nazi regime and 
its m ilitary advisers had  to reckon on the 
possibility that Germany m ight face a p re
ventive attack by her neighbors before the 
Germ an army was prepared. T actical air 
power offered an excellent means to redress 
the im balance of forces.

T H E  Royal Air Force (RAF) 
owed its existence to the First W orld W ar 
and political pressures created by the G er
m an bom bing raids on London. After the 
war, as Britain reduced m ilitary expendi
tures, the new service felt threatened by its 
sister services. W ith relatively few aircraft, 
RAF com m anders feared that the loss of 
aircraft or crews to the navy (for aircraft 
carriers) or arm y (for close support missions) 
would destroy the RAF’s existence as an in 
dependent organization.8 T he response of 
the Chief of Staff, Lord H ugh T renchard , 
to this perceived political threat was to 
create a doctrine of air power as an inde
pendent, that is, strategic weapon. T re n 
chard argued that air power alone could de
fend Great B ritain and that its massive strik
ing power could destroy B rita in’s enemies 
on the outbreak of war. T ren ch ard ’s theo
ries evolved independently of D ouhet’s. U n
fortunately, this doctrine and definition of 
air power as exclusively strategic bom bing 
distorted the RAF’s whole development and 
would have serious repercussions for B rit
a in ’s prosecution of the Second W orld W ar.9

By the end of the 1920s, T renchard  and 
his strategists in the Air Ministry had 
created a doctrine of air power that ex
cluded almost every possible role for the a ir
craft except strategic bom bing. Typical of 
the T renchard  approach is a 1936 book, 
Airpower and Arm ies, by Sir John Slessor, a 
leading air force p lanner in the 1930s and 
later Chief of Coastal Com m and during the 
Second W orld W ar. In this work Slessor set

Continued on page 44





The High Command
Continuity in German and British aviation leader
ship lends credence to the idea that World War 1 
and World War II were but parts of the same pro
tracted conflict. Leutnant Hermann Goring (fac
ing page) was a highly successful fighter pilot in the 
first war, who rose to command the famous Richt
hofen Flying Circus after the death of the 'Red 
Baron " An early Nazi activist, Goring became 
minister for civil aviation (actually, the head of 
the still-secret Luftwaffe) in 1933. He was named 
a field marshal by Hitler in 1938 and Reichsmar- 
schall. nominally second only to Hitler in power, 
in 1940. He was captured by the Allies in the 
spring of 1945 and interviewed by the media short
ly thereafter, as shown. . . . The Royal Air Force, 
which evolved as a separate sendee in World War 
I, was led by men who played a far less prominent 
political role than Goring but who were effective 
in developing an air doctrine during the interwar 
period that was to affect Allied air capabilty and 
performance in World WarIIand beyond Among 
those leader-theoreticians were Sir John Slessor 
(above), Lord Hugh Trenchard, Chief of Air Staff 
dunng the twenties (above, right), and Sir Arthur 
Tedder (right), Deputy Supreme Commander un
der Eisenhower and Air Chief Marshal of the RAF.



During the late thirties and early days of World War II, British single- 
seat fighters like the Supermarine Spitfire (above) and the Hawker Hur
ricane (facing page, top, in a later, cannon-armed variant) seemed as 

RAF vulnerable to the Air Staffs attraction for multiplace fighters as to the
Fighters Luftwaffe. At the start o f the war the RAF had fourteen squadrons of

Hurricanes, nine of Spitfires, and one of Boulton Paul Defiants, a two- 
seat fighter with all its armament in the rear turret (opposite, below). 
After a fleeting moment of glory at Dunkirk—briefly mistaking Defiants 
for Hurricanes, Luftwaffe pilots attacked from above and behind —the 
Defiant proved an easy target, was withdrawn from daylight operations.

forth his views on the future of war. He a r
gued that it would be all air com bat and 
that air superiority could only be gained 
and m aintained by a “resolute bom bing of
fensive” against enemy centers. Such a s tra t
egy would force the enemy to use his air 
strength in a passive, defensive role and d i
vert strength away from the prim ary task of 
strategic bom bing, which alone could be 
decisive. Air operations would fall heaviest 
on the poorer and more unreliable segments 
of the population and would force the en 
emy to divert still more strength. Offensive 
operations on land would no longer occur, 
and armies would serve as frontier guards 
while bom bers flew overhead. Slessor con
cluded that:

it is difficult to resist at least the conclusion 
that air bombardment on anything approach
ing an intensive scale, if it can be maintained 
even at irregular intervals for any length of 
time, can today restrict the output from war 
industry to a degree which would make it 
quite impossible to meet the immense re
quirements of an army on the 1918 model, in 
weapons, ammunition, and warlike stores of 
almost every kind.10

These comm ents are especially im portant 
when one considers that as Chief of Plans in 
the Air Ministry and as a m em ber of the 
Joint Planning Com mittee of the Chiefs of 
Staff Slessor held a key position within the 
air force and British defense establishm ent.

W hat is particularly  surprising consider
ing the fact that in its own terms strategic 
bom bing was the raison d etre for the Royal 
Air Force, almost nothing was done to p re
pare for this task. Prewar doctrine called 
for trained aircrews to precede the bom ber 
force and m ark the targets for the following 
aircraft. In the late 1920s, when asked how 
trained  aircrews would find their targets, 
Sir A rthur W. T edder, future Air Chief 
Marshal of the RAF, replied, “You tell 
me! 11 T he RAF was not to attem pt to solve 
this problem  until 1941, when analysis of 
mission photography revealed that half of 
the bombs dropped on Germany were land 
ing in the countryside.12

In the late 1930s there was no clear con
ception of what was possible with the weap
ons of the tim e and with the weapons being 
developed. Admittedly, there was consider
able difficulty in estim ating capabilities
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with so little experience on which to draw. 
In 1938 the Joint Planning Com m ittee con
ceded:

In considering air attack we are faced with 
the difficulty that we lack the guidance of 
past experience in almost all the factors which 
affect it. and consequently the detailed 
methods of application and their effects are 
almost a matter for conjecture. We do not 
know the degree of intensity at which a Ger
man air offensive could be sustained in the 
face of heavy casualties. We do not know the 
extent to which the civilian population will 
stand up to continued heavy losses of life and 
property.13

Slessor was to adm it after the war tha t the 
Air S taffs belief in the bom ber before the 
war had been “a m atter of fa ith .”14 Sup
posedly, the cause of this state of affairs lay 
in the overcentralization of tactical p la n 
ning within an Air Ministry that was not in 
daily contact with contem porary technical 
developments and aircraft capabilities.15 
Yet, when Bomber C om m and achieved con
trol of p lanning its mission, it would prove 
no m ore realistic in working out its plans 
until wartim e evidence had  proved how u n 
realistic had been all expectations and  esti
m ates.

It is clear th a t the experts felt th a t there 
would be little difficulty in finding and h it
ting targets. An estim ate of the Com m ittee 
of Im perial Defense claim ed in 1936 tha t 
aircraft with autom atic  bom bsights had  an 
11 percent chance of achieving hits on a 
battleship from 10,000 feet. T he report did 
not m ention ship m ovem ent or the problem  
of having to dodge an tiaircraft fire and 
fighters.16 A writer in the Journal o f  the  
Royal United Services Institu te  claim ed tha t 
in clear weather and from heights of 20,000 
feet, 50 percent of bombs dropped would 
fall within a dockyard area such as M alta 
or G ibraltar. “Against a fleet at sea five to 
ten percent o f hits could be obtained  by 
day .”17

Such optim ism  was inexcusable because

evidence was already available on the p rob 
lem of locating and then dam aging p ro 
posed targets. In May 1938, the Assistant 
Chief of Air Staff adm itted  that:

it remains true, however, that in the home 
defense exercise last year, bombing accuracy 
was very poor indeed. Investigation into this 
matter indicates that this was probably due 
very largely to failure to identify targets rath
er than to fatigue.18

Moreover, in 1937 the Royal Air Force con
ducted a m ajor test of bom bing techniques. 
It d istributed 30 obsolete aircraft in a circle 
with a 1000-yard diam eter, and for one 
week Bomber Com m and bom bed the sta
tionary aircraft from high and low level. At 
the com pletion of the test, the bom bing had  
destroyed only 2 aircraft, dam aged 11 be
yond repair, left 6 dam aged but repairable, 
and missed 11 entirely .19

T he emphasis on strategic bom bing as 
the  doctrine of the Royal Air Force was to 
have a pernicious effect on the development 
of the other aspects of air power. Even in 
air defense, which would win the Battle of 
B ritain and save England in the sum m er of 
1940, the Air S taffs record was less than 
sterling. T hroughou t the 1930s the Air Staff 
showed little interest in air defense, and 
papers setting forth  the RAF’s position con
sistently argued that air defense was a waste 
of money and had  little prospect of b lunting 
an enemy bom bing offensive. Discussing a 
1937 Air Staff study, A dm iral Lord Chat- 
field, chief of naval staff, cast considerable 
doubt on the Air S taffs pessimistic estimates 
on air defense. Referring to the enormous 
sums being spent on defense measures, 
Chatfield com m ented that it was illogical to 
state that G erm any’s attacking capability 
would increase 600 percent in 1937. The 
First Sea Lord was even m ore doubtful on 
the rep o rt’s claim that a G erm an air offen
sive in 1939 would do ten times m ore d am 
age than  an attack in 1937. Significantly, it 
was Chatfield who em phasized the possi
bility of an effective air defense. T he Air



At the beginning of World. War II, Allied bombers were bad
ly outclassed. The Fairey Battle, pathetically slow and light
ly armed, was an easy prey to German flak and fighters alike.

Staff, at least in this m em orandum , be
lieved that air defense was impossible.20

Ironically, it was the Cham berlain gov
ernm ent, which for the most part had  such 
an abysmal record in defense m atters, and 
Prime Minister Neville Cham berlain in p a r
ticular who forced an unwilling Air Ministry 
to invest substantial resources in air defense. 
On 1 October 1938 Sir W arren Fisher of 
the Treasury reflected bitterly on the course 
of the rearm am ent program  from 1935:

When I insisted on the insertion in the report 
of passages such as these [on the need to build 
up Britain’s air defense system] the represen
tative of the Air Staff acquiesced with a shrug 
of his shoulders. The Air Staff proposals 
were, of course, again quite insufficient . . . 
and their lack of imagination and foresight 
has been fully equalled by their incompetence 
in all practical matters, including strategic 
policy.21

Fisher’s warning on the Air S taff s incapacity 
to see beyond its dogm atic position is more 
than backed up by the technical attitudes

and positions taken by the staff throughout 
the 1930s. Despite the victory of the Super - 
m arine S. 6 (precursor of the Spitfire) in the 
1931 Schneider T rophy races, the Air Staff 
rushed the Harrow, Fury, and H art into 
production in 1935 as a sop to the politi
cians.22 In 1936 Slessor argued in his book 
that the Royal Air Force needed only a few 
single-seat fighters.23 T he issue of the single
seat versus the two-seater fighter was one on 
which the Air Staff nearly m ade the disas
trous choice of settling on the two-seater as 
the fighter of the fu tu re .24 An Air Staff 
m em orandum  of June 1938 sets out the u n 
reality of its position and its lack of under
standing of the conditions of air war:

The speed of modem bombers is so great that 
it is only worth while to attack them under 
conditions which allows no relative motion 
between the fighter and its target. The fixed- 
gun fighter with guns firing ahead can only 
realize these conditions by attacking the 
bomber from dead astern. The duties of a 
fighter engaged in "air superiority” fighting
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will be the destruction of opposing fighters 
. . . For these purposes it requires an arm a
ment that can be used defensively as well as 
offensively in order to enable it to penetrate 
into enemy territory and withdraw at will. 
The fixed gun fighter cannot do this.26

Only the spirited objections of Air Vice 
Marshal Sir H ugh Dowding, C om m ander in 
Chief of Fighter C om m and, kept the em 
phasis of British fighter production on Spit
fires and H urricanes and not on the two- 
seated D efiants.26 As late as May 1940, the 
Air Staff would m ake an effort to shut down 
the production lines of Spitfires and H u rri
canes.27

U nfortunately, the record of the Air Staff 
on the other aspects of air power was just as 
dismal, but it was not m itigated  by the in 
terference of the C ham berlain  governm ent. 
T he Royal Air Force absolutely rejected 
close air support for the arm y as one of its 
missions. After a 1939 com bined air force- 
arm y exercise, General Sir A rchibald  Wavell 
com m ented that the RAF had  given no 
thought to support for ground operations, 
and as a result its pilots were incapable 
of perform ing tha t m ission.28 In a 1937 
Chiefs of Staff m eeting, the Army m inister, 
Leslie Hore-Belisha suggested tha t the 
Spanish Civil W ar had  indicated the value 
of close air support, only to be con tradicted  
by the Chief of Air Staff, who com m ented 
that this was a gross misuse of air power. Air 
Ministry reports, he added, indicated that 
the Italians were so im pressed with the re 
sults of low flying support missions tha t they 
had  diverted 50 percent of their a ircraft to 
that mission. He hoped tha t these reports 
were true, but doubted  w hether the Italians 
would be so s tup id .29 In Novem ber 1939, 
Air Staff doctrine on close a ir support ran  
along the following lines:

Briefly the Air Staff view —which is based on a 
close study of the subject over many years — 
is as follows: the true function of bomber air
craft in support of an army is to isolate the 
battlefield from reinforcement and supply, to

block or delay the movement of reserves, and 
generally to create disorganization and con
fusion behind the enemy front. . . . But 
neither in attack nor in defense should bomb
ers be used on the battlefield itself, save in 
exceptional circumstances . . .  All experience 
of war proves that such action is not only very 
costly in casualties, but is normally uneco
nomical and ineffective compared with the 
results of the correct employment of aircraft 
on the lines described above.30 

This is indeed an astonishing docum ent 
when one considers that the Polish cam 
paign had  just ended. In France in 1940, 
requests by the First A rm ored Division for 
close air support m et with objections that 
such suggestions were im practicable and 
unnecessary.31 Moreover, in July 1938, the 
Chiefs o f S taff dismissed the employm ent of 
parachu te  troops with the argum ent that 
the use of aircraft to drop paratroopers 
would divert them  from  m ore useful em 
ploym ent as bom bers.32

In 1936, G roup C aptain  A rthu r H arris, 
the fu ture com m ander of Bom ber Com 
m and , claim ed tha t reconnaissance of en 
emy bases was the only way to locate his 
naval forces and tha t use of aircraft over the 
ocean would be a waste of effort. In add i
tion, H arris told the Jo in t P lanning Com 
m ittee tha t the Air Staff reserved the right 
to w ithdraw  aircraft from subsidiary m is
sions (i.e., reconnaissance) for use in the 
prim ary  mission of strategic bom bing.33 
Not until late  1937 did  the Chief of Air Staff 
concede most unwillingly tha t aircraft a llo
cated for trade  protection would rem ain in 
tha t capacity, and that only after consulta
tion with the Chiefs of S taff and  W ar C abi
net would they be transferred tem porarily 
to o ther functions.34

On the technical side Lord T edder dis
covered opposition to the construction of a 
m ajor aircraft engine factory, not from the 
T reasury but from  a senior Air Ministry 
official. T he Air Ministry opposed the p ro 
posed construction because construction 
would take two years, and supposedly in
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1937 the Royal Air Force could not afford 
to waste money on projects that would not 
return  im m ediate benefits.35

In sum m ation, the dogm atism  of the Air 
Staff hindered the development of a broadly 
based conception of air power in Great B rit
ain. At the outbreak of war, Britain pos
sessed a strategic bom bing force that was in 
capable of carrying out daylight operations 
in the face of Germ an opposition and could 
not find its targets at night. For air defense, 
Britain possessed a small but capable force, 
but the existence of tha t force36 and of the 
radar network tha t supported it was due 
prim arily to the efforts of the C ham berlain 
governm ent and not to the Royal Air Force: 
In all the other aspects of air power —close 
air support, in terdiction, a irlanding  o p era 
tions, long-range reconnaissance, and m a ri
time operations—the Royal Air Force had  
done almost nothing to anticipate  the re 
quirem ents of the com ing war.

T h e  early developm ent of the 
Luftwaffe significantly differed from  that of 
the Royal Air Force. T he T reaty  of V er
sailles forbade Germ any from  using aircraft 
as a weapon of war. D uring the period of 
d isarm am ent, the arm y assumed the re 
sponsibility for p reparing  a fu ture  G erm an 
air force. W hen the Nazis cam e to power, 
Goring im m ediately set about to create an 
independent air force, which H itler was to 
proclaim  in 1935. At inception, the L uft
waffe received an infusion of not only W orld 
W ar I flyers but a num ber of arm y general 
staff officers as well. T he result was that 
arm y-air force relations were quite good, 
especially at lower echelons. G oring’s politi
cal position in the Nazi hierarchy gave the 
new service an unassailable position. It cer
tainly had no reason to feel threatened by 
the Germ an navy in view of that service’s 
diminutive size. Thus, the G erm any Air 
Staff did not feel the need to create a doc
trine that justified its existence by exclud

ing m ajor roles for the other services. M ore
over, the arm y background of m any senior 
officers m ade the Luftwaffe receptive to 
arm y requirem ents.

Since the Second W orld W ar, Am erican 
and British advocates of strategic bom bing 
have criticized the Luftwaffe as being "in 
effect the handm aiden  of the G erm an 
arm y” and for being unprepared  to launch 
a strategic bom bing offensive.37 This view is 
grossly unfair to the Luftwaffe and misses 
the significance of G erm an doctrine and 
preparation  for the air war. In 1936 the 
G erm an Air Ministry issued a doctrinal 
statem ent, entitled  Die Luftkriegfixhrung, 
which based G erm an doctrine on a realistic 
appraisal of the a ircraft possessed by the 
Luftwaffe. This exposition of G erm an doc
trine underlined four m ajor missions for air 
power: air superiority, strategic operations, 
battlefield  in terdiction, and close air sup 
port. It stressed that the Luftwaffe would be 
part of a team  ra ther than  a service with a 
wholly independent mission and that the 
final decision in any war would come only 
through the com bined efforts of the three 
services. Finally, the statem ent expressed 
doubt as to whether strategic bom bing by 
itself could achieve a decisive result such as 
destroying an enem y’s industrial capacity or 
terrorizing his civilian popu lation .38

Thus, the G erm ans approached the ques
tion of strategic bom bing from  a m ore skep
tical point of view than  did the British. A 
partia l explanation  lies in the G erm an ex
perience in Spain. T erro r bom bing had  p ro 
duced, for the most part, a coun terp roduc
tive effect. C aptain  Heye of the Seekriegslei- 
tung  m ade the following report based on 
conversations with Luftwaffe officers serving 
in Spain.

Disregarding the great military success ac
companying use of the Luftwaffe for the im
mediate support of army operations, one gets 
the impression that our attacks on objects of lit
tle military importance, through which in most 
cases many women and children . . . were hit.



are not a suitable means to break the resis
tance of the opponent. They seem far more 
suited to strengthening the resistance. . . . 
Doubtless the memory of the air attack on 
Guernica by the [Condor] Legion still today 
produces an after effect in the population 
and permits no friendly feelings for Germany 
in the population of the Basques, who earlier 
were thoroughly friendly to Germany and in 
no manner communistic.39

In addition , G erm an air experts were will
ing to credit defensive m easures against air 
attack , w hether active or passive, with a 
g rea ter ability to reduce casualties than  did 
their coun terparts in G reat B ritain. A B rit
ish delegation to G erm any reported  the 
com m ent of a G erm an civil defense official 
in the following terms:

there was a tendency to exaggerate the number 
of casualties that would result from a modern 
air raid. He said hostile aircraft had a long

distance to come and a long distance to get 
home again. The air casualties would be very 
considerable. Great reliance was being placed 
on the German air force and on their active 
defense measures.40

Moreover, the G erm ans do not seem to have 
underestim ated the difficulties involved in 
carrying out strategic bom bing over long 
distances. T he fu ture  Field M arshal Albert 
Kesselring w arned in M arch 1939 that, even 
given the technical com petence of crews and 
a ircraft, it was doubtful w hether the aver
age G erm an bom ber could hit its target with 
any degree of accuracy in bad w eather.41

Yet, it should be noted that the Germans 
never deliberately abandoned  the effort to 
achieve a strategic bom bing capability .42 
R ather, technical problem s h indered the 
creation of a strategic bom ber force. In 
1936 the G erm an Air Ministry canceled the 
developm ent of the four-engined Dornier
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Well aware of the technical difficulties to be overcome, the Luftwaffe nevertheless made a serious effort to 
achieve a strategic bombing capability. Development of the Dornier Do 19 (facing page) and Junkers Ju 89 
heavy bombers was dropped only after Germany proved unable to produce engines with enough power in the
early thirties________ The Heinkel He 177  (above, seen after the war in British markings) was the best Nazi long-
range strategic hope; but the developmental problems proved too great: it was not operationally effective.

Do 19 and Junkers Ju 89 prototypes because 
suitable engines were not available to p ro 
vide adequate speed.43 However, the devel
opm ent of the Heinkel He 177 continued in 
the belief that that aircraft was the best bet 
to provide the Luftwaffe with a long-range 
strategic bom ber. It was not, and the Ger
mans never m anaged to surm ount the tech
nical problems inherent in its conception 
and design.

There is one other m ajor factor that one 
must consider in Germ an strategy and that 
is the weak economic base on which the 
German strategic situation rested. Given the 
financial and economic constraints on G er
m an rearm am ent, could the Germans have 
afforded the cost of building up a strategic 
bom bing force had  a four-engined bom ber 
been available? The answer is probably 
no.44 Moreover, given the fact that in w ar
time a blockaded Germany would be short

of every critical raw m aterial except coal, 
could the Germans think in terms of launch
ing a strategic bom bing offensive at the 
same time tha t they were carrying out oper
ations on land? In term s of G erm an strategy 
before the conquest of France in 1940, the 
answer was clearly no. A G erm an staff study 
on the possibility of an air offensive against 
Great Britain, written in the fall of 1939, 
warned that a bom bing offensive against 
the British Isles would open up western G er
m any to air attacks that would seriously h in 
der arm y preparations for the W estern o f
fensive. Moreover, the use of fuel and m un i
tions for an air offensive would severely re 
strict the supplies available for ground oper
ations.45

T hroughout the im m ediate prew ar period 
as well as the first years of the war, L uft
waffe p lanning aim ed to destroy enemy air 
forces at the outset of hostilities by well-
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Luftwaffe Winners
The failure of the Luftwaffe's heavy bomber pro
gram was initially compensated for by success with 
smaller aircraft. The Junkers Ju 88 (left) and the 
Heinkel He 111 (above, with an experimental He 
113 in an early war propaganda photograph) were 
effective for interdiction missions; early versions of 
the B f 109, commonly called the Messerschmitt Me 
109 (facing page), were the equal of the British 
Spitfire and were even superior to the Hurricanes.



planned strikes against his air bases and fo r
ward operating areas and by contesting the 
air space over the zone of operations. Only 
after elim inating enemy air power would 
the Luftwaffe turn to the support of army 
operations. Both these missions would take 
priority over raids against “factories and 
enemy rear areas.”46

It would be in the other aspects of air 
power —close air support, interdiction, and 
reconnaissance —that the Luftwaffe would 
prepare in the years before the Second 
W orld W ar. Considering the capabilities of 
the aircraft at that time as well as the p rim i
tive nature of navigational systems, this 
would be a wise strategy.47 T he experiences 
gained in Spain directly contributed to the 
German development. Fighter tactics, the 
tactical employment of close air support, 
and interdiction of enemy rear areas all sig
nificantly advanced. Interestingly enough,

the Luftwaffe proved flexible enough to ex
perim ent with the use of 88-mm antiaircraft 
guns against tanks. However, one must note 
that G erm an operations in Spain always re 
m ained at a ra ther low level of com m itm ent.

G erm an strategy tied Luftwaffe opera 
tions closely to the army. T hroughout the 
late 1930s Luftwaffe operational p lanning 
emphasized the protection of G erm an air 
space as a m ajor mission, so that army m o
bilization could proceed unhindered. Early 
planning concentrated on operations over a 
static battlefield or in support of nonm otor- 
ized infantry form ations, but by the late 
1930s Luftwaffe com m anders were working 
closely with the new panzer and motorized 
infantry divisions, a com bination that 
would prove devastating. Because of the 
shortage of heavy artillery,48 G erm an army 
com m anders proved almost too enthusiastic 
on the subject of close air support. A report

Continued on page 56



The Nazis dig in.
In its planning for World War II, the Luftwaffe relied 
heavily on the twin-engined, multiplace B f 110 (above), 
frequently referred to as the Me 110. (Official German 
aircraft designations were assigned by factory, not by 
designer; when Willy Messerschmitt designed the B f 110 
in 1934. he was then chief engineer of the Bayerische 
Flugzeugwerke [the Bavarian Aircraft Works], thus Bf 
rather than Me). Successful over Poland, the Low Coun
tries, and France, the fast but unmaneuverable Bf 110 
proved highly vulnerable to agile Spitfires and Hurri
canes in the Battle of Britain and was withdrawn from  
daylight service as a fighter. . . The consequences of 
the failure of German air doctrine are underlined in the 
extreme measures taken by German industry to escape 
Allied devastation from the air. The underground air
craft engine factory in an abandoned quarry (right) was 
overrun by U.S. troops in the closing days of the war.
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on the W ehrm acht m aneuver of 1937 
pointed out that targets in support of arm y 
operations would have to be selected care 
fully in order to maximize effect. T he L uft
waffe would only be successful when it d i
rected its attacks against massed and  rear 
area targets that could critically affect the 
flow of operations. U nfortunately, the re 
port pointed out, arm y com m anders were in 
the distressing hab it of calling for close air 
support on any target, no m atter how insig
nificant or what the conditions.49

By 1939 the Luftwaffe had  evolved a ir 
craft and doctrines that could provide sub 
stantial aid to battlefield operations. T he 
Stuka would prove an adm irable  a ircraft for 
the im m ediate support of G erm an panzer 
units, while aircraft like the Heinkel He 111 
and the Junkers Ju  88 were excellent a ircraft 
for interdiction missions. T he Bf 109 was 
the equal of the Spitfire and superior to 
every other fighter in Europe, and G erm an 
fighter tactics would prove to be the most 
effective in the first aerial clashes of the 
war. N othing contrasts m ore clearly the 
realism of G erm an doctrine with that of 
their British opponents than  the operations 
along the Meuse River in the first days of 
the French cam paign. On 13 May 1940 G er
m an troops crossed the Meuse largely 
through the intervention of Luftwaffe close 
air support. On 14 May, with only one thin 
pontoon bridge across the Meuse to support 
the bridgehead, the Royal Air Force in te r
vened in the battle  in an effort to destroy 
the bridge. T he result was not only a com 
plete failure but led to the slaughter of the 
Fairey Battle light bom bers com m itted to 
the m ission.50

One m ust also m ention one o ther im p o r
tan t developm ent tha t enabled the L u ft
waffe to con tribu te  to the early victories. 
Unlike the RAF, the G erm an air force was 
willing to invest significant resources in to  an 
airlanding  capability. W hile the G erm ans 
had  barely enough paratroopers for a b r i
gade at the beginning of the war, these

troops played a role all out of proportion 
to their num erical strength in Norway, H ol
land, and particularly  in the assault on Fort 
Eben Emael in Belgium .51

T he eventual failure of the Luftwaffe in 
the Second W orld W ar reflected not so 
m uch the failure of G erm an doctrine but 
ironically G erm an organization. T he defeat 
in the B attle of B ritain as well as in Russia 
resulted to a large extent from  the failure of 
the Luftw affe’s support services to meet 
adequately the extensive dem ands of opera 
tional com m itm ents. This was to a large ex
tent due to H itle r’s and G oring’s fascination 
with num bers. Theoretically , the Germans 
based their concept of air power on the be
lief tha t a flying unit was not com bat-ready 
unless it possessed m odern, reliable aircraft 
backed up by a first-class m aintenance o r
ganization and a supply system that g u a ra n 
teed adequate  num bers o f replacem ent a ir
craft and  reserves o f spare p a rts .52 This the 
Luftwaffe was never able to do because 
Goring refused to follow recom m endations 
tha t the G erm an a ircraft industry devote 20 
to 30 percent of production  to the establish
m ent o f adequate  inventories o f spare 
p a rts .53 Instead, the G erm ans assigned p ro 
d u c t io n  a lm o s t  e x c lu s iv e ly  to  f i r s t - l in e  
strength . As a result, th roughout the war 
years the Luftwaffe was chronically short of 
spare parts, had  constantly to resort to can 
nibalization, and  ran  low operationally 
ready rates.

By the late 1930s the production  of n u m 
erous models by the G erm an aircraft indus
try had  led to m any m ain tenance, train ing , 
and  supply problem s. In Decem ber 1938, 
General E rhard  Milch, State Secretary for 
Aviation, pushed through  a m ajor reo rga
nization of the p roduction  system so tha t in 
dustry could concentrate  on a few superior 
a irc ra ft.54 T he  result, unfortunately  for the 
Luftwaffe, was tha t concentration  in the 
first years of the war on production  figures 
prevented experim entation  on new aircraft 
design. T he G erm ans never m ade up the
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lost time and fought the great air battles 
of 1943-44 with basically the same equip
ment they had used against Poland.

THERE is a certain irony in contrasting the 
development of m ilitary forces in Great 
Britain and Germany between the wars and 
particularly in the 1930s. In terms of in te l
lectual ferm entation and a discussion of the 
future paths of war, Britain led the rest of 
the world. J. F. C. Fuller and B. H. Liddell 
H art laid the theoretical basis for m odern 
mechanized warfare in their writings. At 
the same time writers like L. E. O. Charlton 
publicized the “m odern” theory of air pow er.

It is well to insist on this exclusive point of 
view at once. Air power is bombing capacity 
and nothing else; all the other various em
ployments of aircraft, as auxiliary to an army 
or a navy, or as units in the scheme of home 
defense, being unrelated to this one main 
fact. An assessment of the air strength of a 
country should be based exclusively on the 
weight-carrying capacity, the speed, the 
range, and on the number of its bomber 
squadrons.55

Tragically, in the 1930s the British m ili
tary establishm ent would reject the theories 
of Fuller and Liddell H art on the fu ture of 
land war and quite literally ban their advo
cates from the arm y.56 On the other hand, 
the German army high com m and, while
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somewhat skeptical of the claims of arm ored 
officers, was willing to devote substantial re 
sources to the creation of a panzer force. On 
the question of air power, however, the 
Royal Air Force would wholeheartedly em 
brace the new “revolutionary” idea that air 
power was strategic bom bing and as such 
had changed the rules of the gam e. The 
Germans did not, and their conservative, 
broad conception of air power would prove 
devastating when com bined with arm ored, 
m echanized warfare. T he British official 
history of the strategic bom bing offensive 
puts the problem  of air war succinctly:

Air superiority is not simply a question of 
being able to use an air force. It is a question 
of being able to use it effectively. From the 
point of view of the bombers, for example, it 
is not simply a question of getting through. 
It is a question of getting through and doing 
effective damage.57

In that sense the Germ an air force of 
1939 could render im portan t service be
cause it could do “effective dam age.” T he 
Royal Air Force could not. Moreover, not 
until the Allied air forces could m atch the 
Luftwaffe’s diversity of capability could the 
W estern powers maximize the real, as o p 
posed to the theoretical, potential of air 
power.
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TACTICAL AIR POWER W ITHIN NATO

a growing convergence of views

Major Donald J. Alberts

D R. STEVEN L. CANBY’s presentation 
in the May-June 1979 issue of A ir Uni

versity Review1 and Dr. Edward N. Lutt- 
wak’s critique of Am erican “attrition  doc
trine” in the August 1979 issue of A ir Force 
Magazine2 both suffer from what I perceive 
to be a m isunderstanding of tactical air 
power history and doctrine. This is p a rticu 
larly true of the United States Air Force 
doctrine in regard to a possible war in 
NATO Europe. Canby’s article, while pe r
suasive, well docum ented, and, in most in 
stances, accurate,3 misses the essential trend 
of air power doctrinal thought as it is evolv
ing in NATO. Dr. Luttwak acknowledges 
“his indebtedness to Steven L. Canby for 
key ideas in the artic le ,”4 and as to air pow
er application, there is indeed a sim ilarity of 
views, especially regarding the reputed 
USAF overreliance on defense suppression 
and attrition as objectives.

It has been a common com plaint of air 
power proponents over the years that those 
steeped in the traditions and training of 
land warfare do not appreciate the power 
and m agnitude of tactical air applications 
properly conducted. I m ust adm it to a sim i
lar inclination in that I believe this funda
mental difference in perspective is at the 
heart of m any of the commonly cited p ro b 

lems and deficiencies of strategy and tactics 
in fighting a European war and in the vari
ous critiques that these two authors have 
leveled at current U.S. conventional war 
philosophy.5 W hile I share some of the con
cerns expressed by these authors, my p e r
spective is different, and it leads me to a 
different conclusion concerning the proper 
role of air power and the trend in NATO 
thought.

Canby mixes procurem ent policies, tac 
tics, operations, weapons em ploym ent, and 
other diverse subjects into the same bag, 
thereby conveying a m isleading impression 
of both the diversity and com m onality of 
opinion within the NA TO air forces. Canby 
asserts that, “In the past, the USAF pushed 
com m on doctrine and tactics am ong the 
N A TO air forces but has now m uted i t .”6 
T he latter part of this statem ent is dem on
strably incorrect.

In the past year or two, four im portant 
efforts toward com m on doctrine were either 
com pleted or initiated. Allied Tactical P ub 
lication (ATP) 42, a book of com m on doc
trine on counterair operations, was drafted , 
negotiated, and is presently circulating for 
ratification am ong N A TO  m em ber nations. 
A TP 42 stem m ed initially from a USAF 
initiative at the N A TO  Tactical Air W ork
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ing Party in Decem ber of 1977. O ther re 
cent efforts toward com m on doctrine and 
tactics deal with offensive air support, tac ti
cal air doctrine, and  electronic w arfare in 
air operations. A T P 33(A), Tactical A ir  
Doctrine, and A T P 27(B), Offensive A ir  
Support Operations, were ratified  by the 
United States in Septem ber 1979.7 A ddi
tionally, another m uch-needed m anual con
cerning electronic w arfare in air operations 
has been in itiated  in A TP 44, the first 
prelim inary d raft of which was p repared  by 
a com bined U nited States, U nited K ing
dom , Germ any, and N etherlands d rafting  
com m ittee hosted and chaired by the 
USAF.8 T he effort tow ard establishing com 
mon doctrine in N A TO  is accelerating, not 
being m uted .

Canby implies that the USAF was trying 
to force com m on tactics on these allies, 
som ething that the allies resisted. This is 
also far from accurate. I suspect tha t fighter 
pilots in the USAF would resist anyone’s a t
tem pting  to standardize and d ictate  tactics 
for them . T he standard ization  a ttem pt is 
directed tow ard procedures, not tactics. A d 
m ittedly, it has taken some tim e for the 
various people involved to understand  what 
is m eant by a procedure and what is m eant 
by a tactic. A tactic is how  a particu lar task 
or operation  is perform ed against the e n 
emy. A procedure is the organizational or 
structural m ethod of approach . T he  d iffer
ence is oftentim es in perspective and the 
level from which one views and analyzes the 
problem  at hand . It is a little like the d iffer
ence between tactics and strategy —one 
level's tactics is ano ther level’s strategy. For 
exam ple, the establishm ent of a h igh -alti
tude missile engagem ent zone is a tactic 
from the perspective of the m anager of the 
air defense net in his ba ttle , but the process 
by which tha t zone is established and the 
constraints it autom atically  places on a 
fighter pilot in pursuit of an enem y a ircraft 
constitute procedures.

N A TO  air forces in their a ir doctrine

recognize several types of air operations — all 
of which will have to be perform ed in order 
to successfully b lunt a W arsaw Pact attack 
upon N A TO  Europe, particularly  one that 
occurs with m ain emphasis in the Central 
Region. O f particu lar im portance for this 
discussion are counterair operations, offen
sive air support operations, and interdiction 
operations. C ounterair is subdivided into of
fensive counterair (activities undertaken at 
N A TO  initiative and carried  to the enemy 
to destroy his a ir power) and  defensive 
coun terair (or, a ir defense to some). O ffen
sive air support is subdivided into close air 
support (CAS), battlefield  air interdiction 
(BAI), and tactical a ir reconnaissance. All 
except air defense, by definition, are offen
sive air operations.

In discussing offensive air operations, 
Canby asserts:

For the short run, the diversity of aircraft de
sign inhibits common tactics and delivery 
techniques. Among other factors, commonal
ity will not be possible for the next two dec
ades, as the attack aircraft now coming into 
the inventory—Jaguar, Harrier, Alpha Jet, 
and Tornado — operate best at low levels. New 
U.S. aircraft on the other hand, give greater 
maneuverability and better performance at 
the medium and higher altitudes. From the 
European viewpoint the present diversity in 
operational tactics and techniques offers them 
the best possible situation. Without being 
tested in war, there is no way of knowing 
which approach is the more valid. However, 
U.S. reliance on high technology to overcome 
ground air defenses forces the Soviets to de
vote disproportionate efforts to counter the 
U.S. systems. This allows the Europeans an 
alternative approach, relying more on orga
nization and procedures than on technology, 
thus permitting them to buy larger numbers 
of aircraft at the expense of elaborate elec
tronic environment preparation. It also 
means that since the U.S. is buying expensive 
defense-suppression systems, the Europeans 
could always, if necessary, supplement U.S. 
forces should their own approach fail. . . . 
The Europeans do not argue that the U.S.
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imitate their style; rather they argue that 
NATO gains by the two approaches. Thus, 
while sincerely believing in their own ap
proach, the Europeans retain a hedge against 
failure by the U.S. . . .  the U.S. has no similar 
hedge and is more constrained in shifting to 
the European style because of equipment in 
general and training in particular.9

There is some tru th  in these assertions but 
not for the reasons stated. The most im por
tant, I would m aintain , is that the Soviets 
have not devoted a disproportionate effort 
to counter U.S. systems because of the U.S. 
reliance on technology but ra ther because 
of the traditional U .S.-NATO reliance on 
offensive tactical air power, prim arily in te r
diction and close air support. (And, to be 
truthful, Soviet doctrine also derives from 
the W orld W ar II experience against the 
more or less com bined arm s teams of the 
W ehrm acht and Luftwaffe.) It is interesting 
to note that the Soviets and their allies doc- 
trinally have placed what m ight be consid
ered an inordinate am ount of effort into air 
defense: enorm ous num bers of interceptor 
aircraft, extensive rad a r ground control in 
tercept (GCI) netting, an tiaircraft artillery 
(AAA) guns in massive num bers, and, m ore 
recently, surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). The 
Soviets started to build this massive air de
fense um brella well before the USAF started 
“e la b o ra te  e lec tro n ic  c o u n te rm e a s u re s ,” 
and only after providing themselves with a 
truly impressive set of capabilities did they 
acquire an offensive air capability to com 
plement their traditional ground offensive 
power. If one assumes the Soviets to be ra 
tional (and one must if one hopes to deter 
them from inimical activities, as NATO 
has), it is simply not logical (even allowing 
for a perceived traditional m ania for the d e 
fense of Mother Russia) to provide so m uch 
defense against som ething that is not feared.

N A TO ’s problem  is somewhat different. 
Soviet reliance on extensive air defenses to 
protect their ground offensive force from 
NATO air has created what m any perceive

to be a very decided blunting of N A T O ’s 
most potent counterweapon to the Soviet o f
fensive, air power. N A T O ’s problem  is how 
best to overcome the defenses and reassert 
the potential advantage enjoyed for many 
years. T here are and have been differences 
in approach am ong the allies on how to ac
complish this. These differences extend to 
how best to apply lim ited air assets against 
the expected modus operandi indicated by 
Soviet doctrine and exercises. T he Canby 
quote tends to hide these m ore fundam ental 
differences in approach in the discussion of 
tactics.

But the tactical differences need explain
ing. T he preferred USAF tactic for pene
tra ting  into hostile air space would be a m e
dium  altitude penetration. However, most 
of the practicing fighter forces realize that 
our preferences may be very difficult to en 
act. We may not have sufficient suppression 
of enemy air defense (SEAD)10 assets to fight 
in this m anner. W e are not convinced that 
the British preference for low altitude pene
tration  is necessarily better —better being 
defined as m ore survivable and efficient at 
accom plishm ent of the mission. I think a 
quick scan of the fighter squadrons in E u
rope will show widespread use of low-level 
planning.

It m ust be rem em bered that in Vietnam , 
the USAF’s initial reaction to the relatively 
unsophisticated SA-2 SAM th reat was to fly 
into defended areas at low altitudes. Visual
ly aim ed barrage fire from autom atic weap
ons and W orld W ar II vintage AAA guns 
caused losses —the type of losses tha t m ight, 
if sustained over a period of intense air 
operations, be prohibitive. Airspeed is no 
necessary cure; neither is going even lower. 
It is a sad fact of life that airplanes can 
run  into bullets (yes, bullets) fired in front 
of them . T here is nothing in the British a p 
proach that necessarily precludes such 
losses. If the enemy gunner knows of aircraft 
presence, he does not have to aim his gun 
to bring about a kill —he merely needs
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enough lead to put out a volume of fire in 
front of the aircraft. T he aircraft then runs 
into the fire .11

Again, the preferred approach, built on 
experience both real and vicarious, would 
be to penetrate  above the ground fire enve
lope of AAA and autom atic weapons (AW ). 
You cannot evade the ground fire by flying 
low if you do not know where the concen tra
tions are. But, under present force con
straints, flying above the AAA and AW 
th reat is not especially practical. In the view 
of m any, we do not possess enough SEAD 
assets to allow m edium  altitude penetration. 
Again, I suspect that if Canby perform ed a 
survey of USAF fighter pilots he would find 
that their tactics are quite sim ilar to those 
of the British and the Germ ans. T he cited 
difference in train ing  has very little to do 
with preferred tactics or the expected th rea t.

T he differences in tra in ing  have m uch to 
do with constraints caused by the peacetim e 
air traffic control system, flying safety, and 
an organizational constraint th a t frowns on 
aircraft accidents. Low altitude is a relative 
th ing but its restrictions are not governed 
by tactical considerations, ra th e r by flying 
safety. It is not tha t the “USAF at Nellis 
AFB, Nevada, and  M arine Corps have re 
discovered the advantages of on-the-deck 
flight opera tions.”12 R ather, it is a case of 
increased willingness to accept the risks a t 
tendan t on flying at those altitudes in a 
peacetim e tra in ing  environm ent. T hrough  
ra th e r strenuous past efforts, arising from 
within the fighter com m unity, the USAF is 
m ore willing to accept such peacetim e risks 
in certain  places in ordei to tra in  as we will 
fight.

I feel th a t it is fair to acknowledge that 
we have been struggling over the problem  of 
how best to provide direct support to the 
g round  forces and, m ore im portan t, w hat is 
the best form  of air power application  to aid 
in the accom plishm ent of the overall objec
tive—the defeat of a W arsaw Pact offensive. 
I also re tu rn  to my earlier assertion th a t

views here are converging—slowly, but sure
ly converging. T here  is a growing realiza
tion that all forms of offensive air will be 
needed to defeat the total offensive. T here 
cannot be a reliance on CAS solely, or in te r
diction solely, or air defense alone. R ather, 
the need for each will be a proportion of the 
total a ir effort. Further, I would m aintain  
that these earlier differences in emphasis 
were, and  to a great degree still are, gov
erned m ore by the views held by ground 
com m anders than  by air com m anders, and 
by ground staffs than  by air staffs. This 
m ore fundam ental problem  affects, to vary
ing degrees, all N A TO  arm ed forces that 
have both land and air forces.

W hat we are really faced with is a p ro b 
lem of strategy or, at least, of optim um  asset 
usage in a very scenario-dependent threat 
situation. In  the past, despite an established 
com m and structure, N A TO  air forces were 
not really N A TO  air forces. By this I m ean 
that the Royal Air Force generally worked 
with the British Army of the Rhine, USAFE 
generally worked with the U.S. Army in Eu
rope, and the Luftwaffe worked with the 
Bundesw ehr.13 Only in a ir defense was there 
an in tegrated  structure, and this structure 
was a long tim e in coming. Essentially, 
N A TO  was not p lanning  on fighting a com 
bined war against the enemy but ra ther was 
p lanning  on a series of national battles 
against the enemy.

T he establishm ent of the M ilitary Agency 
for S tandardization  (MAS) within NATO 
and the overall m ovem ent tow ard ra tio n a l
ization, standard ization , and  in teroperab il
ity (RSI) has allowed greater a ir force in te r
action at all staff levels. We are now talking 
to each other. One of the most startling 
early realizations in this process was that the 
various air forces were using the same words 
to connote different concepts or different 
words to connote sim ilar concepts. Over 
tim e, and after m uch discussion, it has 
come to be apprecia ted  that in air doctrinal 
term s, at least, the air forces are not that
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far apart in fundam ental thinking. There 
are differences, however.

An example is CAS. T here are those in 
the United States who m aintain  that the E u
ropeans do not believe in CAS. This sta te
ment by itself lacks sufficient precision to 
determine the tru th  or falsity of it. T he Eu
ropeans believe in CAS, but not in the way 
the USAF wants to conduct CAS. To be 
more specific, the Europeans lack faith in 
the survivability of the airborne forward air 
controller (FAC) under probable com bat 
conditions. The fu n c tio n  of providing an air 
firepow er co m p lem en t to  su p p le m e n t 
ground organic firepower to forces locked 
in combat is seen as vitally necessary. Both 
the Germans and the British have FACs, on 
the ground, to help control this application 
of air firepower. T he basic point is that, in 
the European view, the alternate procedures 
(those without the availability of an airborne 
FAC) must be known and practiced. This is 
the more conservative and surer course to 
follow. If the airborne FAC is survivable 
and there, then it can be used. T he danger 
lies in not having alternative m eans of 
bringing air firepower to bear in the absence 
of an airborne FAC.14 Common procedures 
allow USAF air to support British or G er
m an troops and, conversely, the procedures 
allow RAF or Luftwaffe aircrews to use a ir 
borne FACs to support the U.S. Army.

This, of course, leads directly to the 
broader issue —how best, with the resources 
available, to affect the land battle. Airm en, 
in general, have traditionally felt that the 
farther from the actual point of land force 
combat air power can be applied, the b e t
ter. It is not just a concern with interdiction 
and supplies, as is often m ain ta ined ,16 but 
rather, it is a concern with attacking the en 
emy's com bat power in its fullest sense. T he 
more successful air power is in disrupting 
or destroying the enemy’s com bat potential, 
the less evidence there is for the ground 
forces to observe in assessing that effective
ness as it applies to the ground battle, p a r

ticularly when the ground force is on the de
fensive. It is this phenom enon that has led 
to the ground force m isperception of air 
power. T he results simply are not visible to 
ground elements. T he enemy battalion that 
is obliterated 100 kilometers behind the 
com bat zone never reaches the com bat zone 
and does not enter into battle  and does not 
affect that b a ttle .16 T he ground com m and
er sees the enemy that is being engaged. 
Each element of the enemy that is engaged 
represents danger that must be dealt with: 
the enemy battalion  100 kilometers away is 
not a problem  today —it may be a problem  
tomorrow or next week, but the ground 
com m ander’s problem  is right now.

T he theoretical disagreem ent in N A TO  is 
not so m uch between air forces but between 
certain national air forces and the same n a 
tions’ army. As Canby and Luttwak have 
m ade clear in other places, the N A TO  a r 
mies have somewhat different philosophies 
on how to figh t.17 T he im portance that the 
various armies place on CAS and other air 
operations differs from  arm y to army, not 
necessarily from air force to air force. And 
each nation has its own version of the D e
partm ent of Defense, which has an input 
into the debate of how best to fight.

My impression is that am ong the NA TO 
arm ed forces, the divergence of view on how 
best to use a ir is greatest in the U nited States 
and perhaps least in the G erm an forces. 
T he G erm an arm y will only call for CAS on 
the defensive when it is absolutely necessary 
to save the day. Some elements in the U.S. 
Army, on the other hand, seem to want to 
be able to count on a specified am ount of 
air, both planned and on standby, g u a r
anteed at all times. This is the age-old p ro b 
lem of the control of air assets, laid to 
rest (or so we thought) in 1943, that keeps 
coming back in the United States again and 
again and yet again .18

One of the things that N A TO  has done to 
compromise this issue is battlefield air in te r
diction, or BAI. BAI may be new to V iet
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nam -era Americans, but it is a relatively old 
concept (albeit W estern), perhaps first used 
by Americans in 1944 by General Patton in 
conjunction with 9th Air Force in N orm an
dy .19 BAI is directed prim arily at those e n 
emy forces, resources, and  form ations not 
yet engaged but positioned to affect the 
land battle  directly.

To be more specific, and place the concept in 
its most complex environment, the targets 
with which BAI is to deal are enemy second 
echelon regiments or divisions, moving to
ward contact with friendly troops already en
gaged by enemy first echelon regiments/divi- 
sions and enemy air defense units.20

Air interdiction, and what Am ericans (p a r
ticularly those involved in land warfare) 
have come to associate with tha t term , a f
fects the land battle  in the long-term  p e r
spective.21 CAS affects the land battle  in the 
now. BAI contributes directly to the land 
battle  in the short- or near-term  —in the 
next few hours or m aybe as late as the next 
day .22

Air power is applicable as Firepower from 
the enemy front line of own troops (F L O T )23 
all the way to his heartland . From a war p e r
spective, one of the most relevant variables is 
tim e. W ars are m ade up of a series of battles 
involving space, force, and tim e. If all forces 
are deployed opposite one another at the 
outset of hostilities, a single clim actic battle  
m ight be the entire war, but this has seldom 
been the case. T he less critical any single 
battle  or engagem ent is to the outcom e of 
the war, the m ore force can be husbanded, 
or used elsewhere, to create a decisive s itu a 
tion in one’s favor. Air power affects the 
time factor. If applied against the rear of 
the enemy, it m ay not affect the outcom e of 
the first battle , but it m ay guaran tee  that 
there will only be a small battle  to fight in 
the second week of the war or perhaps on 
the second day of the war. From  an air p e r
son’s perspective, air power is properly a p 
plied in the context of the war and the w in

ning of the war, not necessarily in the con
text of winning any particu lar land battle.

This doctrinal tru th  derives in part from 
one of the fundam ental characteristics of 
air, its flexibility. Air can be applied any
where in the theater of operations, bounded 
only by the perform ance capabilities of ind i
vidual systems and enemy resistance. Unlike 
ground firepower platform s, which can only 
be relocated slowly and over short distances, 
a ir can be massed and directed against ta r 
get systems quickly and over long distances. 
It is this flexibility that gives air its potency 
from  the perspective of the theater com 
m ander. Air is a “strategic reserve” that can 
be shifted to any area of the theater tha t is 
being th reatened . It can always be used of
fensively, even if the ground forces are 
forced on the defensive. W hile it may not 
always be wise to do so, a ir can always be 
sent against the enemy to confound him , 
whereas g round forces cannot be that easily 
turned .

I T  is this tra in  of thought that 
causes my objection to L uttw ak’s critique of 
U.S. operational style in N A TO . His m ain 
concern relates to the inadequacy of a style 
of com bat dedicated  to a ttrition  under con
ditions of num erical inferiority. Luttwak 
holds that a m aneuver strategy would be 
far m ore appropria te  to the times. I do not 
necessarily disagree with this thrust, but I 
most certainly take exception to the im pli
cation that is draw n with reference to the 
application of air power. Luttwak m ain 
tains:

To do its work, which is to help in the land  
battle, the US Air Force (USAF) plans to de
feat the array of Soviet antiaircraft guns and 
missiles by attrition and sheer weight of mate
riel: special “defense suppression” aircraft are 
deployed to attack Soviet radars directly, 
while other special aircraft are to neutralize 
Soviet radars with electronic countermea
sures. . . .  In the first few days of a NATO
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war, when air power wou,ld be needed most to 
give time for the ground forces to deploy, the 
USAF would, in fact, be busy protecting its 
own ability to operate at all.

It is interesting to note that others have re
acted differently. The Royal Air Force (RAF) 
simply cannot afford to fight it out with So
viet air defenses; its plan is to evade rather 
than defeat them. The RAF has decided to 
use its aircraft in the immediate rear of the 
battlefield, to attack Soviet reinforcement 
echelons rather than the first wave of Soviet 
forces on the battlefield itself—where de
fenses are thickest. . . . The RAF approach is 
“relational” maneuver; that of the USAF a 
form of attrition.24

There are m any points of disagreem ent in 
just these two short paragraphs, some of 
which relate to the same disagreements gen
erated by Canby’s exposition. First, and p e r
haps foremost, air power’s role is not ju s t  to 
help in the land battle, ra ther it is to help 
win the war —the total battle  —and achieve 
the m ilitary environm ent necessary for the 
attainm ent of NA TO political goals. As 
pointed out earlier, efficient use of scarce 
resources may indicate that the optim um  
use of air assets, depending on the tactical 
and strategic situation existing at the outset 
o f  hostilities, may have nothing to do with 
the land battle —or, it may have all to do 
with it. The assum ption is m ade that N A TO 
ground forces would still be deploying at the 
initiation of hostilities. This may be true but 
is only one scenario of possibility, one con
tingency of m any which must be planned 
for and thought through. More than this, it 
is also an implicit assum ption tha t NATO 
ground forces would be universally deploy
ing, which is not the realistic case. We m ight 
expect,fo r  example only, that the U.S. V and 
VII Corps and the Germ an I and II Corps to 
be “on line,” with the other corps still d e
ploying; in short, a differential rate that 
would indicate a needed flexibility in the a p 
plication of air to reduce that threat created 
by the differential deployment rate. T he tac 
tical situational possibilities are m yriad. The

form of possible and available responses in 
the use of air is also m yriad. The selection 
of response is a function of NATO com 
m anders (not solely USAF) and, most im 
portant, that response desired by SACEUR 
and his subordinate com m anders, most 
probably CIN CEN T and COM AAFCE.25

The response would, in the first place, 
constitute some mix of air, ranging from 
(theoretically) all effort dedicated to defen
sive counterair to all effort dedicated to of
fensive counterair. T he point to be m ade is 
that the theater com m ander decides how 
best to meet these priorities, and, eventual
ly, forces are applied against each priority 
in the weights of effort ind icated .26 T he p ro 
cess by which this is accomplished in NATO 
is term ed “apportionm ent and allocation .” 
T he procedures for doing this exist and have 
been agreed on by all N A TO nations. These 
procedures are based on the principle of cen
tralized control at the highest practical level 
and decentralized execution, a principle fa 
vored by the USAF and RAF since 1943. To 
think of tactical air as being applied solely 
to one category or another creates false d i
lemmas, which is what Luttwak has done 
here. But, if the appropria te  com m ander, at 
a certain  tim e, decides tha t all effort should 
be dedicated to stopping tanks at the front 
opposite the Belgian I Corps through the air 
operation of CAS, it could theoretically be 
done and would be done. T he procedures 
exist and have been agreed to by all NATO 
air forces (and, as a m atter of adm in istra
tive fact, by all N A TO armies as well).

Of all the air support operations envis
aged, CAS is the only one that is inherently 
attritive in the sense of that word as used by 
Luttwak. In fact, a prim ary reason that one 
perform s CAS is in order to a ttrit an im 
m ediate threat to ground units. But here 
the analogy to the dilem m a of a ttrition  ver
sus m aneuver that is seen by both Luttwak 
and Canby as plaguing U.S. ground  tactical 
style breaks down. For air, it is not a ques
tion of a ttrition  versus m aneuver, but rather
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a question of a targeting scheme designed to 
produce primarily attrition or primarily dis
ruption through selective destruction. Air 
power is maneuver. The concept of m aneu
ver that applies to ground forces is inherent 
in the application of tactical air power. The 
great debate within air power circles is how 
best to take advantage of this inherent flexi
bility—the ability to be wherever the friend
ly com m ander desires —in light of the enor
mity of the enemy threat posed to ground 
forces. Should we go after supply lines and 
transshipment points, or does the Soviet 
logistic practice render this approach inef
fective in a short, intense war? Must we kill 
tanks, or can destruction of a certain per
centage of enemy vehicles force logistic and 
m utual support breakdowns in his plan of 
attack? Or, is the most optim um  use of lim 
ited air assets to be found in a mixed de- 
struction/disruption targeting strategy d i
rected against the enemy’s mobility —his 
ability to move forces forward or laterally?

The concern over USAF attritive efforts 
against the Soviet air defense system as con
trasted to the RAF approach of evading the 
system is ill-founded for several reasons. 
The examples cited are taken from two very 
different types of operations, offensive 
counterair in the cited case of the USAF and 
BAI in the case of the RAF. Of more im 
port is that fact already alluded to: both the 
USAF and the RAF forces lose their n a 
tional identity functionally when NATO 
goes to war. Rationalization, standard iza
tion, and interoperability is directed toward 
the possibility of that reality. If the theater 
com m ander decides that air can be used to 
gain control of the air, both the RAF and 
USAF assets can, and probably will, be used 
to perform the counterair tasks. T he USAF 
specialized SEAD assets are not reserved to 
support U.S. forces only—these assets can 
be employed wherever the SEAD support is 
most needed in light of the priority of the 
air operations being conducted. The spe
cialized assets will be used as needed.

In terms of commonly agreed NATO doc
trine, an air campaign undertaken against 
the enemy ground-based air defense net is 
m ade up of offensive counterair operations. 
It is pursued in one of two ways: attacking 
known targets (acquisition radar sites, con
trol centers, or SAM sites, for example) or 
by a Fighter sweep, using specialized aircraft 
to Find mobile targets and targets of oppor
tu n ity -m o b ile  SAMs or airborne aircraft 
with some priority indicated —based on the 
threat posed to friendly forces. The tactics 
of how one gets to the target to perform  of
fensive counterair have not been completely 
agreed on, nor are they likely to be, given 
the differing aircraft characteristics.

I N the larger perspective, both 
Luttwak and Canby miss the point in the 
application of SEAD assets. These assets are 
lim ited in num ber and thus must be used se
lectively in support of air operations. W hich 
operation or series of operations these assets 
are dedicated to support on any given day is 
a com m and decision that is bound to be 
very scenario-oriented. If CAS is the order 
of the day, and SEAD area support is avail
able and required, it will and should be 
used. T here is no disagreem ent on this point 
am ong the N A TO allies. If BAI, AI, or of
fensive counterair are ordered and defense 
suppression support is available, it will and 
should be used to disrupt and deceive or de
stroy the enemy by suppressing the defenses 
so that other friendly force elements (allied 
as well as USAF) are not destroyed. W hat 
Luttwak forgets is that targets are defended, 
be these targets in the First enemy wave, the 
second echelon, or the enem y’s rear areas. 
T he RAF cannot evade all defenses; it too 
must deal with those in the second echelon 
and around point targets. T here is nothing 
“relational” in Luttw ak’s sense of the word 
about a one-on-one confrontation between 
a SAM site and a Fighter. A more careful
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investigation would show that the USAF 
and the RAF have very similar approaches 
when it comes to attacking the second eche
lon. which is the real world application of 
Luttwak’s RAF exam ple.27

The rest of my objection to Luttw ak’s 
criticism relates to Canby’s discussion of op 
erational style and, to an extent, tactics. 
Control of the air is a critical thing to the 
attainm ent of victory, at least in conven
tional w ar.28 M odem Soviet air defense, 
particularly SAMs, has m ade the ability to 
gain even local air superiority quickly over 
any portion of the battle zone a far more 
difficult task. Any application of air in any 
portion of the battle zone —at the front or 
behind it —will be subject to the enem y’s 
attem pt to control the air. T he question 
that must be asked on the level of w arfare is 
what degree of risk and threat to friendly 
air's ability to continue fighting can be ac
cepted in order to stem a more im m ediate 
threat. T im e is a big factor again. If the 
tanks are pouring through open gaps and 
the theater com m ander is faced with disas
ter if those particu lar tanks are not stopped, 
air will be used to attem pt to stem the tide, 
regardless of losses.29 But, if a critical situa
tion does not exist, a m ore economical and 
longer-term decisive use of a ir is indicated: 
counterair and interdiction.

Securing control of the air, which now en 
tails defeat of the ground-based portion of 
the air defense net as well as the defeat of 
enemy interceptors, removes resistance (and 
lowers attrition suffered by friendlies) to all 
friendly offensive air efforts. In the NATO 
context, two facets of this problem  need to 
be addressed.

W hen the Israelis failed to suppress en 
emy air defenses in the first days of the 1973 
October W ar, “ . . . Israel lost almost a q u a r
ter of her air force in three days.”30 Israeli 
air doctrine is quite clear: they should have 
and would have (if left up to air persons to 
decide) gained control of the air first. But a 
greater threat to the total defense was per

ceived, and the emphasis was shifted. The 
Syrian tanks in particu lar needed to be 
stopped. W hen that threat was dealt with, 
the Israelis did indeed try to gain control of 
the air, and the loss rates decreased. W hat is 
unknown —and cannot be known with cer
ta in ty—is whether the overall losses (both 
ground and air) would have been less if the 
Israelis had indeed created an air situation 
sim ilar to that of 1967 by the second day, 
wherein the Israeli Air Force could roam  
over the front at will, bringing unopposed 
firepower to bear on hostile ground form a
tions wherever they were found. Every a ir 
craft lost to a SAM on its first sortie rep re
sents a very great m agnitude of lost effec
tiveness of subsequent sorties. This added 
difficulty —defeat of the ground-based p o r
tion of the enemy’s air defenses —is only one 
aspect of the overall problem . W hile I do 
not want to take time here to further de 
velop this idea, there are those of us in the 
Air Force who still do not feel that even the 
USAF has taken sufficient steps to guard  
prudently against this threat to our opera 
tions. Beyond this, the USAF, for better or 
worse, is the only N A TO air force to have 
faced SAMs and a sophisticated air defense 
net based on m ultiple and redundant radars 
and com m and and control sites. W hile we 
m ay not be right, we were not totally inef
fective in the face of such defenses, and our 
thinking on specialized assets to defeat such 
things is based on em pirical evidence.

T he other portion of this problem  is the 
air-to-air th reat. Put simply, m any forget 
that one of the purposes of gaining air supe
riority is to keep the enemy air off the backs 
of friendly ground forces. T he U.S. Army 
has not had to worry about enemy air since 
1942, and at that time the army com m and
ers found the situation intolerable. Gaining 
air superiority does not just allow the air 
forces of NA TO to fight the air portion of 
the war, it removes hostile air from in terfer
ing with friendly ground and allows friendly 
air to interfere with hostile ground forces.
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T hat is the relevant purpose of counterair, 
both counter-SAM and air-to-air in the 
lan d /a ir  context. It is also a principle well 
recognized by the NATO air forces collec
tively.31

In  summary, I think that the 
Europeans, should their approach not work, 
will not have the ability to operate as we, 
the USAF, desire to operate. The converse 
is not true. If the “U.S. approach ,” as C an
by calls it, does not work, the adjustm ent to 
the RAF tactical style (as seen by Canby) is 
a relatively easy one to make, provided one’s 
pilots are in fact trained at low-level flying. 
(Even if they are not, can one say the a ttr i
tion rates would be higher after m aking the 
switch? Probably not, although effectiveness 
would suffer.) No new equipm ent needs to 
be bought. If, on the other hand, the RAF 
approach proves highly attritive and add i
tional SEAD is needed, where does it come 
from? Specialized assets, m ore complex self
protection jam m ing pods, and warning 
equipm ent must be ordered, procured, 
shipped, and installed. This cannot be done 
overnight. But, as it stands now, the enemy 
must plan on both approaches’ being used if 
he is to commit aggression against NATO 
and must arrange his air defenses accord
ingly to protect himself against counter ac
tion. Both the RAF and the USAF believe in 
air power.32

In addition, if it were known that all 
NATO air forces were com m itted to low- 
level penetrations, a very effective physical 
and psychological counter is fairly easily 
available —balloons. Likewise, Canby’s dis
cussion of the USAF “task-force” approach 
is m isleading.33 A more correct form ulation 
would be that while the USAF m ight prefer 
sending large num bers of aircraft (24-40) at 
m edium  altitudes to deep targets at the 
same tim e and in form ation, we realize that 
such is not overly practical until the SAM 
defenses are overcome. But there are other

ways to achieve the same effect desired (the 
concentration of force). This alternate 
m ethod is to time-sequence small groups of 
aircraft so that they arrive, via different 
routes, over the target area at nearly the 
same time, thereby saturating the defenses, 
lowering attrition, and hopefully m ain tain
ing tactical surprise. If one were a believer 
in the most difficult needing the most work, 
the USAF or someone in NATO should 
practice leading and coordinating both 
means of getting large num bers of aircraft 
to a target. Almost anybody with a knowl
edge of low-level flying and of the specific 
aircraft being flown can take a two-ship to 
a target. But it takes considerable planning, 
thought, and leadership to do the same 
thing with a 24-ship flight, even if they do 
not all occupy the same air space at the 
same tim e.34 Again, the enemy must be pre
pared for both.

Of course, both Canby and I could be 
correct. N A TO doctrine is probably con
verging on one level and diverging on others. 
The situation may be very sim ilar to W orld 
W ar II. Both the United States Army Air 
Forces and the Royal Air Force agreed on 
the doctrinal principle and decisive im por
tance of strategic bom bardm ent. But they 
violently disagreed on the tactic of whether 
to do it by area or precision bom bardm ent. 
This fortunate disagreem ent led to both 
daylight and night operations against H it
ler’s Germany, forcing around-the-clock de 
fense and degradation of the defenses 
against each individual air force. Likewise, 
what we are seeing in N A TO is the develop
m ent of commonly agreed on doctrine on 
how best to apply air power in the defense 
of NA TO . T he force structure we see today 
is the result of doctrine held eight to ten 
years ago. T he tactics we see today are the 
result of a ttem pting to maximize the effi
ciency and survivability of the force struc
ture that we possess now and with which we 
must fight, if called on to do so.

T he bottom  line is not that “the result has
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been a breakdown in common alliance p ro 
cedures and much controversy.”35 Rather, 
since no common alliance-wide procedures 
existed, we are finally arriving at some com 
mon doctrine and procedures, explicitly 
thought out, discussed, and adopted. The 
issues are starting to break along lines quite 
fam iliar to Americans: air views versus 
ground views. Controversy will rem ain, but,
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necessary to prevent "friendly fire" casualties. The dividing line is not 
the fire support coordination line (FSCL), as many mistakenly be 
lieve. See ATP 27(B). Offensive Air Support Operations. Chapter 2.

24. Luttwak. p. 88. Emphasis in original.
25. CINCENT is the Commander in Chief, Central Europe. 

COMAAFCE is the Commander. Allied Air Forces Central Europe. 
In U.S. terms. COMAAFCE is the air component commander for the 
Central Region. There is no ground component commander, as such. 
Rather, the chain of command passes directly from CINCENT to two 
army group commanders. COMNORTHAG is Commander. North 
em Army Group and COMCENT or Commander Central Army 
Group. The eight national/NATO corps in the Central Region are 
divided into, and thus part of. these two army groups.

26. Admittedly, the Allied Tactical Air Force (ATAF) headquar 
ters do not like this very much. But. under the thrust of rationaliza
tion. standardization, and interoperability, these headquarters are 
losing their national identities and becoming NATO organizations. 
Canby s presentation of the command and control problems involved 
is terribly simplistic and often misses what are nuances in the use of 
the word control.

27 What Luttwak has done is ascribe the intent of the RAF attack 
to that of the USAF in his examples. In reality, the USAF example is

dedicated to counterair. only a part of the total effort. The question 
really is. how much SEAD is necessary to allow effective BAI across 
the front?

28. The case of 1967 can be used as proof that it is important to 
wage countcrair in its own right for the psychological effect on the 
losing side. For the doubters, one might ask how many allied troops 
occupied the home islands of Japan before the Japanese uncondition 
ally surrendered.

29. Not necessarily because it is "right" or efficient but rather be
cause the duly constituted authority, the theater commander, or
dered it after receiving the advice of his subordinate commanders 
(and probably political direction as well).

30. Luttwak, p. 88.
31. See ATP 33(A), Tactical Air Doctrine, and ATP 42. Counter 

Air Operations.
32. Canby gives one the impression that the RAF does not believe 

in the use of electromagnetic assets to defeat the SAM threat. Noth 
ing could be further from the truth. The British are heavy into self
protection aircraft jamming and radar warning. The real difference 
occurs on what might be termed the “macro" level, that is. the degree 
of specialization necessary to defeat the threat and the degree to 
which the threat must be defeated in order to operate successfully. To 
be somewhat chauvinistic, the empirical data would seem to be on the 
USAF side, as the only NATO force to have faced SAMs in combat.

33. Canby. pp. 16 17. Canby describes what the fighter pilots like 
to call a "mass gaggle." He points out that this type of formation ap
proach is perhaps suitable only for "deep penetration." but implies 
that it is the USAF approach for all air operations. Again, the impli
cation is simply incorrect. The alternate approach is more sophisti
cated and requires extensive preflight planning and coordination. It 
also needs central direction to ensure sufficient assets are dedicated 
to the task. The British face the same problem of ensuring sufficient 
resource application. The foreseen needs between 2ATAF and 
4ATAF are not necessarily the same, i f  the tactical situation obtain
ing in the two general areas is different. We suspect that the tactical 
situations will be different.

34. The First Preliminary Draft of ATP 44. Electronic Warfare in 
Air Operations shows: "Tactics will include high-speed, low level 
flight, routing to avoid enemy air defense concentrations and satura
tion of enemy defenses by time compression of air activity. Attack air
craft operating at medium altitude will probably require support 
jamming by specialist EW aircraft or escort by Wild Weasel aircraft." 
Saturation and time compression require more than two aircraft.

35. Canby. p. 5.

A RESPONSE

Major Price T. Bingham

M AJOR Donald J. Alberts, USAF, has 
accurately sum m arized the evolution 

of NA TO s air doctrine. His clarifications of 
m isleading statem ents by Dr. Steven L. 
Canby and Dr. Edward N. Luttwak are well 
taken. As M ajor Alberts notes, a difference 
in perspective has caused a certain am ount

of disagreem ent concerning the proper a p 
plication of air power between air and land 
warfare enthusiasts. Unfortunately, despite 
the USAF’s appreciation of the increasing 
threat to N A TO , reflected in the more in
tegrated air doctrine, extremely serious 
flaws in this doctrine still exist. It is the d if
ference in perspective m entioned by Alberts 
as well as an inability to fully com prehend 
historical lessons that have allowed U.S. 
leadership to develop serious misconceptions 
and a fatally flawed doctrine.

Present U.S. strategy and air doctrine
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make two dangerous assumptions. The 
United States has been too quick to dismiss 
the factor of surprise. History has m ade it 
abundantly and painfully clear that surprise 
can be achieved. Surprise, history teaches, 
is usually not achieved because there are no 
indicators of im pending attack, but rather 
because for various reasons, responsible po 
litical or m ilitary leadership chooses to ig
nore these warnings. Yet the U.S. has de
cided that we are not subject to this hum an 
failing. This dangerous decision has led to 
the fatal assumption that the U.S. will have 
time to reinforce its European-based land 
and air forces adequately and, thus, be able 
to preserve the integrity of N A TO .

It is a harsh fact that individuals and in 
stitutions often do not learn except by per
sonal experience. This is particularly true 
when the lesson taught by someone else’s ex
perience is in conflict with one’s own closely 
held, but untested beliefs. Many U.S. adm i
rals failed to appreciate air power until after 
Pearl H arbor. Likewise, U.S. Air Corps 
leadership was slow to see the threat to 
bombers from fighters, despite RAF experi
ence.

The U.S. Army, since 1943, has not been 
seriously threatened by enemy air power. As 
a result, until very recently too little em 
phasis was placed on air defense. Recent 
experience in Southeast Asia (SEA) and 
Korea has also fostered unrealistic expecta
tions concerning the degree of air support 
the army will receive in a European war.

Yet the U.S. Army is not alone in being 
unduly influenced by recent experience that 
may have taught the wrong lessons for the  
European theater. T he U.S. Air Force has 
not faced an enemy with significant capab il
ities since W orld W ar II. During Korea and 
SEA, the U.S. possessed both time and a rel
ative abundance of air assets. T he m ajor re
striction to the ideal application of our air 
power resources was not enemy capabilities 
but self-imposed political constraints. As a 
result, like the U.S. Army, the USAF has

failed fully to appreciate the nature of the 
threat to NATO.

For a tim e after our experience in SEA, 
the USAF placed heavy reliance on the ab il
ity to use high and m edium  altitudes in a 
European scenario. One exam ple of this 
thinking was the concept of supplying air 
support during darkness or poor weather by 
m edium -altitude beacon bom bing. How
ever, recently the USAF has become more 
realistic. T he more united approach to doc
trine is one exam ple. Particularly signifi
cant is current USAF training, such as Red 
Flag, dem onstrating that the im portance of 
safety has finally been placed in proper 
perspective.

But despite these improvements there still 
seems to be a certain am ount of wishful 
thinking in regard to doctrine at com m and 
level. T he proper use of air power as o u t
lined by M ajor Alberts may be ideal, but 
doctrine must also address reality in order 
to avoid dangerous misconceptions. M ajor 
Alberts is optim istic if he thinks NATO 
com m anders would have the luxury of be
ing able to employ a significant portion of 
their assets in a counterair and interdiction 
cam paign.

T he USAF must realize that if N A TO 
does not win the first battle, there may be 
no opportunity  for a second battle. T he p o 
litically m andated  forward defense strategy 
does not allow N A TO  com m anders the o p 
portunity  to use m aneuver in a defense in 
depth, trad ing  territory for time. At the 
same time, this political leadership has been 
unwilling to provide the forces to m ake their 
m andated  strategy work.

W ithout even considering the probability 
of chem ical, biological, and radiological 
warfare, NATO would soon find itself in a 
position sim ilar to that of France in 1940 or 
Israel on the Syrian border in 1973. In both 
of these situations, each nation realized that 
if the enemy was able to penetrate the for
ward defenses, the results would be c a ta 
strophic. Israel in 1973 and, to a degree, the
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U.S. in Vietnam  in 1972 were forced to sub
stitute air power for lack of adequate  ground 
forces. T he a ttrition  from such an air battle 
in Europe, plus the relative vulnerability of 
N A TO airfields, could easily result in the 
destruction of N A T O ’s air forces.

T he th reat to N A TO  is too severe for n a 
tions or m ilitary services to en tertain  p a ro 

chial views. Doctrine that ignores the lessons 
of history is fatally flawed.

Holloman AFB, New Mexico

Major Price T . Bingham (B.S.. USAFA) is an instructor pilot, flight 
commander, 434th Tactical Fighter Training Squadron (TAC). Hol
loman Air Force Base, New Mexico.

A RESPONSE

Lieutenant Colonel Owen H. Wormser

I HAVE read with considerable interest 
the articles by Dr. Steven L. Canby (Air 

University Review, May-June 1979) and Dr. 
Edward N. Luttwak (Air Force Magazine, 
August 1979). T heir views, I find, do not 
portray the present tactical air power c ap a 
bilities of Allied Air Forces, C entral Europe 
(AAFCE), however.

M ajor D onald A lberts’s long but thought- 
provoking article in this issue of the Review, 
states the case well:

First, and perhaps foremost, air power’s role 
is not ju s t to help in the land battle, rather it 
is to help win the war —the total battle —and 
achieve the military environment necessary 
for the attainment of NATO political goals.

I contend tha t the USAF is acutely aware 
of lim ita tio n s  to force effectiveness in 
N A TO . I agree with M ajor Alberts when he 
states: “it is not a question of a ttrition  ver
sus m aneuver, bu t ra ther a question of a 
targeting  scheme designed to produce p r i
m arily a ttrition  or prim arily  disruption 
through selective destruction .” I would go 
the obvious step farther and say “or a m ix
ture of b o th .” T he fundam ental point, ig 
nored it seems by both Canby and Luttw ak, 
is the façt that a ir power is synonymous with

m aneuver. Said another way, the speed, 
range, and weapons effects of m odern air 
power provide for flexible em ploym ent op 
tions at orders of m agnitude greater than 
sim ilar opportunities for the ground forces.

This inherent flexibility is the centerfold 
of the ongoing N A TO  debates on the future 
application of its tactical air arm . It is not, 
as Canby and Luttw ak contend, so m uch a 
set of differences and quarrels over the doc
trine for using air power resources but, 
ra ther, m atu re  and well-thought-out d iffer
ences about the tactics to be used. T hus, if 
curren t doctrine has consensus support in 
AAFCE (and I contend it does), yet a m u lti
ple of national tactics exist w ithin the vari
ous tactical a ir units under AAFCE, the de
bate  centers correctly on com m on proce
dures. I believe this is as it should be. 
Should N A TO  press all its air units into a 
single tactical em ploym ent m old —all be
having as a clone from a chosen set of tac 
tics—the resulting advantage to the W arsaw 
Pact is obvious. I believe it would be most 
useful if au thors such as Drs. Canby, L u tt
wak et al., could lend their expertise to the 
“procedures d eb a te ,” leaving the precise 
tactics to be developed by those closest to 
the problem .

In my opinion the procedures debate 
needs all the help it can get because there is 
so m uch to be gained and yet so m uch at 
risk if we fail to in tegrate  our warfighting 
systems into a m anageable, efficient, and 
effective fighting m achine.
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It appears to me that Drs. Canby and 
Luttwak would have us adopt a form of 
static warfare or at a m inim um , replace 
what they argue to be a set of static assum p
tions with another. In reality, N A TO has 
rejected the “set piece” doctrine of the MC 
14/2 era and has within its MC 14/3 stra te
gy of flexible response and its current doc
trinal precepts sufficient elasticity to bring 
more warfighting options to bear than the 
W arsaw Pact can tolerate.

For in the final analysis, m aneuver is not 
simple movement; rather, it includes move
m ent to make changes in position —time 
and space—establishing practical advan

tages. Concepts that undergird m aneuver 
strategies ultim ately involve dexterous phy
sical m anagem ent of forces, artful design, 
and adroit m anipulation of scarce resources.

I believe NATO is using its skill and 
available tools to m old its resources into an 
effective m aneuver force through its ongo
ing procedures debate.

Hq USAF/CVAR 
Washington, D C.

Lieutenant Colonel Owen H. Wonnser, USAF. is F.xecutive Assis 
tant. Readiness/NATO Staff Group, Vice Chief of Staff Office, Hq 
USAF. Colonel Wormser is currently attending the National War 
College, from which he will return to the Rcadincss/NATO Staff 
Group.
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FROM THEORY 
TO ACTION

implementing job enrichment 
in the A ir Force

Lieutenant Colonel Denis D. Umstot 
Lieutenant Colonel William E. Rosenbach

WH A T do employees want in their jobs?
Most Air Force people seem to be 

looking for m eaningful, interesting, chal
lenging jobs. A recent Air Force Quality of 
W orking Life Survey supports this assertion 
— most people who were dissatisfied with 
their jobs found them to be boring and u n 
challenging. How, then, can we improve 
these boring jobs? One workable strategy is 
through job enrichm ent, a m anagem ent 
process that focuses on the /06 itse lf with the 
goals of m aking it m ore interesting and 
m eaningful and increasing job challenge 
and responsibility. This article presents 
some new developments in job enrichm ent 
theory and then moves from theory to ac
tion, describing several alternative processes 
for im plem enting job enrichm ent in Air 
Force organizations, including a “self-help” 
strategy for m anagers.

historical perspective

Job enrichm ent certainly is not new; it was 
first used back in the 1940s at IBM. D uring

74
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the '50s there was a slow growth in the num 
ber of industrial organizations interested in 
applying job enrichm ent. However, the im 
petus that really generated widespread in 
terest and acceptance was Frederick Herz- 
berg’s Motivation-Hygiene theory.1 Herz- 
berg’s theory provided a relatively easy to 
understand, intuitively appealing approach 
to redesigning jobs. Several successful and 
widely publicized experiments using Herz- 
berg’s approach led to increased interest in 
job enrichm ent in both the private and p u b 
lic sector.2

Job enrichm ent in the Air Force began in 
1974 with a series of pilot projects at the 
Ogden Air Logistics Center under Herz- 
berg’s guidance. Results of these projects 
were so successful that job enrichm ent was 
expanded to all air logistics centers.3 As of 
early 1979 Air Force Logistics Com m and 
(AFLC) had 376 job enrichm ent projects 
under way.

Job enrichm ent in the Air Force has not 
been limited to the civilian work force of 
AFLC. In 1975, a job enrichm ent project 
was completed with security specialists at a 
northern Strategic Air Com m and base. Re
sults were encouraging—job satisfaction, 
satisfaction with supervision, and a tten 
dance improved when com pared to a group 
that did not receive job enrichm ent. In 
1976, another set of enrichm ent projects 
was initiated in a Tactical Air Com m and 
transportation squadron; the jobs of vehicle 
m aintenance mechanics, vehicle operations 
specialists, and air freight personnel were 
enriched. Again, the results showed some 
significant m orale improvements although 
the gains were not spectacular.4 Based on 
these experiments, a decision was m ade in 
August 1977 to develop a program  that 
would make a job enrichm ent capability 
available to com m anders and m anagers 
throughout the Air Force. During 1978, 17 
job enrichm ent m anagers (six from the m a
jor commands and eleven from the Air 
T raining Com m and Leadership and M an

agement Development Center) were trained 
by the authors. By late 1978, a trained 
cadre of Air Force job enrichm ent m anagers 
was available to assist m ajor com m and job 
enrichm ent m anagers who wanted to con
duct projects.

new  directions
in  jo b  enrichm en t theory

Although H erzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene 
theory is very useful as a framework for job 
enrichm ent, a m ore recent model developed 
by J. R ichard H ackm an and Greg O ldham 5 
may be even m ore useful to Air Force m an 
agers. W hereas Herzberg focuses on such 
general factors as achievement, recognition 
for achievement, responsibility, advance
m ent, and growth, Hackm an and O ldham  
concentrate on specific factors that are an 
integral part of the job itself. Although 
H erzberg’s theory is m ore general than 
Hackm an and O ldham ’s, the im plem enting 
concepts or “ingredients of a good jo b ” tend 
to m ake the actual application of on the job 
enrichm ent quite specific. In fact, the im 
plem enting concepts are sim ilar regardless 
of which theory is used.6 They assert that an 
enriched job is relatively high in skill vari
ety, task identity (a whole and complete 
piece of work), task significance, autonom y, 
and feedback from the job. (See T able I for 
definitions of these term s.) They also p re 
dict that when jobs are high in these ch ar
acteristics most people will experience a 
sense of meaningfulness, responsibility for 
work outcomes, and knowledge of results 
of their work activities. Thus, the end result 
is predicted to be higher job satisfaction, 
lower absenteeism, lower turnover, and 
higher internal work m otivation.

An additional characteristic that we 
added to the model is goal clarity. W hen 
people have clear, m oderately difficult 
goals, they experience a clarity of expecta
tions and sense of challenge that result in 
both higher perform ance and improved at-



Skill variety Doing different things; using different 
valued skills, abilities, and talents.

Task identity Doing a complete job from beginning to end, 
the whole job rather than bits and pieces.

Task significance The degree of meaningful impact the job 
has on others; the importance of the job.

Autonomy Freedom to do the work as one sees fit; 
discretion in scheduling, decision-making, 
and means for accomplishing a job.

Feedback Clear and direct information about job 
outcomes or performance.

Goal clarity Knowing and understanding what specific 
objectives or goals apply to the job 
and their relative priorities.

Table l What makes a motivating job?

titudes.7 Figure 1 illustrates the model of 
job enrichm ent that is being used for Air 
Force com bat support enrichm ent efforts.

im p lem en ting  jo b  enrichm en t

How do we put the theory into action? A 
fault of m any m anagem ent theories is that 
although they sound good on paper they sel
dom get im plem ented. T here are a num ber 
of concepts or ideas that should be consid
ered when jobs are redesigned. Not all of 
these concepts are required to redesign a 
job successfully, but when they are all o p ti
mally balanced, the result will be a truly 
enriched job.

Rem ove unnecessary controls. In m ilitary 
organizations one often finds a proliferation 
of reporting, control, and inspection sys
tems. A close inspection of these systems 
often reveals duplication or obsolete con
trols that frustrate employees and ham per 
perform ance. A philosophy of standard iza
tion contradicts this im plem enting concept. 
M anagers who dem and standard , detailed

procedures often find they must also have 
control systems to ensure that those proce
dures are followed, thus frustrating the em 
ployee and causing unnecessary organiza
tional overhead. On the other hand, decen
tralization provides personnel with a sense 
of responsibility for the work outcomes ra th 
er than  compliance with procedures. Re
moving unnecessary controls facilitates a 
feeling of autonom y on the part of an indi
vidual perform ing a job.

An exam ple of this im plem enting concept 
occurred in a security police squadron when 
it was decided that it was not necessary for 
an NCO to observe patrolm en or security 
specialists clear their weapons —anyone 
qualified on the weapon would be allowed 
to fulfill that safety requirem ent. Another 
simple but powerful strategy is to let people 
sign their own correspondence. It not only 
provides the employee with more responsi
bility, autonom y, and direct feedback but 
also frees higher level m anagers from the 
task of checking and signing m undane cor
respondence.
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Combine tasks. If tasks are combined in a 
logical and meaningful m anner, task iden
tity and skill variety will be improved. Thus, 
people perform ing the work will experience 
a feeling of doing a whole, complete, and 
meaningful job. An exam ple of this con
cept occurred in a vehicle m aintenance o r
ganization when mechanics were allowed to 
complete an entire work order on a vehicle 
rather than doing just one task and passing 
it on to another m echanic. T he m ajor thrust 
of combining tasks should be to put all 
meaningful functions or tasks together into 
one job so that a person does a complete job 
from beginning to end and has responsibil
ity for all the work activities associated with 
the job. Managers should avoid the all-too- 
common strategy of fragm enting responsi
bility into specialized subfunctions.

Establish client relationships. T he goal of 
this concept it to form a direct personal con
tact between the employee and the custo
mer, user, or client for his or her product 
or service. If work activities are organized 
around customers rather than  functions, 
employees will experience a sense of ow ner
ship and responsibility for the well-being of 
the client. In addition, feedback and im-

Expecled Outcomes

Improved 
lob satisfaction

Improved atlitudes 
Lower turnover 
Better attendance 
Lower costs

Improved quality 
ot product

Improved job 
performance 

Increased effort 
Increased 

productivity

proved com m unication are facilitated, re 
sponsibilities are pinpointed, and employees 
feel a sense of identity with the user’s m is
sion. An exam ple of establishing client re la 
tionships occurred in an Air Force word 
processing center. Machine operators were 
not allowed to deal directly with authors 
whose correspondence they were typing; all 
com m unications were routed through the 
supervisor. In addition, operators never 
seemed to work for the same author twice, 
for when work arrived, it was assigned to the 
First available operator. After the job e n 
richm ent project was begun, operators were 
assigned total responsibility for taking care 
of a division’s word processing needs. O per
ators dealt directly with clients and devel
oped a sense of ownership and responsibil
ity for the clients’ work.

Schedule own work. This concept allows 
workers to control their own schedules for 
doing their work. It includes ordering the 
sequence of their work, determ ining when 
to take breaks, selecting shift assignments, 
and even choosing their own starting and 
quitting times on a day-to-day basis within 
certain constraints using flexitime concepts.8 
Air Force organizations that have adopted 
flexitime report positive results. Allowing 
employees to schedule their own work im 
proves autonom y and individual responsi
bility. By m aking individual workers re
sponsible for their schedules, people become 
more concerned with getting the job done 
and less concerned with watching the clock.

Plan and control own work. This concept 
focuses on allowing workers to p lan their 
own work activities. If possible, they should 
be allowed to plan for and control their own 
resources (funds, supplies, and equipm ent). 
Employees should also be encouraged to 
provide input to all decisions that affect 
their jobs; after all, they are usually in the 
best position to provide m eaningful input. 
Control over activities associated with their 
jobs creates a sense of individual responsi
bility and provides m eaningful feedback.

Figure 1. A model for an enriched job *
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Examples of this im plem enting concept are 
providing individuals with their own b u d 
gets for supplies on TDY or allowing people 
to order and store their own supplies. A n
other frequently used technique is to allow 
workers to be responsible for their own 
quality control. A final strategy is to estab
lish clear goals and expectations and then 
let the individual employee plan and control 
the means to reach the goal or objective.

a jo b  enrichm ent 
im plem enting  process

T he cornerstone of the job enrichm ent p ro 
cess is that it is the client’s program . All 
activities are directed by the principle that 
the client owns and controls the effort. The 
job enrichm ent m anager is an expert in the

Figure 2. The job enrichment consulting process
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process of gathering data, conducting work
shops, problem-solving techniques, goal set
ting, etc.; however, the job enrichm ent m an
ager is not an expert in the client’s job or 
organization. A diagram  of the job enrich
ment process is shown in Figure 2. Rather 
than explain the diagram  in detail, perhaps 
a more m eaningful way to understand it is 
to relate a hypothetical example of how job 
enrichm ent might proceed in a typical Air 
Force unit.

T he com m ander of the 999th Security 
Police Squadron at Coldwater AFB had 
heard of job enrichm ent in Squadron Offi
cer School and Air Com m and and Staff 
College, but only recently did he realize that 
he could actually do a job enrichm ent proj
ect in his own organization. His first step 
in initiating the project was to call the m a
jo r com m and job enrichm ent m anager9 to 
find out if job enrichm ent m ight help solve 
some of his rather considerable morale 
problems. After lengthy telephone discus
sions, they jointly agreed tha t it looks as if 
job enrichm ent m ight be appropriate. The 
m ajor com m and job enrichm ent m anager 
schedules a visit to the base for a face-to- 
face m eeting and discussion with the client 
— and, if jointly agreed, administers a job 
a ttitude questionnaire to aid in diagnosis. 
T he job enrichm ent m anager, who may be 
accom panied by one or two additional job 
enrichm ent m anagers from the Leadership 
a n d  M a n a g e m e n t D e v e lo p m e n t C e n te r  
(LMDC),* administers the questionnaire, 
conducts interviews, and provides briefings 
about what job enrichm ent is and what it 
takes to im plem ent it. The diagnostic phase 
is com pleted when the data  have been an a 
lyzed by com puters at LMDC and returned 
to the m ajor com m and job enrichm ent 
m anager, who makes a determ ination if job

*Thc Leadership and Management Development Center. Maxwell 
AFB. Alabama, is the center for job enrichment consulting services 
and information. They have a number of people trained in the con
sulting process described in this article. For more information con
tact LMDC.
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enrichm ent is appropriate for the 999th. 
If the diagnosis shows that job enrichm ent 
has potential, the job enrichm ent m anager 
calls the client, provides prelim inary d iag
nostic inform ation, and, if the client still 
wants job enrichm ent, sets up a tentative 
schedule for the workshops.

The first step after the job enrichm ent 
team arrives is to brief the com m ander and 
his key staff on the results of the survey. A l
though the com m ander has probably m ade 
up his m ind to proceed, the project can still 
be canceled at this point. In addition, a 
goal-setting exercise is conducted to help 
the client formalize what is wanted and ex
pected from job enrichm ent. T he next step 
is to conduct one three-hour workshop with 
the com m ander and his key supervisors and 
another workshop with about 20 working- 
level people. T he workshops provide about 
one hour on theory and im plem enting con
cepts. The supervisory group also develops 
a workflow diagram  if that seems app rop ri
ate. T he purpose of the theory and concepts 
training is to prepare people to participate  
in a structured, one-hour brainstorm ing ses
sion that seeks to find out “ways in which we 
might enrich the jobs of 999th security spe
cialists.”

After the brainstorm ing, the job enrich
m ent m anagers take the ideas (perhaps as 
many as 400) that have been generated from 
the two sessions and sort them  into job en 
richm ent-related ideas and nonjob enrich
m ent-related ideas. T he m anagers then 
meet with the com m ander and his key staff 
(implem enting group) for from 6 to 12 
hours during a two-day period, to evaluate 
the ideas and determ ine which ones are 
worth studying for possible im plem entation. 
At this m eeting each job enrichm ent idea is 
discussed, and, if w arranted, an action p e r
son and due date are assigned by the com 
m ander for reporting to the im plem enting 
group. The job enrichm ent m anager’s role 
during the evaluation session is that of a 
facilitator to the com m ander: assistance in

recording, consensus-reaching, conflict res
olution, and com m unications may or may 
not be needed. Typically the com m ander 
takes over and leads the session after the 
first few hours. W hen all promising job en 
richm ent ideas have been evaluated and as
signed to someone for research and possible 
action, the job enrichm ent m anager’s work 
is mostly done; however, the com m ander 
must continue to m onitor the idea evalua
tion and im plem entation until every idea 
has been researched and a decision m ade on 
im plem entation. This may take two to three 
hours a week for over several m onths.

T he final stage of job enrichm ent is eval
uation. T he job enrichm ent m anagers re 
turn  to the unit about six m onths later, a d 
m inister a post-test questionnaire, and p ro 
vide feedback to the com m ander about 
changes in attitudes. In addition, the com 
m ander’s goals for the job enrichm ent p ro j
ect will be jointly exam ined to see if job en 
richm ent accomplished what was wanted. A 
final report is then prepared  by the client 
and the job enrichm ent m anager through 
norm al com m and channels. This report 
provides the client’s evaluation of the job 
enrichm ent effort and the m easurable o u t
come of the project.

other im p lem en ting  strategies

Micro vs. macro jo b  enrichm ent. T he p ro 
cess we have been describing is aim ed at the 
functional supervisor or unit com m ander as 
the client —it is a micro approach. Bigger 
payoffs and leverage may be gained by tak 
ing a m acro approach. In the m acro a p 
proach a whole functional area (such as m is
sile crews, aerial ports, C-141 aircrews, etc.) 
would be tackled with the m ajor com m and 
or Air Staff functional m anagers as the 
client. T he same basic process could be used 
by getting key supervisors’ and workers’ 
ideas from  base level as input into the evalu
ation process. Macro job enrichm ent is 
m ore difficult than micro job enrichm ent
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because of the politics and systems in te r
dependencies, but if it is carefully done, 
there is potential for large payoffs with very 
low costs.

The manager as the jo b  enrichm ent in i
tiator. All m anagers are job designers.

Table II. A manager's self-help guide to job enrichment

Every time a supervisor assigns work, gives 
instructions, or checks to make sure a job is 
being done, job redesign is happening. Part 
of the reason for educating our work force 
is to give people an understanding of basic 
m anagerial concepts, such as job enrich-

Learn all you can about jo b  enrichment. 
Read all the references cited in this article. 
Talk to the m ajor com m and job enrichm ent 
m anager or Leadership and M anagem ent 
Development Center. Become an expert in 
the concepts.
Is jo b  design a problem?  Look carefully at 
the jobs. Are they enriched already? Ask 
people how they feel about the job itself— 
perhaps they like it the way it is. Do not 
rock the boat unnecessarily.
Is there some other problem  besides jo b  
enrichment?  Perhaps supervision, com m un
ication, or lack of p lanning are the real 
problems.
Ask the employees i f  they want jo b  enrich
m ent. If it looks like job enrichm ent is ap 
propriate, then teach them  what job enrich
m ent is, what it can do for them and you, 
and see if they are interested in pursuing 
it. If not, do not begin an effort until they 
are ready. One aid to overcoming initial re 
sistance is to m ake the job enrichm ent p ro 
gram  an “experim ent” done on a trial basis. 
Establish the goals that you want jo b  en
richm ent to accomplish. Be sure they are 
specific and that the end results desired are 
m easurable and tim e-phased.
H old a concept workshop with key supervi
sors and workers away fro m  your unit. Get 
a room at the NCO club or wing education 
office or elsewhere so tha t you will not be 
in terrup ted  during the workshop. Be sure

that everyone understands job enrichm ent 
theory and the im plem enting concepts. 
Brainstorm jo b  enrichm ent ideas during the 
workshop. Allow one hour for brainstorm 
ing ideas. T he purpose of brainstorm ing is 
only to generate ideas, not to evaluate.10 
T he rule against any form of evaluation or 
criticism of any idea should be strictly en 
forced. A nother key rule is to avoid “war 
stories” —you are looking for ideas, large 
num bers of ideas. D uring a one-hour b ra in 
storm ing session, you should have between 
100 and 200 ideas. T ry to use two recorders, 
preferably people who are not part of the 
group, to write the ideas on flipcharts and 
post the com pleted pages on the wall.
Pick out the top ten ideas. Have each p a r
ticipant pick his top ten ideas and put them 
on 3 x 5 cards so tha t a prelim inary cut of 
the im portan t ideas has been m ade. (N um 
ber all the ideas on the flipcharts to m ake 
the process easier.)
Sort and categorize the ideas into some 
m eaningful sets fo r  discussion and analysis. 
Analyze the ideas. If they have m erit, study 
and im plem ent them . If not, discard them. 
(Be sure to provide feedback to the partic i
pants of the session about the ideas that 
were discarded or disapproved.)
Im plem ent the ideas.
Evaluate the jo b  enrichm ent effort. Did the 
jobs change? W ere your goals met? W hat 
improvements resulted?
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m ent, so they will change their everyday 
m anagem ent techniques. U nfo rtunate ly , 
most academic program s provide too little 
inform ation about how to perform  job en
richment or any other m anagem ent s tra t
egy'. Managers who want to effect job en 
richm ent in their organizations will find 
Table II useful.

some cautions

It would be unrealistic to assert that job en 
richm ent is easy and simple or a cure for all 
organizational ills. T here is a good deal of 
hard  work involved. Extensive tim e com m it
ments are needed to evaluate job enrich
m ent ideas and  develop im p lem en ting  
plans. It takes a really com m itted m anager 
to do job enrichm ent in the midst of the 
day-to-day organizational crises that seem 
to abound. A nother issue is that unrealis
tically high expectations on the part of 
workers can be created. It is best to use a 
relatively low-key approach and not promise 
m ajor improvements or changes. Another 
consideration is the natu re  of your people. 
Are they interested in job enrichm ent? Are
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BASING THE A-10 
IN EUROPE

strategic and mobility 
problems

Colonel Orin C. Patton 
Major Kenneth W. Engle

T HE A -10 is a unique weapon system. It is 
built with yesterday’s technology to meet 

tom orrow ’s th reat. Representing a signifi
cant departu re  from the Air Force’s historic 
“faster, higher, fa rth e r,” traditions, this 
unusual weapon requires a certain reconsid
eration of fundam entals such as the threat, 
basing, deploym ent, and employment.

Colonel Robert D. Rasmussen has p re 
sented an excellent com m entary on some of 
these novel im plications.1 He articulated a 
comprehensive concept for employment and 
basing that included a wide array of consid
erations: forward basing, tu rnaround, tac ti
cal em ploym ent, allocation of sorties, com 
m and control, geography of the battle  area, 
interface with the customer, training, logis
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tics, theater level strategy, and m ore. This is 
a particularly useful analysis for the A -10 
because of its novelty, but it sets an exam ple 
that might be instructive for other weapon 
systems. It is also possible that some of 
Colonel Rasmussen’s argum ents m ight be 
extended further.

As m ilitary professionals, we should First 
examine the threat. The specifics of any 
conflict will be dependent on the actual 
scenario that develops at the time; obvious
ly, airtight predictions cannot be m ade. A 
review of Soviet m ilitary literature provides 
one useful insight into provisions of their 
m ilitary doctrine pertinent to a N A T O / 
Warsaw Pact confrontation.

Pact forces may or may not follow their 
own script. However, a review of the close 
correspondence between doctrine, force 
structure, and training exercises suggests 
we should pay more attention to what they 
teach themselves. We should not assume 
they will be inhibited by the same constraints 
or values we hold; if they were, there would 
be no need for NA TO in the first place. In a 
society as dedicated to doctrinaire thinking 
as the Soviets’, deeply im bedded doctrines 
simply cannot be disregarded regardless of 
the repugnance of those concepts treating 
volatile questions such as theater nuclear 
weapons.

Soviet doctrine

The prim ary conclusion to be draw n from 
Soviet books and articles translated and 
published in the USAF “Soviet M ilitary 
T hought” series and “Soviet Press Selected 
Translations” is that the Soviet expectation, 
in the event of crisis and confrontation, is to 
Fight a decisive war in Europe to achieve 
their objectives. T heir strategy is offensive. 
Their forces are designed and equipped for 
tactical nuclear weapons to play a leading 
role if deemed necessary.

Thus, it would appear that the Soviets 
perceive a reduced possibility of escalation

into a strategic nuclear exchange because of 
the current balance of strategic forces. This 
is a change from the early sixties. The 
achievement of parity in the strategic b a l
ance during the late sixties and early seven
ties has, in their eyes, signiFicantly lowered 
the risk of escalation and led to a new per
spective of the theater environm ent de
tached from the general war context. A tac 
tical nuclear exchange, lim ited to W estern 
and Central Europe, offers three potential 
advantages to the Soviets that could justify a 
signiFicant risk: (a) the conquest of W estern 
Europe could be expedited, (b) dam age 
could be restricted, essentially, to non-Soviet 
areas, thereby (c) leaving m uch Soviet power 
in tact with reduced threat of Chinese in te r
vention or W arsaw Pact defections.

T he most disquieting scenario in Soviet 
doctrine calls for a surprise “preem ptive” 
attack against the N A TO  “aggressor.” Such 
an attack would presum ably include m as
sive, in-depth  theater nuclear strikes accom 
panied by blitzkrieg air and ground exploi
tation. A lthough a war could begin conven
tionally, the Soviets see escalation to nuclear 
levels as a logical eventuality. They a p p a r
ently intend to strike First to destroy NATO 
nuclear capabilities, m ain com bat forces, 
and com m and, control, and com m unica
tions (C3). This would isolate the battleField 
and prepare m ain attack corridors. T he im 
portance they place on surprise calls for 
using forces in place and giving m inim um  
warning, perhaps only a few hours.

A m ajor nonnuclear war p lan in Europe 
apparently  does not appeal to the Soviets 
unless N A T O ’s nuclear capabilities could be 
disposed of, e .g ., through political actions 
or conventional attack, because the threat 
of a N A TO theater nuclear initiative would 
hang over all operations. One possibility, 
wisely rejected by the W estern allies, would 
be an agreem ent whereby the parties d e 
clared their intention not to be the First to 
use nuclear weapons. This would expose 
NATO to the num erically superior conven
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tional forces of the W arsaw Pact, reduce 
the uncertainties of Pact war planning, and 
yield only a Soviet assurance of restraint of 
dubious value.

The now-credible threat of a Soviet-initi
ated theater nuclear war has an im pact on 
tactical and strategic p lanning com parable 
to the achievement of Soviet strategic parity. 
It is a "new ball gam e," only m ore so, be
cause a NATO monopoly on realistic the
ater nuclear capabilities was a stabilizing de
terrent. The reverse is not true. A realistic 
Soviet theater nuclear threat reduces the 
risk to the Pact, ra ther than  increasing it. 
It com pounds the potential shock effects of 
a surprise attack, reduces the likelihood of 
effective early resistance of N A TO  forces, 
and increases the difficulty of effective re in 
forcem ent of N A TO  from N orth Am erica. 
Moreover, the im pact on the political deci
sions of noncom m itted W estern nations is 
very difficult to an ticipate  in advance.

How should we counter this Soviet m ili
tary strategy? W hat are the basing, m obil
ity, and deploym ent im plications of a highly 
thinkable theater nuclear war? O ur first im 
perative is to defeat the com bined arms 
forces ground offensive that will a ttem pt to 
occupy large areas of N A TO  territory. The 
initial use of Pact forces in place, to achieve 
surprise, suggests that a m ajor weakness 
would be the transportation  requirem ents at 
second echelon and reserve units. Effective 
close air support (CAS), as described by 
Colonel Rasmussen, is im perative to blunt 
the m ajor thrusts while coordinated NATO 
interdiction strikes could cause wide-scale 
disruption of transporta tion  capabilities for 
secondary forces. Can we deploy and p ro 
tect our forces for this task?

im plications fo r  basing and  m ob ility

T urn ing  our focus back to the basing s tra t
egies for the A -10, we note that one of the 
disturbing characteristics of m any discus
sions of tactical air basing in Central Europe

is the hidden, but apparently implied, as
sum ption of a relatively static battle. A d
m ittedly, we should be àble to count on 
using some of the existing USAF installa
tions, at least for the first few days, unless 
the W arsaw Pact m ounts an extremely suc
cessful Pearl Harbor-like surprise attack. 
But the Soviet nuclear option increases the 
probabilities and extent of serious base 
destruction.

How long can we count on fighting from 
Ramstein, B itburg, H ahn, or Spangdahlem? 
W hat will be the degree of initial battle 
dam age and rem aining operational capabil
ity? If there is anything resembling a rapidly 
moving blitzkrieg with concentrated highly 
m obile arm or, one wonders what m ight be 
the operational expectancy of our access to 
H ahn, Bitburg, Sembach, or Rhein-M ain. 
One week? Two weeks? Two months?

NATO is relatively short of airfields now, 
so we must question where all of the aircraft 
from U.S. based units will go that will con
verge on Europe. C urrent planning must as
sume availability of virtually all existing 
fields to absorb the base loading require
m ents we anticipate. If we m ake bold as
sum ptions regarding our ability to hold the 
Pact attack at, or near, the N A TO -Pact 
border and assume only m inim al or no early 
dam age to bases, the airfield problem  is 
serious enough. If we accept, alternatively, 
authoritative forecasts of a rapid  Pact a r 
m ored advance, possibly following a “corri
do r” cleared of resistance by nuclear attacks, 
we have an extremely serious issue. If we 
grant that it may not be wise to leave the sur
viving F-15, F-16, and A -10 assets exposed 
to such rapidly moving Soviet arm or, we 
have an even m ore critical problem of a ir
field capacity in rear areas. Will we be able 
usefully to deploy enough air power to Eu
rope and redeploy (where necessary), to play 
the timely role needed from Tacair? Are we 
looking at another Dunkirk?

T here is, of course, no simple, single an 
swer. As always, it depends on the condi-
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dons. France —in or out? Spain and P ortu 
g a l—in or out? W hat is the level of battle 
damage on existing fields? W hat unique 
problems did nuclear weapons cause? How 
well do the antiarm or and T acair forces 
operate against the Pact? W hat kind of 
weather?

W hat we need is not, necessarily, a set of 
pat answers but deployment mobility con
cepts that can survive both strategic uncer
tainties and battlefield dam age. Colonel 
Rasmussen’s forward A-10 bases, widely 
scattered, are a healthy partia l answer. At 
present, however, it is not difficult to find 
work areas on typical bases that offer vul
nerable, crucial bottlenecks to operational 
readiness. Take, for exam ple, the m unitions 
and avionics shops, petroleum , oil, and lu 
bricants, runways, taxiways, etc. We have 
done a good job of getting aircraft under 
hardened shelters, but if the readiness of 
munitions or sensitive avionics depends on 
quality m aintenance, parts or equipm ent 
housed in soft unhardened shelters, we may 
have operationally ready aircraft incapable 
of flying effective missions for the lack of 
essential support.

Colonel Rasmussen’s concept was based 
on highly flexible and highly mobile deploy
m ent concepts. One would not expect F-15s 
to be flown from  forward operating loca
tions (FOLs), but do we have realistic “re 
deployment" concepts for F-15s, F-16s, and 
A-10s? Do they include reconstitution of 
battle-dam aged critical m aintenance and 
turnaround facilities? Can we rapidly rede
ploy an F-15 wing to a base not currently

Note

1. Colonel Robert D. Rasmussen. USAF, "The A 10 in Central 
Europe. A Concept of Deployment-Employment." Air University He 
view. November December 1978. pp. 26-44.

program m ed for F-15s, with the surviving 
m aintenance facilities, and expect it to be 
fully operational?

IN ANY EVENT. Rasmussen’s concepts are 
headed in a welcome direction. He might 
have added an additional argum ent for the 
FOLs, beyond improved pilot fam iliarity 
with the terrain , in the enorm ous advantage 
of proximity for the pilot trying to locate a 
target visually in subm arginal weather. We 
would assume that arm ored targets will be 
relatively fleeting in a firepower-heavy en 
vironm ent (concentrating, dispersing, re 
concentrating) and that rapid  reaction for 
CAS is going to be an absolute “operational 
necessity,” not a “nice-to-have.” T he local 
FOL-based A-10 is going to have a m uch 
higher probability of being able to stay u n 
der the weather, in the m arginal conditions 
so comm on in Europe, and kill the target 
quickly than his counterpart tooling in from 
an FOB several hundred  miles away. F u r
ther, the very concept of the FOL implies 
high m obility and flexibility in tem porary 
“basing.” This could be useful in the tac ti
cal advance as well as in retrograde. If we 
do not have com parable concepts for all 
weapon systems in Europe, we need them . 
The years of emphasis on economies in 
facility p lanning and standby m aintenance 
capabilities (spares, back-up equipm ent, 
m obility of m aintenance operations) may 
have led us into habits of thinking that we 
need to correct.

Fort Collins, Coloraao

Disclaimer
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A UNIQUE phenom enon of the twen
tieth century, the professional revo
lutionary provides an endless source 

of fascination for both scholarly and popu 
lar im agination. Observers with a rom antic 
outlook portray the professional revolution
ary as pure, virtuous, and idealist —as a 
heroic fighter for hum anity, freedom , and 
justice. Those with a cynical cast of m ind 
see the professional revolutionary as fan a ti
cal, psychopathic, and crim inal —as a fa il
ure in a society the complete destruction of 
which alone would yield proper revenge. As 
we shall see, however, neither view is valid.

The genesis of the concept of professional 
revolutionary is found in Lenin ( What Is To 
Be Done? 1902), who was also the first to 
personify it. Lenin defined the prim ary 
need of a revolutionary movement in terms 
of a secret, small, tightly knit, highly dis
ciplined organization of professional revolu
tionaries—that is, m en who devote their en 
tire life to revolution, who turn  revolution 
into a calling, a vocation, a mission.

The nationalist and revolutionary m ove
ments of the twentieth century have ca ta 
pulted into prom inence a host of profes
sional revolutionaries in addition to Lenin. 
W hat do these diverse m en have in com 
mon, and why/how did they become profes
sional revolutionaries?

This treatm ent of the professional revolu
tionary derives from a m uch larger study of 
64 prom inent revolutionary leaders from 12 
m ajor revolutions of the past. These revolu
tions occurred in England (1640s), Am erica 
(1776), France (1789), Mexico (1910), Rus
sia (1917), China (1949), Bolivia (1952), 
North Vietnam  (1954), H ungary (1956), 
Cuba (1959), Algeria (1962), and France 
(1968).

Among the 64 leaders are 14 individuals 
who meet the requirem ent for professional 
revolutionary. They are Nikolai Lenin, 
Joseph Stalin, Leon Trotsky, and Grigori 
Zinoviev of Russia; Chu T eh, Lui Shao-ch’i, 
Lin Piao, and Mao Tse-tung of China; Ho

Chi Minh, Lê Düan, T roung  Chinh, and 
Vo Nguyên Giap of North Vietnam; Fidel 
Castro and Ernesto Guevara of Cuba. T here 
are undoubtedly other professional revolu
tionaries, but these fourteen individuals are 
the basis for a composite profile in the pages 
that follow. It goes without saying that not 
every individual em braces every trait iden
tified.

T h e  professional revolution
ary is born in an u rban  setting or, if born 
in a rural area, experiences early and sus
tained exposure to urban  life. T he impulse 
to revolution, in other words, originates in 
u rban  centers, though subsequently it may 
be “exported” to the countryside. The 
u rban  milieu introduces the professional 
revolutionary to a variety of radical ideolo
gies in his late teens or early twenties. By 
the age of twenty-five, he is virtually certain 
to have taken actual part in revolutionary 
agitation and organization.

T he professional revolutionary comes 
from  a m iddle or lower class family with a 
relatively large num ber of siblings. Although 
probability considerations would dictate 
otherwise, he is m ore likely to be an oldest 
or a youngest ra ther than  a m iddle child. 
He typically comes from the m ain ethnic 
and religious groupings in his society; on 
occasion, however, he m ay represent a m i
nority group, most likely Jewish. As time 
passes, his religious affiliation —whatever its 
origins —takes a sharp turn  to atheism.

T he professional revolutionary is probably 
reasonably well educated. This education 
takes place in public institutions, which 
brings him  into contact with a spectrum  of 
population not found in private or parochial 
schools. He is almost certain  to have gone 
through high school and quite likely to have 
had  college experience or professional tra in 
ing in such fields as m edicine, law, educa
tion, the m ilitary, or the ministry. R egard
less of the natu re  and extent of his educa
tion, the professional revolutionary is likely

87
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to be a prolific writer, chiefly on m atters of 
revolutionary theory and practice. As such, 
he can be labeled an “intellectual.”

While his education may qualify him for 
one of the established professions, the p ro 
fessional revolutionary does not take his oc
cupation seriously. Thus, for exam ple, 
Lenin obtained a law degree but hardly 
practiced law; Guevara was a physician who 
never practiced; and Mao, Ho, and Giap all 
taught school for only short periods of time. 
The only exception to this rule is the m ili
tary profession, which is necessarily taken 
with utter seriousness. In fact, should he 
lack formal m ilitary train ing as a requisite 
com ponent of his skills, the professional rev
olutionary acquires m ilitary experience in 
the course of the revolution in inform al 
ways.

W hile there is some likelihood that he 
participates in established political institu 
tions and processes —in order either to 
m anipulate or subvert them  —the profes
sional revolutionary is irreversibly com m it
ted to radical organization and agitation. 
He is also quite likely to have a lengthy 
record of arrest, im prisonm ent, or exile.

T he professional revolutionary is a cos
mopolite: he travels widely, gaining exten
sive exposure to foreign cultures, values, 
traditions, and languages. This diversity of 
foreign exposure accounts, in part, for the 
eclectic na tu re  and origin of the ideology to 
which the professional revolutionary sub
scribes. Building on the experiences of his 
predecessors and counterparts jn  other so
cieties, synthesizing a variety of beliefs and 
values, the professional revolutionary adapts 
foreign ideologies to the conditions and 
needs of his own country. In general, he is 
most likely to fuse shades of Marxism (in 
cluding M arxism-Leninism or comm unism ) 
with forms of nationalism . W hen com bined, 
these two doctrines have proved the most 
explosive revolutionary ideology of the 
twentieth century.

As a rule, the professional revolutionary

is optimistic about the “nature of m an .” He 
sees m an as basically good and rational but 
oppressed by and alienated from the society 
in which he lives. Hence, revolution be
comes an act of total liberation.

Similarly, the professional revolutionary 
m aintains a highly positive attitude toward 
his own country, as his nationalist ideology 
virtually requires. On the other hand, his 
image of the international society is dualis- 
tic: he sees the world in terms of “friends” 
to be cultivated and “enemies” to be fought.

W h a t  life experiences ac
count for the emergence of the professional 
revolutionary?

He probably led a stormy childhood char
acterized by early rebelliousness, parental 
conflicts, or loss of one or both parents. He 
is likely to have been born to a large family, 
and he tends to be either the oldest or the 
youngest son. W hat accounts for the p re 
ponderance of oldest and youngest children 
am ong professional revolutionaries? Recent 
findings in the field of child psychology cast 
some light on the subject.1

Oldest sons are typically held to strict 
standards of competence and achievement. 
As a result, they tend to atta in  eminence in 
their chosen endeavors, revolution included. 
Moreover, oldest sons are likely to experience 
intense feelings of anxiety over the loss of p a 
rental affection /atten tion  once siblings be
gin to arrive. Coupled with this anxiety are 
intense feelings of guilt over the hostilities 
they exhibit toward their siblings. Exter
nalizing and politicizing these feelings of 
anxiety, hostility, and guilt —even to the 
point of revolutionary ac tion—may be a 
way of m anaging one’s psychic balance.

Youngest children are more striving and 
defiant toward their siblings —and probably 
toward the world in general. They are more 
competitive and m ore vigilant in an effort 
to m aintain  their status and possessions in 
the cruel world that a large family may rep 
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resent. Their perception of relative parental 
neglect and deprivation may generate im 
pulses tow ard  rebe llion . Being highly  
group-oriented, youngest children may see 
revolutionary movements as a means of 
m aintaining and augm enting their sense of 
identity and belongingness.

In contrast to all this, m iddle children 
are not subjected to the strict p a ren ta l codes 
and norms of behavior that are applied to 
the first-born. Middle children are better 
adjusted and satisfied with their lives than 
either the oldest or the youngest ones. U n
derstandably. they do not seek radical social 
change.

The professional revolutionary carries the 
rebelliousness and conflicts of his childhood 
on to school, where processes of radicaliza- 
tion gain fresh m om entum . Exposed to a 
variety of persons and views but associating 
mostly with his own kind, he has his horizons 
broadened, his consciousness enhanced, 
and his intellectual development gains pace. 
He is typically found in the forefront of 
agitation, boycotting classes, leading stu 
dent strikes, and the like.

T he radicalization of the professional 
revolutionary is com pleted in foreign trav 
els. He becomes cosm opolitan in m any 
ways: he gains exposure to a variety of 
cultures and ideologies, personally experi
ences or witnesses varying modes of oppres
sion and exploitation, shares experiences 
with other revolutionaries, and develops a 
set of standards against which to judge his 
own society.

T h e  development of the p ro 
fessional revolutionary is also m arked by the 
evolution of a set of psychological a ttributes. 
To begin with, the professional revolution
ary is driven by a sense of justice/injustice 
and a corresponding attem pt to set things 
right. This sense of justice/injustice may be 
personally rooted; it m ay be perceived in so
cietal conditions, or it may be personally

based and projected outw ard onto the larger 
society. W hatever form it may take, the 
sense of justice/injustice is present in a most 
conspicuous fashion.

The professional revolutionary is m oti
vated by nationalism  and patriotism . He 
may seek to m aintain  the independence and 
integrity of his nation. He may set out to 
free his nation from the oppression and ex
ploitation of another nation. He may wish 
to improve the status, prosperity, and pres
tige of his country.

T he professional revolutionary is vain, 
egotistical, In ten t on gaining recognition of 
his personal superiority. He may have delu 
sions of g randeur, seeing himself as an ex
traordinary  m an driven by sublime m oral 
principles and called on by a higher order 
to bring liberty, equality, and  fraternity  to 
hum ankind. In undertaking all this, the 
professional revolutionary seeks symbolic 
im m ortality .2

T he professional revolutionary is ascetic, 
austere, and puritan ical. Self-discipline, 
self-reliance, self-denial, and relentless em 
phasis on hard  work set him  apart from o r
dinary beings. Accordingly, his dem and for 
“virtue” is ceaseless, chronic, and com pel
ling. Evil and corrupt as he finds the exist
ing society, he feels called on to replace sin, 
greed, and lust with tem perance, industry, 
and purity.

T he professional revolutionary tends to 
be a m arginal m an in his society, that is, he 
may deviate in im portant ways from ac
cepted social norm s. This m arginality  may 
be physical, social, or psychological. The 
professional revolutionary may experience 
bitter personal hum iliation, particularly  in 
colonial contexts. He may be scolded in 
school for being a m em ber of a m inority 
group or com ing from a peasant back
ground. Similarly, he may be berated for 
physical disfigurem ent of various kinds: u n 
usual features, scarred face, or short s ta t
ure. In any event, frustrated and hum ili
ated, the professional revolutionary com 
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pensates for his m arginality by projecting 
his feelings of inferiority and low self-esteem 
outward onto the larger society.

The vain, ascetic, austere, m arginal p ro 
fessional revolutionary has a gentle side as 
well: he probably possesses qualities of aes
theticism and rom anticism . He m ay be a lov
er of literature and philosophy (Trotsky, Ho, 
Guevara), or a lover of poetry (Guevara), or, 
indeed, he may be a poet in his own right 
(Mao). He may be a nature lover (Mao). He 
may have a passion for music (Lenin).

T h e  professional revolution
ary is particularly adept at developing and 
deploying two elements that are crucial de
term inants of revolutionary success or fail
ure: ideology and organization.

Revolutionary ideology has three com po
nents: (1) a thorough-going critique of the 
existing order as inhum an and im m oral; (2) 
a depiction of an alternative, superior order 
embodying positive values of liberty, equal
ity, and fraternity; and (3) a statem ent of 
plans and program s intended to realize the 
alternative order.

Deploying such an ideology, the profes
sional revolutionary underm ines the con
fidence and m orale of the ruling regime, 
rationalizes and legitimizes the need for 
revolution, politicizes and mobilizes the 
masses, enhances the followers’ sense of co
hesion and solidarity, and elicits com m it
m ent and devotion. He does not adopt an 
inflexible or purist ideological posture but 
deliberately dilutes and soft-pedals ideology 
in order to maximize popular support and 
m ake room for m aneuver and compromise. 
He is pragm atic and opportunistic.

Organization is a fundam ental adjunct to 
ideology, the link between ideology and ac
tion. T he professional revolutionary tran s
lates ideology into action through the m ed i
um of organization. Ideology helps “reach” 
the masses; organization functions to tap 
their energies and channel them  toward the

realization of revolutionary objectives.
Deploying political, m ilitary, and p a ra 

m ilitary organizations, the professional rev
olutionary eventually launches an offensive 
on all fronts. He coordinates a program  of: 
(1) m aintaining close contacts with the 
masses; (2) continuing to politicize and m o
bilize them by means of distributing incen
tives or punishm ent, as appropriate; (3) re 
cruiting, socializing, and training cadres 
and fighters; (4) fighting the battles that 
need to be fought; (5) gathering m axim um  
intelligence about the enemy; and (6) u n 
leashing a sustained policy of terror and vio
lence that may eventually topple the exist - 
ing regime.

WHILE the professional revolutionary is a 
definite personality type, he is neither un i
formly noble nor uniformly evil. W hen com 
bined, the rom antic and the cynical views of 
the professional revolutionary hold a degree 
of validity. Alone, neither is capable of ac
counting for this unique phenom enon of 
our age. T he professional revolutionary is a 
distinctive product of a set of circumstances, 
a variety of complex and sometimes con tra
dictory attributes, a series of life experi
ences, a host of psychological dynamics, and 
an array of ideological and organizational 
skills.

T he professional revolutionary is an o u t
growth of increasing urbanization, rapid de
velopments in com m unication and trans
portation , the trend toward universal edu 
cation, and diffusion of revolutionary ide
ologies. In a word, ironical as it may be, the 
professional revolutionary is an inescapable 
by-product of the very m odernity that has 
been a distinguishing m ark of the twentieth 
century.

M iam i University, Ohio

Notes

1. Cf. Lucille Forer and Henry Still, The Birth Order Factor 
(New York, 1976).

2. Cf. Robert J. Lifton. Revolutionary Immortality. Mao Tsc- 
lung and the Chinese Cultural Revolution (New York, 1968).



O TÊMPORA! 
O MORES!

D r . J ames H. T o n er

FOR anyone who was g raduated  from  college, as I was, in 
1968, reading, writing, or conversing about the Vietnam  
W ar will engender some pain . W hen confronted with inord i

nate  suffering and grief, the hum an m ind seeks to blot it out; 
the pyschological defense mechanism  of denial — which p e r
forms its m ental safety function almost like a fuse box per
forms its electrical safety function —is occasionally invoked to 
screen out unpleasant reminiscences. R ather like a m an driven
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to understand what m otivated him to do 
some deed which, later, he judges as odious, 
so now does the Am erican nation struggle to 
com prehend the recent awful chapter of its 
history. It is odd that, regardless of their 
judgm ents about the valor or the viciousness 
of the war, students of the Vietnam  conflict 
can say, in one voice: “Alas for those times! 
Alas for those morals!’’

My college room m ate of three years, who 
was a self-proclaimed Marxist revolutionary 
(albeit a rather tranquil one), often bitterly 
debated me about the war which we both 
followed in the pages of the New York 
Times. W hen last I saw him , a year after 
our college graduation , he served as an ush
er at my wedding: My m ore recent friends 
were then amazed at this ra ther unkem pt 
attendant; his m ore recent friends were then 
amazed that he would attend  the wedding 
of one being m arried  in the dress blues of an 
Army officer. My room m ate was “coun ter
cu ltu re”; I was “establishm ent.” In the o rn i
thological argot of the day, he was the dove, 
and I was the hawk. O ur conversations a 
decade ago were strained, if civil. We were 
to correspond once, five years later, and not 
at all subsequently. I think that only those 
who have been college room m ates for three 
or four years can appreciate how firm  and 
fast a friendship can result from two peo
ple’s sharing the im agined (and the real) 
joys and sorrows of young adulthood in col
lege. Odd that so fast a friendship could be 
shattered by the vagaries of an A m erican 
foreign policy. Yet we were hardly alone.

Strange, isn’t it, that the “Lost G enera
tion” used to m ean post-W orld W ar I youth. 
It is peculiar, too, that my room m ate and I 
both thought ourselves m oral: I, for joining 
the Army; he, for resisting. If we were at all 
typical of the Lost G eneration that was 
graduated  from  college about 1968 (and I 
think that we were m ore “typical” than 
either of us has ever understood), it is little 
wonder that the Am erican nation now 
struggles so bard  to understand the suffer

ing that caused or accom panied or resulted 
from that congeries of events subsumed so 
neatly under the simple heading “Viet
n am .” The ancient Greeks enjoined us to 
know ourselves; such knowledge, they said, 
was the origin of wisdom. They never told 
us that knowing ourselves was so hard .

T he recent Am erican Lost Generation is 
schizophrenic. Some of us are realists and 
understand what w^.perceive as the lim ita
tions of the hum an condition; others among 
us are idealists and understand what we per
ceive as the potential of the hum an condi
tion. Of the hundreds of articles, books, and 
films that I have seen about Vietnam , only a 
precious few recognize the Aeschylean tru th  
about the genuinely  serious youth —orthodox 
or otherwise —of the new Lost Generation: 
We all thought ourselves ethical and moral; 
and we all thought that the others were ob 
tuse or barbarous. And the negotiator is not 
yet born who can reconcile two factions, 
each of which claims ethical purity for itself 
and asserts ethical odium  for its opponents.

T here are, of course, some converts. 
Some of the m ore rab id  “antiestablishmen- 
tarians” have joined the system —to change 
it from within, they say. T heir fellows know 
better. T he old yippies, some of them , have 
“sold ou t” or, it seems, have recognized that 
the country is not quite as debauched in 
1979 as it was thought to be a decade or so 
ago. Besides, their eight-year-old kids ex
pect to go to college, and even alum ni yip
pies want a sum m er vacation. Among the 
“haw ks,” some have come to revile their own 
actions and apologize for having worn a 
uniform  or for having followed orders.

Still, m any of the “protesters” continue 
their “crusade,” perhaps now along differ
ent lines; and m any of the self-styled “p a tri
ots” continue their “com m itm ent,” perhaps 
to different causes. T here is nuclear power 
and South Africa, for example; and there is 
the Russian threat and, to be sure, prom o
tion up a notch from jun ior executive, from 
captain , from  assistant professor.
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So many of us still cannot talk with one 
another. For some, the war in Vietnam  was 
as stupid or as immoral as ever; for others, 
the war in Vietnam, perhaps more now than 
ever before, can be seen as purposeful and 
as m oral. We who saw things so differently 
ten years ago still see things similarly now. 
Perhaps it is because, having m ade an in tel
lectual com m itm ent in our youth or having 
accepted a vantage point then, we now Find 
that we lack the m ental vigor or the m oral 
courage to speak those awful words, “I was 
wrong.” Lessons of Vietnam  -  they are there 
for everyone to learn, if only to fortify an 
already crenellated position.1 Ask the de
baters about the domino theory; about the 
Southeast Asian bloodbath; about V ietnam 
ese expansionism; about Chinese geopoliti
cal patrimony; about the global balance of 
power; about collective security —and you 
will find to your consternation that the an 
swers which we of the Lost G eneration p ro 
vide, depending on our decennial beliefs, 
will result in your thinking that we are ta lk 
ing about different wars! W e  cannot agree on 
the outcome of the war —in part because we 
cannot even agree on when it started  — whose 
“fau lt” the war was, whether the c ircum 
stances surrounding the Am erican com m it
m ent in force in 1964 justified that com m it
m ent, or who “won the war. As in schizo
phrenia, we of the Lost Generation have two 
dissociated personalities. And the historian 
is not yet bom  who can reconcile two fac
tions, each of which claims diplom atic or 
m ilitary omniscience for itself and asserts 
diplom atic or m ilitary m alefaction on the 
part of its opponents.

I HAD intended to provide a 
rather routine review of the books provided 
me until I recognized —chastened —that,

with only rare exceptions, we of the Lost 
Generation still read and see things through 
the ideological spectacles we prescribed 
for ourselves a decade ago. Small wonder, 
then, that Ira C. Eaker, who is a retired 
three-star Air Force officer, would say of 
Adm iral Ulysses S. G. S harps bookt that 
it “is the best book I have read on [the V iet
nam] conflict.”2 General Eaker has a point. 
(Here, I can almost hear my old room m ate 
saying, “Of course you would agree with 
Eaker! After all, you were in the A rm y.”) 
He argues, I think convincingly, that the 
U nited States simply forgot the lessons we 
paid for with blood during the Korean W ar. 
T he Uhited States, he asserts, failed to m a r
shal its m ilitary power to support effectively 
its diplom acy during the Vietnam  W ar. 
This is all true enough, but where Adm iral 
Sharp takes a wrong tu rn  is in arguing that

I am decrying the supposition—shown no
where more vividly than in the mishandling 
of the air war — that somehow military strat
egy and tactics can be orchestrated to satisfy 
all manner of political limitations. It is a sup
position as incredible as it is illogical and 
dangerous. The aims or objectives of an inter
national political strategy may quite reason
ably and legitimately be limited, as were ours 
in Vietnam, but the actual application of 
military force required to achieve those aims 
cannot and must not be tactically limited. 
Our civilian leadership has the awesome task 
of deciding when the United States should re
sort to armed force to gain its objectives, 
limited or otherwise. Once the decision has 
been made to wage war, that leadership must 
permit the war to be engaged expeditiously 
and full bore, not halfway, (p. 270)

T he late John Foster Dulles, dead twenty 
years, would be am azed to find tha t the idea 
of massive retaliation still finds favor in some 
quarters. T he late General M acA rthur,

tU ly s s e s  S. G r a n t  S h a r p ,  Strategy fo r  Defeat (S a n  R a f a e l ,  C a l i f o r n i a :  
P r e s id io  P re s s , 1 9 7 8 ), 311 p a g e s . N o  p r ic e  i n d ic a te d .
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dead fifteen years, would be amazed to find 
that the idea of “no substitute for victory” — 
incidentally, a chapter title in W estm ore
land’s A Soldier R eports—still finds favor in 
some quarters. No wonder that Bernard 
Brodie calls Sharp “one of the most p ro 
nounced hawks of the Vietnam  W ar.”3 Like 
W estmoreland, Sharp was intim ately in 
volved in a lim ited, political “Clausewitzian” 
war whose nature  seems wholly to have es
caped him. “T he most powerful country 
in the w orld ,” Adm iral Sharp argues, “did 
not have the will power needed to meet the 
situation." Thus does he blithely ignore not 
only in ternational politics but the domestic 
political exigencies which, after all, are at 
the heart of our republican form of govern
m ent. S harp’s quarrel is not with Presidents 
Johnson or Nixon but with the Am erican 
people and with the Am erican political 
process.

My old room m ate would doubtless dis
miss Sharp as a jingo and would thus miss 
the adm iral’s reasoned points about the in 
timacy that exists between m ilitary power 
and diplom atic purpose and about the 
Am erican loss of the Korean lessons, (pp. 
156, 239) Yet Sharp’s supporters, am ong 
them General Eaker, ignore the Clausewit
zian lesson that diplom acy does not end 
with the onset of war and that politics is the 
purpose for which wars are fought. T he day 
of the crusade is over.

A m o n g  the hundreds of books 
about V ietnam , which while offering little 
of long-term  scholarly significance neverthe
less perm it one to taste som ething of the te r
rible hum an dram a of V ietnam , is that by 
Alan Dawson, a reporter who watched the

1975 fall of Saigon. His bookt is sensitive 
and well-written but contains very little that 
is new to the close student of the Vietnam 
W ar. Dawson is probably correct that “the 
tragedy and treachery of the evacuation of 
Saigon will be told for years. There is no 
indication, however, that any but a handful 
of U.S. officials learned any lessons.” (p. 
339) Dawson’s portraits of Thieu, Graham  
M artin, and a num ber of other protagonists 
in the final dram a are worth reading —as is 
his moving account of the M arch 1975 Con
voy of T ears from the Central Highlands — 
but the book will add little to historical 
scholarship.

A sim ilar judgm ent can be m ade about 
Allan M illett’s work.TT which is a collection 
of twelve essays, all of which appeared in 
the Washington Post. If one enjoys this kind 
of Procrustean collection, the book is all 
right and perhaps would be useful for refer
ence libraries. T he essays are of varying 
quality, and this is not the place to attem pt 
to review them . It may be enough to record 
here that this is a serious collection —includ
ing pieces by such writers as Laurence Stern, 
Charles C. Moskos, and W ard Just —but it 
suffers the same handicap (and the same 
eventual oblivion) that most anthologies 
endure.

I RARELY extol books, perhaps 
because of sheer professional jealousy. Yet I 
must depart from my norm al practice now 
in order to m ention what I regard as the 
finest book about America in Vietnam that 
I have yet read. My room m ate, I am sure, 
would argue that G uenter Lewy’s book is a 
m eretricious effort to justify American in-

l A l a n  D a w s o n , 55  Days: T h e  Fall o f  South Vietnam  (E n g le w o o d  
C l i f f s ,  N e w  J e r s e y :  P r e n t i c e - H a l l  I n c . ,  1977 , $ 1 2 .5 0 ) , 3 6 6  p a g e s .

t ^ A l l a n  R . M i l l e t t ,  e d . ,  A Short H istory o f  the Vietnam W ar (B lo o m 
in g to n :  I n d i a n a  U n iv e r s i ty  P re s s , 1978 , $ 3 .9 5 ) , 169 p a g e s .
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volvement in Southeast Asia an involve
m ent once term ed ‘‘an obscenity by a lin 
guistics professor given to such olympian 
assessments. It is difficult for me to review 
Lewy’s book without sounding as if I want 
to write the dust jacket for it. But it is sim 
ply an extraordinarily scholarly and pellu
cid treatm ent of the Am erican experience 
in Vietnam. The book is rem arkably free of 
the left- and right-wing histrionics that 
characterize so many books, articles, and 
films about Vietnam . Lewy’s book is an aca 
demic gem; it deserves wide circulation and 
close attention. At the risk of sounding sim 
ply obsequious, I must say that this w orkt is 
the m easure against which other Vietnam  
books should now be judged. Lewy argues 
that “the sense of guilt created by the V iet
nam  war in the minds of m any Americans 
is not w arranted and . . . the charges of 
officially condoned  illegal and grossly im 
moral conduct are without substance." (p. 
vii) Lewy is no apologist for W estm oreland; 
neither is he a soi-disant chauvinist who is 
unalterably proud of all Am erican deeds in 
Vietnam; “If the Am erican record is not 
one of gross illegality, neither has it been 
a model of observance of the law of w ar.” 
(p. 268) He argues that the charge of geno
cide against the United States is ‘‘absurd 
(p. 301) and that the bom bing of N orth 
Vietnam “conform ed to international law, 
and the application of Am erican air power 
was probably the most restrained in m odem  
w arfare.” (p. 416)

Lewy perhaps would agree that the recent 
Lost Generation was unique in its arrogance 
about things “academ ic." My room m ate 
used to inform me, rather perem ptorily, 
that I simply did not understand the sociol
ogy of Southeast Asia. (He was quite right.) 
I used to inform him, as if I were the expert, 
that he understood practically nothing of

the exigencies of statecraft. ( / was right!) As 
Lewy puts it, about a decade ago: “Every
one — from clergyman and biologist to movie 
actor and pediatrician —could become an 
instant expert on international law. South
east Asia, and foreign policy generally.” He 
contends that “professors who would never 
have dared treat their own disciplines in 
such a cavalier fashion proclaim ed with as
surance solutions to the Vietnam  problem  
at ‘teach-ins,’ com plete with folk singers, 
mime troupes and other forms of en te rta in 
m en t.” (p. 435) Lewy’s book is a most valu
able scholarly work yet one which is a read 
able and vital effort. Soldiers and scholars 
alike will want to read this book and have 
it on their shelves. Even at its inflated ask
ing price, it is well worth the investment.

In tim e, perhaps, the Lost G eneration of 
about 1968 will find one another again. 
Perhaps all of us would do well to learn, 
with Paul, that we know only in part, for 
“we see now through a glass, darkly" (I Cor. 
13:12). Some of us children of 1968 judge 
events by consequences, hard  as they are to 
predict or even to assess after the fact; 
others of us judge events by intentions, hard  
as they are to evaluate. U nfortunately, h u 
m an beings lack the desideratum  of p re 
science. I think Lewy says it best, and it 
m erits quotation:

Just as the success of a policy does not prove 
that it was the only possible successful course 
of action, a policy can be correct even if for a 
variety of reasons it fails. The commitment to 
South Vietnam was made by intelligent and 
reasonable men who tackled an intractable 
problem in the face of great uncertainties, 
including the future performance of an ally 
and the actions and reactions of an enemy. 
The fact that some of their judgments in 
retrospect can be shown to have been flawed 
and that the outcome has been a fiasco does

^Guenter Lewy, A m e r ic a  in  V ie tn a m  (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1978, $19.95), 540 pages.
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not make them villains or fools. If Hitler in 
1940 had succeeded in conquering Britain, 
this would not have proven wrong Churchill’s 
belief in the possibility and moral worth of 
resistance to the Nazis. Policymakers always 
have to act on uncertain assumptions and in
adequate information, and some of the no
blest decisions in history have involved great 
risks. As long as there exists a reasonable 
expectation of success, the statesman who 
fails can perhaps be pitied, but he should not 
be condemned, (pp. 440-41)

So many of the Lost G eneration of a dec
ade ago acted nobly —out of the deepest 
convictions of their minds and hearts —that, 
if on that account only, perhaps there are 
grounds for partial reconciliation. If, like 
Socrates, one acts on the counsel of his own 
wisdom and is yet willing to pay the social 
price therefor (and one is rem inded of the 
late Dr. M artin Luther K ing’s moving 1963 
letter from his B irm ingham  jail cell), can 
not he or she not be accepted as patriot? In 
Pau l’s letter alluded to earlier, he tells us

Noies

1 Sec, for example. W. E. Vinacke and R. B. Zajonc, ‘ Thinking." 
in The International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. XV. p. 608.

that, of the virtues of faith, hope, and char
ity, the last is the greatest. After the d read
ful chapter of our history over which Presi
dent Lincoln presided from 1861 to 1865, 
he counseled charity, too, in the effort to 
bind up the na tion ’s wounds. One wonders 
if all the thousands of alienated old college 
room m ates have in them  anything that is 
Pauline or Lincolnesque. T h at way lies un 
derstand ing—and reconciliation.

T he old friends so torn by a conflict that 
rages yet may find counsel and consolation 
in M atthew A rnold’s classic “Dover Beach”:

. . .  let us be true
To one another! for the world, which seems 
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light, 
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 
And we are here as on a darkling plain 
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and 

flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.

N o rw ich  U niversity

2. Air Force Times. 27 November 1978.
3. Bernard Brodic, War and Politics (New York: Macmillan and 

Company, 1973). p. 216n.



HALDER IN RETROSPECT

Ca p t a in  Da n ie l  T. K u e h l

A MONG the truly unique source docu
ments on W orld W ar II is the set of d ia 

ries kept by Colonel General Franz H aider 
while he was Chief of the Germ an General 
Staff (Oberkommando des Heerleitungs, or 
OKH) from 1938 until his dismissal in Sep
tem ber 1942. Published as The Haider Dia
ries, t  these journals present a detailed in 
sight into the operations of the Germ an 
General Staff during the early years of 
W orld W ar II. They also yield a glimpse 
into the m ind of the last true Chief of the 
General Staff as it was created by Scharn- 
horst, for those who followed H aider were 
either not intellectually capable of acting in 
this mold or were faced with a m ilitary and 
political situation (as was General Heinz 
Guderian) that was utterly hopeless.

At first glance, H aider would not appear 
to have been cut from a soldier’s cloth at all; 
with close-cropped hair and wearing a 
pince-nez, he seems more in the image of a 
pedant. Yet the Diaries reveal a m an of 
honor and great intellectual stature, an ex
cellent soldier who time after time directed 
quantitatively inferior forces to victory 
through exploitation of their qualitative 
superio rity . His m ilita ry  ach ievem en ts 
stemmed not so m uch from genius as from 
hard work and a clear understanding of 
strategy. Field Marshal Erich von Manstein 
described him with M oltke’s term : “Genius 
is diligence.” Prior to W orld W ar I, he was 
appointed to the Bavarian General Staff and 
later to the Germ an Great General Staff. Se

lected after W orld W ar I as one of the few 
officers in the small 100,000-man Germ an 
arm y perm itted by the T reaty  of Versailles, 
H aider rose through positions of im portance 
until he again becam e a m em ber of OKH 
in 1938. W hen General Ludwig Beck 
resigned in 1938 in protest of H itler’s ag 
gressive policies, H aider was appointed 
Chief of OKH, partly because of H itler’s 
belief that H aider was apolitical. H itler 
was badly m istaken, however, for H aider 
had opposed H itler since the early 1920s. 
D uring the Blomberg-Fritsch crisis of 1938, 
H aider had pushed Beck to act against H it
ler, only to be told later by Beck “I now 
realize you were right at the time. Now all 
depends on you.” Although H aider actively 
opposed H itler, he was still the Chief of 
OKH, and, as such, he directed the Germ an 
army to m any of its greatest trium phs until, 
in Septem ber 1942, he was sacked by Hitler 
for opposing his strategy in Russia. After 
the failure of the 20 July 1944 plot against 
H itler, H aider was arrested, along with the 
m em bers of his family, and spent the re
m ainder of the war in a concentration 
cam p. His survival can probably be a ttr ib 
uted to the successful concealm ent of his ac 
tivities during 1938-39.

Blitzkrieg 1939-40: Triumph
H aider’s role in the operations of the G er

m an arm y encompassed two broad phases: 
the planning and operations in Poland and

tArnold Lissance, editor, T he  H aider Diaries: T he  Private W ar J o u r 
nals o f  Colonel General Franz H aider, 2 vols. (Boulder, Colorado: West- 
view Press, 1977, $120), 1594 pages.
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France during 1939-40 and the Germ an of
fensives in Russia in 1941-42. T he Diaries 
contain little concerning the planning of the 
Polish cam paign, since they do not begin 
until 14 August 1939, by which time the 
preparations had been com pleted. Follow
ing the end of the Fighting in Poland, G er
many had to answer certain  questions con
cerning its rem aining enemies, England and 
France: Could the war be won by rem aining 
on the defensive in the West, or m ust G er
many attack? If Germany must strike, where 
and when must the attack be made? In the 
past, OKH would have been responsible for 
answering questions of such far-rangingstra- 
tegic im portance, and H aider did try to p ro 
vide H itler with his views. But H itler had a l
ready reached his decisions, independent of 
OKH guidance; he was resolved to attack at 
the earliest possible date, and he directed 
OKH to prepare the plans for attack.

The initial OKH plan was merely an u p 
dated version of the 1914 Schlieffen plan 
calling for a drive through Belgium into 
northern  France, then wheeling south to pin 
the bulk of the French arm y against the 
Maginot Line and Swiss border. This p ro 
posal was im m ediately attacked by the a d 
vocates of the panzer forces, who believed 
the only way a decisive victory could be won 
was through the use of the a rm o r’s mobility. 
General G uderian and Field Marshal von 
Manstein were the cham pions of this view.
I he question was debated countless times 
until the plan of a ttacking with the arm or 
through the woods and hills of the A r
dennes, across the Meuse River, and into 
northeastern  France was finally adopted.

The Diaries clearly reveal the strategic 
abilities of H aider and shortcomings of H it
ler during that crucial period. W hile H aider 
calmly directed the advance into France 
and steadily pursued the strategic objec
tives, H itler hesitated at critical m oments, 
worried about his flanks, and finally m ade 
the disastrous decision to halt his forces just 
short of Dunkirk. H aider com m ented b itte r

ly on H itler’s interference. Two entries on 
17 May 1940 are illustrative. At noon H ai
der noted: “Apparently little m utual under
standing. The Führer insists that main 
threat is from the south. (I see no threat at 
all at present!)” Later in the day Haider 
noted: “R ather unpleasant day. The Führer 
is terribly nervous. Frightened by his own 
success, he is afraid to take any chance and 
so would pull the reins on us.” The climax 
of this interference was the British arm y’s 
escape at D unkirk.1

The conclusion of the offensive, the drive 
to the Swiss border and the capitulation of 
Fiance, must have been tremendously satis- 
fying to H aider, who had endured the h u 
m iliation of 1918-19 and the Treaty of Ver
sailles. Yet within the fruits of this over
whelming trium ph were the seeds of dis
aster. In spite of his hesitancy and strategic 
bum bling, H itler was convinced that the 
victory had been achieved only because of 
his genius and ruthless drive. He was u n 
willing or unable to see his mistakes and 
failures and above all could not profit from 
them . T he results of this fatal hubris would 
arise in The Steppes of Russia.

Blitzkrieg 1941-42; Disaster
Planning for O peration Barbarossa, the 

attack on Russia, began in mid-1940, when 
H aider directed some mem bers of OKH to 
prepare basic thoughts on how a German 
offensive against the U .S.S.R. could be 
m ounted. In the initial planning, Haider 
and his assistants (including, ironically, 
Field Marshal Friedrich von Paulus, who 
was to surrender at Stalingrad thirty months 
later) envisioned a series of “lim ited” objec
tives, such as the seizure of the LJkraine and 
W hite Russia. H itler had no less than the 
utter destruction of the Russian state and 
culture as his objectives, however, and the 
resultant divergence of opinion over the ob 
jectives of the attack seriously weakened it.
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On 6 September 1940, H aider directed that 
substantive plans for the attack be prepared, 
and by mid-November the plans and outline 
maps were ready. Shortly thereafter the 
planners conducted a war game, a sim ula
tion that produced results indicating that 
the German forces would achieve a line 
Leningrad-Smolensk-Dnieper River by m id 
summer but that the central group of a r 
mies would then come under pressure from 
its flanking armies to halt and support 
them. At that time a critical decision would 
have to be m ade as to the direction the a d 
vance would continue. Prophetically, this 
was exactly what would happen the coming 
summer. In early December, H aider dis
cussed the plan with H itler, and they dis
agreed over its basic objectives. H aider 
stressed the im portance of Moscow as a 
transportation, psychological, and political 
center and argued tha t its capture should be 
the prim ary strategic objective of the attack. 
Hitler insisted that the attack should be d i
rected toward Leningrad and the Ukraine. 
This disagreem ent went unresolved, a situa
tion that would have extremely unfortunate 
consequences the next A ugust. Nonetheless, 
Haider and OKH were confident that Rus
sia could be defeated.2

Operation Barbarossa was launched on 22 
June 1941, and initial results were excellent. 
Although Russian resistance was dogged 
and in some cases fanatical, the panzer 
columns slashed deeply into the Russian in 
terior. It quickly became apparen t, how
ever, that m uch of O K H ’s confidence was 
based on a gross underestim ation of the 
Russian strength. By 8 July 1941, OKH esti
m ated that the Russians had only 46 com bat
worthy divisions left; by 23 July this figure 
had risen to 93 divisions, and by mid- 
August H aider was to note that: “We reck
oned with 200 divisions; now we have a l
ready counted 360." In spite of the trem en
dous losses the Russians were suffering, their 
strength seemed to increase steadily, and 
Haider realized that the three divergent a t

tacks along the Leningrad-M oscow-Ukraine 
axes were spreading the Germ an front far 
too th in . It was at this point, in mid-August 
1941, that the crucial decision predicted 
months earlier by OKH came due, and on it 
would hang the fate of the cam paign.

By mid-August the front defending Mos
cow had been cracked open, and the G er
m an arm ored columns were eager to begin 
the drive toward the capital. But the basic 
question that had  been raised the previous 
winter still had  not been settled: W as the 
objective to be Moscow or the Russian troop 
concentrations in the Ukraine? In spite of 
all the argum ents H aider and the com 
m anders in Army Group Center could m us
ter, H itler chose to execute the m aneuver 
that would envelop some 500,000 Russian 
troops in the Kiev pocket. This operation 
was not com pleted until m id-Septem ber, 
and even then additional time was required 
for m opping-up operations and to return  
the panzer forces to the positions they had 
occupied two m onths earlier. On paper the 
Kiev envelopm ent seemed a great victory, if 
only because of the capture of great con
centrations of troops and m ateriel, but H ai
der knew that a strategic mistake of the 
greatest m agnitude had been m ade. W here 
once the way to Moscow had been open, the 
Germ an forces would now have to contend 
with stronger Russian defenses and with 
Russia’s greatest allies: time and w eather.3

T he attack toward Moscow could not b e 
gin until the end of Septem ber, but initial 
progress was excellent, renewing H aider’s 
hopes that Moscow would be taken before 
the onset of winter. But this was not to be. 
T he G erm an forces ground to a halt, with 
both men and m achines worn to the b reak 
ing point. W orse, the au tum n rains turned 
the so-called roads into quagm ires, stopping 
all m ovem ent. In early November, H aider 
m et with the principal field com m anders to 
discuss a continuation of the offensive. 
Slowly, and at a terrible cost in casualties, 
the advance was resum ed. By the end of the
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m onth, H aider realized that the attem pt 
had failed, and he favored moving into 
strong defensive positions for the winter. 
Before this could be done, however, the 
Russian winter counteroffensive broke like a 
steel blizzard onto the unprepared , ill- 
equipped Germ an forces.4

W hile the G erm an troops in the field 
were going through this desperate period, 
H aider was beginning his own personal 
purgatory. On 19 December 1941, Field 
M arshal W alter von Brauchitsch, the Com 
m ander in Chief of the Germ an army, re 
signed his position, partly because of a heart 
attack and partly because he could no long
er face H itler. H itler then announced that 
he would personally assume the position of 
C om m ander in Chief of the Army, in add i
tion to his powers as C om m ander in Chief 
of the Arm ed Forces. H aider considered re 
signing, but decided to stay, hoping to les
sen the im pact of H itler’s mistakes. T he 
strain  on H aider during this period must 
have been trem endous, since he well realized 
that H itler’s indecisive strategy spelled doom 
for Germany. He had to deal with both 
sides, H itler and the field com m anders, yet 
he lacked the authority  to convert the field 
generals’ proposals to action. Ignored by 
O berkom m ando der W ehrm acht (OKW ) 
and disliked and insulted by H itler, H aider 
was unable to influence events, as was a p 
paren t to the leaders in the field, and  they 
began to lose confidence in h im .6

H aider’s role in the 1942 G erm an offen
sive in Russia was prim arily that of a voice 
crying for strategic sanity, a voice tha t cried 
in vain. He w anted to stand on the defensive 
in the east but was overruled by H itler, who 
had decided to attack toward the oil fields 
beyond the Caucasus. H aider had the cen
tral armies hold back while the Russians 
attacked in the Ukraine, then used his 
forces superior m obility and tactical h a n 
dling to smash the Russian flank and drive 
toward the Volga and the Caucasus. H aider 
frantically argued against the a ttem pt to

take both Stalingrad and the oil fields, but 
he was rebuffed by Hitler.

Finally the storm broke. On 24 Septem 
ber 1942 H aider again tried to warn Hitler 
of what the Russians would do to the long, 
overextended Germ an flank once winter 
came, but H itler had had enough of H ai
der’s cautionings and dismissed him. Thus 
ended H aider’s four years as Chief of OKH. 
W ith him, perhaps coincidentally, passed 
the period of Germ an trium phs. H aider’s 
successors would ply their trade only in re
trea t.6

Haider and the Resistance
W hen H aider became Chief of OKH in 

1938, he told General Beck that the only 
reason he accepted the position was to work 
against H itler’s policies. At the time of the 
Czech crisis in 1938, H aider had already 
m ade plans for overthrowing the regime. By 
Septem ber 1938 m any of the arm y’s high 
com m and were ready to m utiny. The im pli
cations of the Blomberg-Fritsch affair deep
ly troubled the officer corps. H itler’s policy 
toward Czechoslovakia seemed destined to 
lead to war not only with the Czechs, toward 
whom few Germans held any animosity, but 
also with England and France, which the of
ficer corps felt would be fatal for Germany. 
In spite of his belief that the rank and file of 
the arm y would not support a coup, Haider 
realized that this was probably the most op
portune m om ent for an attem pt on the gov
ernm ent. H aider was the m an who had to 
coordinate the actions of the m ilitary men 
who would actually remove Hitler and the 
civilians who would form a new government. 
On 28 Septem ber 1938, H aider set the p ro 
posed coup in m otion but was forced to can 
cel it hurriedly when word was received of 
the Allied submission at M unich. H itler’s 
diplom atic victory over the English and 
French cut the ground from beneath the con
spirators; his prestige was suddenly so great 
tha t it would have been suicidal to try and
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rally the nation against h im .7
H aider’s hope for peace was short-lived, 

and by early summer 1939 he was trying to 
warn the British and French of Hitler s in 
tentions regarding Poland, urging them to 
take a firm stand against Hitler. Resistance 
elements in the Foreign Office also tried to 
warn the Allies. Once the war did break out, 
Haider was on the horns of a dilem m a: Al
though he opposed Hitler and his policies, 
he was also a Germ an soldier. Even though 
Germany was engaged in a war that he had 
tried to prevent, his m oral and m ilitary duty 
was clear, and he worked for victory. After 
the fall of Poland, he was hopeful that the 
lack of Allied intervention on the W estern 
Front signaled tha t the war could be ended .8

This hope quickly died, for on 10 October 
1939 Hitler declared that Germany must a t 
tack the Allies as quickly as possible. Four 
days later, H aider and von Brauchitsch met 
to discuss how they could prevent this, there
by setting in m otion the series of events that 
would culm inate in the debacle of 5 Novem 
ber 1939. Von Brauchitsch told H aider that 
he was opposed to overt action against H it
ler; it would be a negative act that would ex
pose the country in a m om ent of weakness. 
He was almost certainly correct, for there is 
little doubt that the Allies would have taken 
some action if the G erm an arm y and Nazi 
party had suddenly gone after each o ther’s 
throats. Together, von Brauchitsch and 
Haider decided to try and delay the attack 
as long as possible. H aider, however, was 
quite prepared to do away with H itler, and 
he began to prepare new plans for a coup. 
Haider was afraid that an elaborate plan to 
arrest and publicly try H itler, as some civil
ian members of the Resistance wanted to 
do, would only make the situation worse. 
He often said Bringt dochendlich den H und  
um  (“Cannot someone finally put an end to 
this dog!’’), and he felt that H itler’s death 
would solve many of the Resistance’s p ro b 
lems, such as the soldiers’ oath sworn to 
Hitler. Haider favored some form of “acci

den t” to kill Hitler, yet by October 1939 he 
starting carrying a pistol, and after the war 
he stated that there were a num ber of times 
over the next three years on which he almost 
used it against H itler. He did not use it be
cause he could not bring himself as “a h u 
m an being and a Christian to shoot down an 
unarm ed m an .”9

By m id-O ctober 1939 the weight of the 
world was seemingly on H aider’s shoulders. 
Because of von Brauchitsch’s unwillingness 
to act, H aider bore full responsibility for 
m aking the decision i f  and when to act 
against H itler. He also realized how danger
ous a coup would be: after polling the three 
army group com m anders, he found that 
Field Marshals Karl von Rundstedt and 
Fedor von Bock were opposed to it; Field 
M arshal W ilhelm von Leeb was only m oder
ately in favor of such an undertaking. On 2- 
3 November 1939, he and von Brauchitsch 
toured the front to gather m ilitary a rg u 
ments they could use to convince Hitler to 
postpone the attack, now scheduled for 12 
November 1939. Unbeknownst to von B rau
chitsch, H aider had determ ined that the a t 
tack must be stopped the only way possible: 
the coup would be executed on 5 Novem 
ber. Here occurred one of those events so 
typical of the G erm an Resistance. On the 
afternoon of that day von Brauchitsch met 
with H itler to suggest a postponem ent of the 
attack. H aider, knowing that even at that 
m om ent the coup was under way, im pa
tiently awaited von Brauchitsch. H itler, 
sensing von B rauchitsch’s opposition to his 
plans, grew increasingly furious with him 
until he scream ed that he knew very well 
that the generals were p lanning som ething 
other than what he, H itler, had ordered. 
H itler was almost certainly referring to m ili
tary affairs and the planned attack, but 
when von Brauchitsch, who em erged white 
and shaking from his “ta lk” with H itler, 
m entioned this rem ark to H aider, it struck 
him like a sledgeham m er between the eyes. 
He naturally  assumed that H itler knew of
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the plot, and the ride back to Zossen was 
filled with visions of the Gestapo. Haider 
immediately called off the coup, which re 
quired some frenzied scram bling by the con
spirators, and attem pted to cover his tracks. 
By the time he realized that H itler did not 
know about the coup, he was in no psycho
logical state to try it again. At least twice, 
and possibly three times, H aider tried to 
lead a move against H itler only to be forced 
to call it off in mid-stroke. Never again 
would he involve himself with an attem pt on 
Hitler, and he played no role in the 20 July 
1944 p lo t.10

Haider and
the Diaries in Retrospect

It would be easy to fault H aider for a lack 
of nerve in 1939, for we have the gift of 
hindsight and know what was to follow: 
H aider did not. Two things probably com 
bined to remove him from the active Resis
tance. T he first was the debacle of 5 N o
vember 1939, whose psychological effects 
must have been devastating. T he other was 
H aider’s m ilitary background. He was, after 
all, a G erm an soldier on the Great General 
Staff. After November 1939, he realized the 
increasingly better chances Germany had 
for winning a war against the French and 
British, and having endured the hum ilia
tion of the T reaty  of Versailles, he regarded 
such a prospect with some favor. This was 
borne out by the brilliant victory gained in 
May 1940. His unwillingness to act person- 
ally against H itler did not stem from  cow
ardice, for a num ber of fellow inm ates at 
Flossenbiirg, where he was im prisoned after 
the 20 July 1944 plot, ascribed to him the 
strongest nerves in cam p.

Von M anstein credited H aider’s downfall 
to his divided allegiance. He was an enemy 
of H itler who worked for his downfall, yet 
he was also Chief of OKH for three years of 
war, during which tim e he worked unceas- 
ingly for G erm an victory. Certainly he was

more than just a capable soldier. He was a 
m an of honor who tried to stop Hitler and 
convince his fellow soldiers to help him op
pose the Führer. He was loyal to his country 
and to his fellow officers. Indeed, he faced 
up well to the enormous responsibility he 
bore, for he was placed in what was perhaps 
an impossible situation.

After the war, he was interrogated exten
sively by the Allies, and it was during these 
interrogations that the Diaries were first 
translated into English by the Office of the 
Chief Counsel for W ar Crimes. Although a 
Germ an edition of the Diaries was published 
in 1960, the few m im eographed copies of 
the English translation were one of the most 
im portant sources of inform ation on the op 
erations of the Germ an army between the 
outbreak of W orld W ar II and H aider’s dis
missal in 1942. T he Dianes consist prim arily 
of notes H aider m ade while listening to 
briefings, conferences, telephone calls, and 
so forth, and, as such, do not form a unified 
narrative but ra ther a collection of notes 
and references to m yriad items. T heir con
tent runs the gam ut from operations and 
tactics to logistics and personnel m atters. 
T here is relatively little m ention of political 
m atters; since the Diaries were available for 
use by the OKH staff, this is not surprising, 
as it would have been extremely unwise to 
include political opinions. H aider did not 
a ttem pt to conceal his growing dislike of 
H itler’s interference in operational m atters, 
nor did he hide his low opinion of H itler’s 
ability as a strategist. An entry dated 23 
July 1942 is a good example: “The situation 
is getting m ore and more intolerable. This 
‘leadership ,’ so called, is characterized by a 
pathological reacting to the impressions of 
the m om ent and a total lack of understand
ing of the com m and m achinery and its 
possibilities.”

The Diaries also reveal a great deal about 
the state of the Germ an arm y during the 
early part of the war. H aider realized that 
its strength rested in superior mobility and
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the tactical ability of its leaders, but he also 
recognized that this applied only to the 
motorized forces. Even during the blitzkrieg 
in France, the infantry was hard-pressed to 
keep up with the panzers, and the problems 
caused by this lack of mobility would be 
increased tenfold in the vast spaces of Rus
sia. The im portance that m odern armies 
place on complete m otorization of their in 
fantry forces is in recognition of this p ro b 
lem. On the eve of the French cam paign, 
Haider noted that the army was unable to re 
place even its peacetime attrition  of trucks, 
and he worried about what would happen 
when they began taking losses in battle. In 
dustrial production was another item fre 
quently m entioned in the Diaries, since G er
m an industry in 1939 fell far short of m eeting 
the needs of the arm ed forces. H aider clearly 
saw the danger of a long war, and he knew 
that the lack of industrial resources could 
place Germany in a perilous position.

The Diaries also illustrate the problem s 
caused by interservice rivalry. Cooperation 
between the arm y and Luftwaffe on the 
lower levels was excellent, but at the highest 
levels cooperation am ong all three services 
was poor, due in part to the systematic frag 
m entation caused by the Nazi regime. T he 
Diaries point out num erous instances of the 
lack of coordination and cooperation be
tween the services. O peration Sealion, the 
proposed invasion of England, was at best a
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desperate venture, depending on intim ate 
and continuous cooperation of the army, 
navy, and Luftwaffe. Yet this cooperation 
was never exhibited, each service establish
ing conditions which the other services had 
to meet before it proceeded with its part of 
the plan. In contrast to this was the cooper
ation exhibited by the United States and 
Great Britain, where the three services of 
both countries worked in very close coordi
nation with their counterparts.

THE Diaries provide a detailed picture of 
the daily operations of OKH, and they are 
quite possibly the best available record of 
the functioning of the high com m and of a 
m odern m ilitary force. T he editor of the 
1948 English language edition stated that 
“as such records go, the H aider Diary is 
unique in scope and continuity, and p ro b 
ably has few equals in im portance am ong 
the individual contributions to the records 
of this w ar.” T he Diaries are probably too 
expensive for most personal libraries, but 
no institutional library that hopes to have 
an authoritative collection on W orld W ar II 
or European history can afford not to o b 
tain them . T he publication of the Haider 
Diaries in a form obtainable and usable by 
most libraries and researchers is a very sig
nificant step forward for the English lan 
guage docum entation of the war.

G ra n d  Forks, N o r th  D ako ta

Staff Seeks a Consensus.” in Military Affairs, December 1975.
5. Goerlitz. pp. 405-9.
6, Ibid . pp. 414-20: Field Marshal Erich von Manstcin. Lost Vic

tories (Chicago. 1958), pp. 261 62.
7 Goerliu. pp 331 37, Harold C. Dcutsch, The Conspiracy 

against Hitler in the Twilight War (Minneapolis. 1968). pp. 37 38
8 Goerlitz. pp. 350-55
9 Deutsch, pp. 196 97.
10. Ibid . pp. 215. 228-29; Goerlitz. pp. 364-65.



Potpourri

Analyzing Soviet Strategic Arms Decisions by Karl 
F. Spielmann. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 
1978. 184 pages, $16.00.

We just do not have an adequate explanatory 
model for the Soviet-American arms race.” With this 
introductory quotation, Dr. Karl Spielmann, a Har
vard Ph.D. and Soviet defense specialist for the Insti
tute of Defense Analyses, proceeds to attack the basic 
problem that is the focus of this book — the assump
tions which analysts bring to evaluations of why So
viet strategic arms decisions occur.

Drawing on the seminal work of Graham Allison, 
Essence o f  D ecision: E x p la in in g  th e  C uban  M issile 
Crisis (1971), Spielmann emphasizes the importance 
of varied approaches and perspectives in the analysis 
of decision-making. Allison's rational actor approach 
is transformed into a rational strategic actor ap
proach, which requires the analyst to focus on strate
gic calculation in the strict military sense and to do so 
with specific attention to what may be peculiarly So
viet in the strategic rationality underlying Soviet de
fense decisions. A second perspective, "pluralistic de
cision-making," combines and augments the organi
zational process and bureaucratic politics paradigms 
of Allison. Spielmann’s third perspective, national 
leadership decision-making, requires high centraliza
tion of power for decisions on particular strategic 
weapon systems. The SS-6 program is discussed to il
lustrate the utility of each of the three perspectives.

Readily acknowledging that his work is only the be
ginning of a very large analytic task. Spielman is ap
propriately cautious about the limited data on the So
viet defense environment and the possibilities of pre
paring bona fide case studies on Soviet decisions.

D r. J a m e s  H . B u ck  
Air War College 

Maxwell, AFB, Alabama

Merchants of Grain by Dan Morgan. New York: 
Viking Press. 1979, 387 pages. $14.95.

Few professional soldiers pay any attention to grain. 
Yet armies are seldom effective without their rations, 
and the fact that we take our rations for granted says 
much about our culture. Other nations, and other 
soldiers, are not so complacent, for they must buy 
their grain from a few surplus-producing nations. 
The United States is the most important of these, and

if we are energy dependent, we are most assuredly 
food independent.

We sell our grain to almost everyone who can pay, 
and to some who cannot, using the helter-skelter 
distribution system of the grain merchants. This dis
tribution system is dominated by five privately owned, 
multinational companies. These companies — Conti
nental, Cargill (both American), Bunge (Argentine), 
Louis Dreyfuss (French), and André (Swiss)-make 
Pillsbury and General Mills look like the corner drug
store, yet few of us are aware of their existence. This 
is beginning to change, however, for such incidents 
as the “great grain robbery” of 1972 have served to 
awaken us to the significance of grain and its influ
ence as a macrosystem. This growing awareness has 
produced a promising bud. still a long way from frui
tion, in M erch a n ts  o f  G rain , a fascinating new book 
by Dan Morgan, a journalist who has successfully 
evolved into a historian and analyst.

M erch a n ts  o f  G rain  is primarily about the five grain 
companies themselves, but their activities have forced 
Morgan to delve into history, international relations, 
economics, business administration, transportation, 
agriculture and agronomy, and other fields. He is 
something of a pioneer and complains of the lack of 
prior sources on the world grain system. He has done 
an outstanding job with what he had, and if the bibli- 
ography is a bit thin, it is probably because there are 
no more sources worth listing.

In some parts of the world, the grain merchants 
have more influence than the governments. Continen
tal, for example, brought Zaire to its knees in a grain 
embargo (sound familiar?) during an incident that 
brings the phrase "economic imperialism” to mind. 
Morgan has filled the book with such little-known 
anecdotes (as well as better known ones) as the So
viet grain deals. These are facets of the international 
arena not usually observed, and they are important 
to professional soldiers. They help us to understand 
the opinions others hold concerning the United States.

Investors in commodities will be especially inter
ested in the chapter entitled “Catch-22," which de
scribes the worldwide newsgathering networks the 
grain companies employ to turn a profit. The small 
investor is shooting craps in this business; read the 
book before putting up cash.

The grain companies are a very important part of 
today's world, and their role should be better under
stood. Morgan’s book, which places them in a more 
proper world perspective, should be high on profes
sional reading lists. M erch a n ts  o f  G rain  is very easy 
reading and improves our understanding of this 
macrosystem that helps lock the world together.

C a p ta in  J u l iu s  F . S an k s . U S A F  
Hq Space Division (AFSC) 

Los Angeles AFS, California
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United States National Security Policy in the Dec
ade Ahead edited by James E. Dornan. Jr. New
York: Crane. Russa’k & Co., 1978. 304 pages.
$15.95.

U nited  S ta tes N a tio n a l S ecurity  Policy in  th e  D ec
ade A h e a d  is a collection of 13 essays dealing with 
geographical and functional areas of U.S. national 
security policy. Unfortunately, all of the contributors 
are “cold warriors.” and despite their impressive mix 
of academic qualifications ranging from politics and 
government to history and economics, a common 
thesis runs monotonously throughout the book —that 
U.S. national security policy lacks effective leader
ship. clear direction, and firm conviction, and the 
U.S. is in serious danger of losing the cold war. “In
deed," states Dornan, “the problem precisely is that 
while the U.S. has been pursuing detente. Soviet mili
tary power and political influence have increased 
drastically in comparison with the United States." 
Further, according to the authors, only a hardline ap
proach to world affairs, backed by the resolve to re
gain strategic superiority over the Soviet Union, can 
redress this situation.

Individually, the essays are interesting and thought- 
provoking. but collectively they appear only to serve 
as support for the editor’s concluding article in which 
he criticizes current U.S. policy and prescribes his 
formula for revival —a policy he calls a "doctrine of 
strategic containment,” the first priority of which is — 
you guessed it — to reverse existing trends in the strate
gic balance between the United States and the Soviet 
Union.

For a book of essays. U n ited  S ta tes N a tio n a l S e c u 
rity Policy in  th e  D ecade A h e a d  suffers from a serious 
lack of balance and seems to go to great lengths to 
restate the obvious. The individual essays are worth 
reading and warrant consideration, but taken all to
gether the book serves admirably as a sermon for the 
choir.

L ie u te n a n t  C o lo n e l D a lla c e  L. M e e h a n , U S A F  
A i t  Command and Staff College 

Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Hitler vs. Roosevelt by Thomas A. Bailey and Paul 
B. Ryan. New York: The Free Press, 1979, 303 
pages. $12.95.

The authors call their work H itle r  vs. R oosevelt. 
It could as well have been called R oosevelt vs H itle r  
because Roosevelt more often reacted to Hitler’s action 
than vice versa, although at times there was an action, 
a reaction, and then a reaction to the reaction. In any 
event, Thomas Bailey and Paul Ryan provide the rea

sons for the differences between Hitler and Roosevelt 
from 1939 until Hitler summed up his reasons for war 
against the United States on 11 December 1941.

The authors' objective is to bring together "for the 
first time a complete account of all the friction points 
of any consequence in German-American relations 
that involved ships, ship incidents, or other naval 
matters within the framework of unfolding events" 
during the undeclared naval war of 1939-41 between 
Germany and the United States. To readers familiar 
with diplomatic history, the skilled touch and pen
chant for alliteration of Bailey, dean of American 
diplomatic historians, will be recognized and relished. 
For those familiar with naval history, retired Navy 
captain “Rosy” Ryan provides lucid accounts of the 
naval events involved, including a clear exposition of 
the difference between convoy and convoy escort.

Hitler tried to complete his wars of conquest while 
avoiding the intervention of the United States. As this 
book demonstrates, Roosevelt’s slow change from an 
isolationist to interventionist put the United States in 
the Battle of the Atlantic without a declaration of war.

D r. P a o lo  E . C o le t ta  
U.S. Naval Academy 
Annapolis, Maryland

The Armies of Ignorance: The Rise of the Ameri
can Intelligence Empire by William R. Corson. 
New York: Dial Press. 1977, x + 640 pages, $12.95.

American Espionage: From Secret Service to CIA by
Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones. New York: Free Press, 1977, 
xi +  276 pages, $12.95.

Beyond Top Secret U. by Ewen Montagu. London: 
Peter Davies, 1977, 192 pages.

These three books about intelligence in warfare are 
written respectively by a practitioner, a practitioner- 
observer, and an analyst * The practitioner, Ewen 
Montagu, has written the shortest, most security-con
scious, and the most informative of the three. He is 
now an English judge as well as a leading member of 
the Anglo-Jewish community. During the World War 
of 1939-45, he was in the Royal Navy and served as 
the naval member of the now famous —then deadly 
secret-X X  or Double Cross Committee. It was this 
organization’s task to take over the agents the Nazis 
sent to Great Britain and to play back their communi
cations to Germany in such a way that the Germans 
never realized how they were being deceived.

Montagu, in addition, was in charge of a celebrated

•A u th o r’s note: T ha t is a m an who did the job. a m an who did the job and 
then  watched others doing it; and by an outside com m entator.
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feint, the operation called "Mincemeat." This was the 
floating ashore in southern Spain in the spring of 
1943 of a body, dressed as a major, Royal Marines, 
which carried papers that helped to mislead the Ger
mans about where the Allies were going to strike next 
in the Mediterranean. This tale was revealed in a 
novel by Duff Cooper (Lord Norwich), who had heard 
of it at the time as a politician, so inaccurately that 
Montagu got leave to publish in 1953 T h e  M an  W ho  
N ever  Was, his excellent, detailed account of the 
operation.

Now that so much more has been made public, 
Montagu can write more freely about how deception 
was organized in wartime London and what a crucial 
part was played in it by deciphered German signals 
that passed by the supposedly indecipherable Enigma 
signal machine. One of his most telling passages ex
plains how he maintained the necessary degree of 
secrecy for such projects as Mincemeat by basing 
them in the Admiralty. In the War Office or the Air 
Ministry, every incoming signal went automatically to 
some thirty branches, for the head of each of them 
liked to keep his finger in every current army or air 
force pie. In the Admiralty, anything addressed "Per
sonal for Lieut-Commander Montagu NID 17M" 
went only to him. On the other hand, in John 
Godfrey he had a Director of Naval Intelligence capa
ble of disobeying orders, who made sure that Mon
tagu saw all the Enigma traffic and chiefs of staff 
papers he needed for his work, whether Godfrey was 
authorized to disclose them to him or not.

In America these things are handled differently. 
Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones’s (the commentator's) book, 
subtitled "From Secret Service to CIA.” covers Ameri
can espionage activity from the Spanish-American 
War of 1898 to the formation of the Central Intelli
gence Agency nearly fifty years later. He wrote mainly 
from other people's books, but has made good use of 
the Secret Service and other relevant archives in 
Washington and has dug out a few points of novelty 
and interest. For instance, he established that W. 
Somerset Maugham the novelist’s efforts on behalf of 
British intelligence in Russia in the summer of 1917, 
belittled by their central character in Maugham's 
A sh e n d e n , were of some real use both to his direct 
employers and to the Americans.

He has worked also on the identity of the Ameri
cans' K." who worked into the Balkans in 1944, not, 
as has sometimes been conjectured, Admiral Canaris, 
the head of the enemy Abwehr, but a Bulgarian busi
nessman then based in New York called "Angel Kou- 
youmdjisky." Kouyoumdjisky's efforts to get Bulgaria 
to adopt a pro American rather than a pro-Russian 
stance were probably foredoomed to the failure they 
obtained. Mr. Jeffreys-Jones should not have fallen 
for the legend, now utterly disproved, that deciphered

Enigma messages gave Churchill adequate advance 
warning of the raid on Coventry, of which Churchill 
made no use in order to safeguard the source; this 
is a permanent intelligence problem, but in this par
ticular case it did not apply.

William R. Corson, who comes from Chicago, rose 
to lieutenant colonel in the United States Marine 
Corps before he retired. He fought in the World War 
of 1941-45, Korea, and Vietnam, mainly in intelli
gence assignments. Corson has also worked for various 
White House personalities and was an unofficial ad
viser to Senator Church’s committee investigation into 
the American intelligence establishment. This gives 
him an insider s view over the mysteries of the secret 
world, from which the common newspaper reader, 
aircrew member, or junior staff officer is supposed 
to be shut out.

A very long chapter, tucked away as an afterword, 
sketches American intelligence activities from Wash
ington’s day through Pinkerton’s to 1917. Much of the 
book, subtitled “The Rise of the American Intelli
gence Empire, takies the problem of how new presi
dents are briefed about what is going on in secret — 
what they are told and what is kept from them —and 
he goes through their successive experiences from 
Truman to Carter in detail. He combines published 
sources, archives, inside knowledge, and a keen nose 
for a story. This last quality sometimes predominates. 
Not all his former superiors will read this book with 
equanimity, and some will wince. As a work on mili
tary politics, it has considerable interest and topicality.

M ic h a e l R . D . F oo t 
London, England

Those Wonderful Women in Their Flying Ma
chines: The Unknown Heroines of World War II
by Sally Van Wagenen Keil. New York: Rawson, 
Wade, 1979, index, x +  316 pages, $10.95

Sally Van Wagenen Keil, in T hose  W o n d e r fu l  
W o m en  in T h e ir  F lying  M ach ines , not only provides 
the history of the Women’s Airforce Service Pilots 
(WASP) Corps of World War II but entertains the 
reader with accounts of the enthusiasm, ambitions, 
and disappointments in the flying experiences of these 
female pilots.

Hired as Civil Service employees rather than active 
duty military, the WASP trained and flew every type 
of war plane available at the onset of World War II. 
Confined to flying only in the United States, they 
were assigned to and even volunteered for risky flying 
missions (search and rescue, towing targets, ferrying 
new or testing repaired aircraft), relieving male pilots
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for overseas combat missions. But their status was not 
always glamorous, nor were they personally accepted: 
the all-male military bases were not prepared to billet 
females, flight uniforms were designed for men, and 
many men were not ready to accept these powder 
puff pilots."

Even though the WASP were capable, courageous, 
and filled a need, and even though many of them 
died in the war effort, the program was canceled 
with little fanfare. The author does add an epilogue, 
however, ending on a cheerier note — thirty years after 
the war, in 1977, the once forgotten WASP of World 
War II were finally granted veteran status.

Though not necessarily for the general history li
brary, T hose W o n d e rfu l W o m en  in  T h e ir  F lying  M a 
chines constitutes an interesting footnote to history, 
documenting an early activity in which woman capa
bly held her own in a man’s world and with all too 
little credit at the time.

T o m m y e je a n  H a ll 
Air University Review

Micronesia under American Rule: An Evaluation 
of the Strategic Trusteeship (1947-77) by Harold 
F. Nufer. Hicksville, New York: Exposition Press, 
1978, 245 pages, $15.00.

M icronesia  u n d er  A m e r ic a n  R u le  is based on eleven 
years of research and firsthand experience in Micro
nesia, an area relatively unfamiliar to Americans. 
The territory, however, was placed under U.S. trust
eeship in 1947, and in his book Harold Nufer has 
graded American performance there.

Beginning with Spanish rule in 1494, through Ger
man, then Japanese, and, finally, American control, 
Nufer describes in great detail the progress that has 
been made in several crucial areas. All but the Ameri
can eras are treated lightly, primarily by way of com
parison; but the final result is a fairly comprehensive 
picture of an island republic covering an ocean area 
equal to that of the continental United States but with 
a total land area of only about 700 square miles.

Through extensive interviews on location, Nufer 
determined that the U.S. has made the greatest ad
vances in educational and social development for the 
Micronesians, often building on the foundation left 
by former rulers. On the other hand, the failure of 
the U.S. directors adequately to promote economic 
self-sufficiency and a lack of work ethic on the part 
of many of the islanders have caused an economic lag.

Recent developments in Asia and the Pacific areas 
and the impending independence of Micronesia have 
caused this part of the world to take on a new signifi
cance in diplomatic circles. However, the economic

dependence of this area on the United States causes 
it to have current significance to all American tax
payers.

The military professional in a “shrinking” world 
does well by expanding his knowledge in areas of po
tential strategic importance, and events in Asia make 
a thorough understanding of a ll areas of the Pacific 
a must. This book requires careful reading, but the 
information obtained about this neglected part of our 
world makes the effort worthwhile.

M a jo r  C h a r le s  R a y , USA 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina

The War Powers Resolution: The Role of Congress 
in U.S. Armed Intervention by Pat M. Holt. 
Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute 
for Public Policy Research, 1978, 48 pages, $2.25.

The American Enterprise Institute for Public Poli
cy Research has produced another work addressing 
international issues. This time Pat M. Holt has exam
ined the War Powers Resolution. Although the pam
phlet is short, the author well illuminates the pressures 
that prompted Congress to adopt the resolution. Un
der it, the Commander in Chief can commit United 
States Armed Forces overseas for only sixty days with
out further congressional consent.

Holt identifies several problems. Foremost, he ques
tions the ability of Congress to act quickly during a 
crisis. The resolution failed to designate who would 
speak for Congress during an emergency session with 
the President. Holt uses the evacuation of Saigon and 
the M ayaguez  seizure to illustrate the complexity and 
rapidity of presidential responses to international 
emergencies. Most would agree with the author’s pes
simistic appraisal of Congress. Traditionally, it has 
enjoyed the luxury of second-guessing executive ac
tions, while being notoriously indecisive over urgent 
issues. It should be remembered that Congress had 
ample opportunity to use its own powers (notably the 
power of the purse) to force a withdrawal from Viet
nam. Its inaction allowed presidents from both politi
cal parties to conduct military operations with relative 
freedom. With that record it is difficult to accept the 
proposition that Congress would reach an early deci
sion during a crisis.

The dilemma caused by the War Powers Resolution 
concerns all military personnel. Although intended to 
limit the ability of the President to commit troops 
against the will of Congress, the resolution could gen
erate a situation in which American troops would be 
exposed to greater dangers. Previously the President
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could quickly employ troops to stabilize a potentially 
explosive situation; if he hesitates (due to their reso
lution by Congress), the situation could escalate and 
become unnecessarily costly in casualties. This is why 
T h e  W ar Powers R eso lu tio n  is important to American 
armed forces.

C a p ta in  A n d re w  W . S m o a k , U S A F  
USAFAcademy, Colorado

South Africa: Sharp Dissection by Christiaan N. Bar
nard. New York; Books in Focus, Inc., 1977, 123
pages, illustrated. $7.95.

In So u th  A fr ica : S h a rp  D issection  Professor Chris
tiaan N. Barnard, the born and bred Afrikaner who 
pioneered the heart transplant operation, uses his re
nowned medical accomplishments as a soapbox to 
proclaim that South Africa is being treated unjustly by 
the international community and "yellow journalism."

The arguments he uses are well-thought-out and at 
times very cogent; but, typical of most white South 
African views, they tend to emphasize a continued 
separation of the races. For example, it would be hard 
to deny that the international community is guilty of 
politics of hypocrisy in condemning and boycotting 

South Africa while recognizing more repressive and 
harsher African regimes than South Africa's. By failing 
to address the obvious point that these dictatorships 
are ruled by individuals representing a majority of 
the black population, Barnard’s argument merely 
serves to point out that he, like most white South 
Africans, has failed to realize that the concept of 
racial minority rule is an anachronism in the latter 
part of the twentieth century.

Barnard tries to argue the need for rapid change in 
South Africa, but his shallow proposals for such 
change do not provide for a political transformation 
of South African society to majority rule in the near 
future. His plea that social discrimination must be 
eliminated immediately involves the removal of petty 
apartheid, i.e., separate rest rooms, restaurants, 
drinking fountains, etc. Unfortunately, his political 
solutions call for no such immediacy. Likewise, his 
call for the continued creation of separate homelands 
does not address the problems this proposal presents. 
Are the blacks to be forcibly resettled in these home
lands? Are open frontiers going to be created with 
these homelands, or will travel permits be extended to 
the black manpower on which white South Africa so 
heavily depends? To what extent will these homelands 
be subservient to or dependent on South Africa? Until 
such questions are addressed, how can we believe 
these black homelands will become truly autonomous 
states? Barnards most galling observation is that “the

white man on the whole is the most capable tribe in 
South Africa to govern South Africa.” His proposal 
for a one-party state based on “merit” while blacks are 
being educated ensures continued white supremacy in 
South Africa for the near future.

This book offers very little in the way of new and 
useful information and realistic solutions to the many 
problems that South Africa faces today. Barnard’s 
own perception that it is “distressing that intelligent 
men and women fail to look at the situation in an ob
jective way” can be aptly applied to his own analysis.

C a p ta in  R i c h a r d s .  R a u sc h k o lb . U SA F 
USAF Academy, Colorado

Gods and Beasts: The Nazis and the Occult by Dusty 
Sklar. New York: Crowell, 1979, 180 pages, $9.95.

Confronted with the awesome horrors inflicted on 
the world by Hitler and his regime, the student of his
tory must necessarily choke when trying to Find expla
nations. Writers have generally failed to explain how 
civilized, scientific, modern Germany could have 
hosted such bestiality. But Dusty Sklar. in G ods a n d  
Beasts, may have found a novel answer. It is not mere
ly in the humiliating Versailles Treaty, in traditional 
anti-Semitism, or even in the desperation of depres
sion life in Germany, writes Sklar, that the basis for 
the Nazi evil can be found. It is in something much 
deeper. Probing the mystical Teutonic past, Sklar 
finds connections between Aryan occult movements 
and the Nazi leadership. In astrology, paganism, 
Satanism, and similar mumbo jumbo, writes Sklar, 
Hitler and his kind found inspiration for their evil.

Writing about the young Hitler, in 1908 a flop- 
house bum in Vienna, Sklar notes the influences in 
Hitler’s life:

Race, blood, and sex combined with ancient Ger
man occultism—spells, mysticism—to make an 
overrich Viennese pastry. Not many soup-kitchen 
derelicts, seeking an escape from their hopeless 
state, could resist such a package.

Sklar then builds his case: Hitler, Hess, Himmler, 
and other Nazi leaders were deeply involved in occult
ism. These allegations, which are readily verifiable 
from other sources, make for a convincing as well as 
unique explanation for the Nazi enigma. Sklar then 
compares Germanic occultism with the modern 
American cult movement. This latter comparison 
makes for a chilling, if not altogether convincing, 
conclusion to the book.

C a p ta in  N . D . H a rm o n . U SA F 
The Air Force Cadet Wing 
USAF Academy, Colorado
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Alfred Thayer Mahan! The Man and His Letters by 
Robert Seager II. Annapolis, Maryland: Naval In
stitute Press, 1977, 713 pages, $24.95.

Robert Seager has produced the third major biog
raphy of Alfred Thayer Mahan: this one is the defini
tive biography of the man. Mahan, as every USAF of
ficer knows, was the great American proponent of 
sea power and had a profound impact on his own 
times. Some of the air power advocates among us 
who are not fond of service on the flight line will 
doubtless take comfort in a less-well-known fact about 
Mahan: he disliked sea duty intensely and often did 
all that he could to avoid it.

Unlike too many biographers, Seager is not en
amored with his subject. He gives us Mahan as a real 
person, warts and all. He is portrayed as a child of his 
age, typical of the conservative side of American pro- 
gressivism. As a military theorist, he was less the inno
vator than the publicist, and his interpretations lean 
toward those of Jomini and toward war as a science 
rather than an art —hardly remarkable for a Social 
Darwinist, WASP imperialist.

The book is a comprehensive and fair treatment, 
fully documented. There is a welcome bit of subtle 
humor and a less welcome bit of editorializing. 
Mahan's main point was that command of the sea was 
the essential first step to national greatness; though 
Douhet denies the value of history, the very title of his 
book. T h e  C o m m a n d  o f  th e  A h ,  suggests a debt to 
Mahan. Thus, this biography, or Mahan’s own T h e  
In flu e n c e  o f  Seapow er on  H isto ry , should be high on 
the reading list of the professional officer.

L ie u te n a n t  C o lo n e l D a v id  R . M ets , U S A F  (R e t)  
Fort Walton Beach, Florida

In Search of History by Theodore H. White. New
York: Harper & Row, 1978, 561 pages, $12.95.

From the pen of one of America's most accom
plished and vividly descriptive narrative journalists 
comes this extremely readable and fascinating jour
ney through the United States from 1915 to 1976. 
Theodore White has kept us alert after each presi
dential campaign with his "Making of the President” 
series. Now he alerts us to the history he has witnessed 
in his sixty years.

In  Search  o f  H istory  is personal history. Novelist 
Thomas Wolfe long since told us we "can’t go home 
again," but White has tried to go home; the resulting 
nostalgic trip down his Boston street (now all tattered 
and tom) to his worn-down birthplace is poignant. 
However, in the larger sense, America has opportun
ity. America has heroes, and America had “gTeat

men who could move affairs to the good." White is in 
love with the American story; you will love his Ameri
can story.

T .M .K .

War on the Mind: The Military Uses and Abuses of
Psychology by Peter Watson. New York: Basic
Books, Inc., 1978, 534 pages, $17.50.

The use of psychology by the military has been an 
active and debated area of discussion since World 
War II. Extending to many different nations, military 
psychology has come of age during the last twenty 
years, especially in the United States where most of 
the research is taking place. In W ar on th e  M in d ,  
Peter Watson brings together and analyzes the more 
important and controversial elements of the wide 
range of studies dealing with the military potential of 
psychology. He examines five central topics: combat, 
stress, the determinants of loyalty and treason, survi
val, and the psychology of counterinsurgency.

Air Force personnel will find Watson’s discussion of 
command interesting. Watson sees a distinction be
tween command hnd leadership, but I would lump 
the two together and draw the distinction between 
command and leadership on the one hand and man
agement on the other and would agree that "the dis
tinction is more important now than ever." (p. 152) 
His chapter on “Atrocity Research" is most fasci
nating but disappointing. He touches on the psycho
logical conditions of war leading to atrocities, yet 
nine pages hardly do justice to this important topic. 
And the chapter on “Captivity" misses an opportunity 
to analyze the Vietnam experience from material cer
tainly available by the publication date. On the other 
hand, the discussions of “Brainwashing" in Korea and 
“The Psychology of Counter-Insurgency" (espe
cially in Vietnam) are good and would be valuable to 
those interested in these relevant topics.

With current interest on the impact of psychology 
on the military, including recent exposés on mind 
control, Peter Watson brings the reader a perspective 
about his own field of psychology. Assuming war is 
bad, why should psychologists dirty their hands? Their 
action is justifiable, he claims, “only when it is used to 
conserve life or if it is in response, direct or antici
pated, to some new threat." (p. 18) The studies he 
analyzes "are defensive in character, aimed at con
serving life rather than the reverse.” (p. 42) A true 
comment, but one might interpret it as a rationaliza
tion. The author also presents a challenge to the 
American Psychological Association and its members 
to cooperate more on the study of military psychology 
and consolidate their research efforts.
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W ar on  th e  M in d  is an informative work, covering 
a variety of topics and providing many thought-pro
voking ideas for military professionals on how psychol
ogists attempt to improve military capability. It is 
valuable as an encyclopedia or reference book from 
which one can pick and choose chapters that seem in
teresting or relevant. It has its weaknesses, but these 
should not detract from its usefulness as an important 
survey.

M a jo r  A la n  M . O s u r , U S A F  
USAF Academy, Colorado

Eurocommunism: The Italian Case edited by Austin 
Ranney and Giovanni Sartori. Washington, D.C.: 
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Re
search, 1978, 196 pages, $4.75.

E u ro c o m m u n ism : T h e  Ita lia n  Case is a conference 
report containing eleven papers that examine the his
torical growth of communism in Italy, the present 
state of the Communist Party, current Italian politics, 
and implications for American foreign policy. The 
overall theme is that Communist rule in Italy may 
tum into an unmitigated disaster for the whole West
ern world.

Air Force personnel may not want to read all of this 
book, but there are a few chapters that should be 
read by anyone interested in the major political forces 
shaping Western Europe. For example, in chapter ten 
author Giovanni Sartori, of Stanford University, poses 
the question, Why has the PCI [Italian Communist

Party] not forced its way into the government since 
the 1976 election?" It could but does not want to until 
it can achieve international legitimacy. Italy lives by 
industrial transformation, has no important natural 
resources, and can produce only about 20 percent of 
its own food supply. However, its 55 million people 
have tasted prosperity, and their level of expectation 
is high. Owners of private capital always seek safety 
by running if they feel threatened, and the PCI be
lieves this would happen if it came to power before it 
is internationally legitimate. The ensuing economic 
disaster would destroy the PCI. Essentially, the re
quired legitimacy must come from the attitude of the 
United States.

In the final chapter, Henry Kissinger makes a 
strong case that, in spite of what the Communist 
parties of Western Europe say, they are not democrat
ic. They would, moreover, destroy NATO and the 
Common Market, which they perceive only as institu
tions that enhance and protect the capitalism and im
perialism of the bourgeoisie. He seems to see Com
munist rule in Italy as initiating a kind of domino 
effect that would wreck the major institutions on 
which a free Europe and a free world are built.

Of course, all this may not happen; but the central 
question is one of risk, and the authors of this book 
make the case that the risk is high. Moreover, it is not 
a risk that we have to take if someone can convince 
us in time that Eurocommunists have not turned into 
Social Democrats.

L ie u te n a n t  C o lo n e l M ic h a e l J .  C o llin s , U S A F  
Air Command and Staff College 

Maxwell AFB, Alabama

AWARD

The Air University Review Awards Committee has selected "Close Air 
Support in Modern Warfare" by Wing Commander Jeremy C. Saye, 
Royal Air Force, as the outstanding article in the January-February 1980 
issue of the Review.
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